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INTRODUCTION 

Phosphate rock is the most importaIlt of the mineral fertilizermaterials, in annual tonnage handled.
The domestic phosphate-rock industry dates from 1867, when miningof the South Carolina deposits began. Since then the annual produc
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tion has increased, more or less steadily, to an average of approximately 
3,000,000 long tons at present. During this more than half a century 
phosphate-mining activities have shifted from the comparatively low
grade South Camlina deposits to the richer Florida and Tennessee 
deposits. Comparatively small tonnages are also produced annually 
from the deposits in Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming, which perhaps 
constitute the largest known reserV6 of high-grade phosphate rock in 
the world. From time to time small quantities of phosphate have 
been minbi in other States, notably Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky, 
Pennsylvllnip~, and Utah. Deposits of limited extent are also known 
to occur elsewhere in the United States. 

Aside from the part played byphosphate mining in contributing to the 
wealth of the United States, phosphate rock has formed the basis of the 
domestic chemical-fertilizer industry from the time of its establishment 
(about 1850). This industry now consumes appro~-imately 2,000,000 
long tons of phosphate rock annually in the manufacture of approxi
mately 4,000,000 short tons of phosphate fertilizers, principally super
phosphate. In addition to this approximately 300;000 long tons of 
rock are used annually in the manufacture of elemental phosphorus, 
phosphate 0,hbmicals, and blast-furnace products; as an ingredient in 
livestock and poultry feeds; and for direct application to the soil as a 
fertilizer. The annual exports of phosphate rock amount to approxi- _ 
mately 700,000 long tons. 

Although phosphate rock is valued primarily for its content of 
phosphoric acid, the commercial desirability of a particular grade or 
type of rock may be affected to a certain extent by the presence of 
admixed impurities such as silica, carbonates, aluminum, iron, etc. 
Phosphate rock containing more than about 5 to 6 percent of total 
oxides of iron and aluminum is not considered desirable for the manu
facture of superphosphate, principally because of the poor mechanical 
condition of the resulting product. Rock of very high iron content is 
also undesirable for the manufacture of phosphoric acid by furnace 
processes because of the formation of iron phosphide, a material for 
which there is only a limited demand and which is relatively difficult 
to convert into other phosphate products. 

In the manufacture of superphosphate, the presence of about 1 to 
3 percent of carbon dioxide in the phosphate rock is desirable 
because the liberated carbon dioxide renders the superphosphate 
porous and spongy, and thereby facilitates drying. Larger per
centages of carbon dioxide are not desirable, however, because of 
the increase in the amount of sulphuric acid required to obtain 
satisfactory conversion of the phosphoric acid into available forms. 

Other than its action as a diluent, silica has no harmful effect on 
the use of phosphate rock for the manufacture of superphosphate and 
other products. On the other hand, high-silica rock may possess some 
advanL14ge in the manufacture of phosphoric acid by furnace processes, 
inasmuch as a certain ratio of lime to silica must be maintained in. tb!' 
furnace charge in order to produce a slag which may readily be tapped 
from the furnace. 

As shown by recent investigations (64),2 fluorine is an essential 
component of the complex phosphates occurring in all types of domes
tic phosphate rock, and in nearly all commercially important types 

I Italic numbers in parentheses refer to Literature Cited, p. 79. 



COMPOSITION AND DISTRIBUTION OF PHOSPHATE ROCK 3 
of rock from foreign deposits. Sufficient evidence is now available::0 justify the conclusion that the conversion of the phosphoric acidof phosphate rock into !l.. condition that will permit its ready utilization as plant food is dependent upon the extent to which the complexphosphate-fluorine compound is decomposed by the processing treatment. From the standpoint of the fertilizer manufacturer, fluorinewas formerly considered an undesirable cor.stituent of phosphate rock,because the fluorine-bearing gases generated during the manufacture ofsuperphosphate created a nuisance in the vicinity of the factories.Today, however, many superphosphate plants are utilizing.these gasesfor the production of hydrofluosilicic acid and fluosilica.tes. Becauseof the deleterious effect of fluorine on the health of animals (7, 107,147), its presence in phosphate rock has prevented the general use ofthis cheap source of cclcium and phosphorus in mineral mixtures forlivestock feeding.

Among the constituents of phosphate rock, calcium is next in importRnce to phosphoric acid. Recent investigations (52) have shownthat normal growth of tobacco cannot be obtained on certain soils,particularly sandy and sandy loam soils, without- the application ofcalcium compounds. The compounds present in superphosphate andin double or triple superphosphate are effective sources of calcium forsuch soils. The fertilizers used on these soils in the past always contained calcium in the form of superphosphate, and evidence of calciumdeficiency was not ohGained until the new types of calcium-freefertilizers were used.
During recent years considerable attention has been given to theeffect on plant growth of the so-called less common elements, such asmanganese, copper, zinc, chromium, vanadium, arsenic, iodine, etc.(103, 171). Oertain of these elements occur in phosphate rock and,aside from their possible effect on plant growth, may have an important bearing on the use of the rock in the manufacture of phosphatesfor food and technical purposes, so far as they impart undesirableproperties to thl3 finished products. If the phosphates are to beused in the manufacture of food products, it is also important thatthe content of certain impurities, such as arsenic and lead, shall notexceed the limits prescribed by the various State and Federal purefood regUlations.
It is evident from the foregoing that a thorough knowledge of thecomplete chemical composition of the various commercial types ofphosphate rock occurring in the United States is an aid in their rationaluse for the manufacture of fertilizers and phosphate chemicals and forother purposes. This information is also valuable in the study of thechemical structure of phospliate rock, a thorough knowledge of whichis essential to an understanding of the reactions occurring duringprocesses in the manufacture of available phosphates. Despite theirimportance, comprehensive data on the chemical composition ofdomestic phosphate .rock are not available. Except for occasionalincomplete analyses of isolated samples, usually selected materials orprospect samples, the sparse data recorded in the literature beforethe beginning of the present investigation relate principally to theoccurrence of phosphoric acid, calcium, aluminum, and iron.The results presented in this bulletin comprise more or less completechemical analyses of all the domestic types of phosphate rock whichare of commercial interest at present. Special attention is given to 
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the occurrence of fluorine, iodine, and the so-called less-common 
metallic elements, such as manganese, chromium, vanadium, copper, 
zinc, and arsenic j to the chemical composition of the mechanical frac
tions separated from natural phosphates; and to the solubility of 
natural phosphates in ammonium-citrate and citric-acid solutions. 

In order to present a comprehensive picture of the phosphates of 
the United States, it is important to give a brief review of the deposits 
and the production and reserves of rock before discussing the results 
of the chemical analyses. 

REVIEW OF PHOSPHATE DEPOSITS OF THE UNITED STATES 

~LABAMA 

Deposits of phosphatic greensand and phosphatic nodules and shell 
casts occur in Alabama in a belt extending southward 20 to 50 miles 
from a line drawn from Columbus, Ga., westward through Tuskegee, 
Montgomery, lv.I:arion, Greensboro, and Eutaw, Aln.., on to Columbus, 
Miss. (137, 183, 184, 192). Deposits of phosphate also occur in 
Limestone County, just south of the Tennessee line, along Elk River, 
Sugar Creek, and Little Shoal Creek (105, 165; 185, p. 64). Accord
ing to Phalen (138), a deposit of aluminum phosphate (wavellite) is 
reported to exist near Mitchell Mountain, on the Coosa' River, 6 miles 
east of Coal City, St. Clair Oounty. In general, the Alabama phos
phates are comparatively low in phosphoric acid and occur in small,. 
irregular depo~its. Consequently, the deposits have not been 
worked on a large scale, although before 1901 small quani;ities of 
roC'k were mined in certain localities. 

ARKANSAS 

Deposits of phosphate rock extend over a considerable area in 
north-central Arkansas (11, 12, 140, 146, 196), and the phosphate 
horizon l.las been recognized in Independence, Stone, Izard, Sear:cy, 
Marion, Baxter, and Newton Counties. The only deposits that have 
been developed commercially are those on Lafferty Creek, Independ
ence County, near the junction of East Lafferty and West Lafferty 
Creeks, abou t 4 miles southwest of Cushman. These deposits have 
not been worked, however, since 1915. In general, the Arkansas 
phosphates contain less phosphoric acid and more iron and aluminum 
than the Tennessee phosphates, and many of the deposits are located 
at some distance from railroad lines. These factors have opm'ated 
against their commercial development, but the deposits constitute an 
important phosphate reserve for the Middle-Western agricultural 
region. 

FLORIDA 

Since 1890 the Florida phosphate deposits (93, 113, 122, 126, 11,.0, 
176,177,195,208,209) have been of great importance to agriculture, 
not only in the United States but, in European and other foreign 
countries. 

Four principal varieties of phosphate occur in Florida. In the 
order of their present importance these are land-pebble phosphate; 
hard-rock phosphate; claylike phosphates, including the soft and waste
pond phosphates; and river-pebble phosphate. Phosphatized lime
stone and phosphatic marl also occur in certain localities (122). 
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The land-pebble phosphate deposits are by far the most importantin Florida, f"nd, from the standpoint of production, they haye beenthe most important in the United States since 1905. The depositscover a cOLsiderable area in the eastern and we&tern portions of Hillsborough and Polk Counties, respectively, and extend southward intothe northeastern corner of .Manatee County and the northwesterncorner of Hardee County. At present the principal producing minesare located near Bartow, Brewster, Coronet, Lakela.nd, :Mulberry,Nichols, and Pierce.
The hard-rock phosphate deposit.s occur in a belt that exte,lds southward from Suwannee and Colmnbia Counties, through portions ofGilchrist, Alachua, Levy, :Marion, Citru;;, Sumter, and HernandoCounties, to Pasco County-over 100 miles. Deposits are also knownin Lafayette, Taylor, Jefferson, Wakulla, and Liberty Counties.Deposits of plate rock, a variety of hard-rock phosphate, occur inc~ntral Mnrion County near Sparr, Anthony, and Ocala. Minesnave been operated in nearly all sections of the hard-rock phosphateregion, but since 1925 only certain deposits near the t.owns of Dunnellon, Inverness, and Hernando have been worked.For the purpose of this bulletin, the claylike phosphates of Floridaare divided into two classes, namely, soft phosphate and waste-pondphosphate (71, 85, 122). Soft phosphate is commonly closely associated with both the land-pebble and hard-rock phosphates, but itoccurs to a greater extent in the hard-ruck deposits. It is not onlypresent in the matr~x of the hard-rock and land-pebble phosphates,but Mansfield (113) states that soft phosphate occurs in more or lessisolated pockets in the Vicksburg limestone and in larger areasscattered over several square miles northwest of Ocala, 11arionCounty, and in Pasco County, south of Greer and southwest of Richland. Since 1889 small quantities of soft phosphate hayu been minedfrom time to time and sold principally for direct application to thesoil.

During the process of preparing hard-rock phosphate for the marketthe soft phosphate in the matrix is washed into waste ponds, whereit settles out with the clay and other impurities, t.he finer particlesconcentrating at points farthest from the entrance t.o the ponds. Theabandoned ,,'aste ponds in the hard-rock district contain a considerable tonnage of tlus material, which analyzes as high as 25 percentphosphoric acid. The ',vaste ponds in the land-pebble district containsmaller percentages of finely divided phosphate than do the hard-rockwaste ponds, In this publication the finely divided phosphate deposited in the hard-rock phosphate waste ponds will be referred to aswaste-pond phosphate in order to distinguish it from the soft phosphate obtained directly from the original deposits. For the lastsevernl years, small tonnages of waste-pond phosphate have beenrecoyered annually from abandoned waste ponds in the hard-rockdistrict, principally near the to,Vll of Dunnellon, and sold for directapplication to the soil.
According to Matson (1;:];:]), river-pebble phosphate wns first minedin 1888 on Peace River neur Arcadia, De Soto County, and lateralong Peace River from .Mulberry, Polk County, southward. Mining, was also done near Fort Ogden and Hull, De Soto County, on 
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Alana River, and in Clay County on Black Creek, a tributary of St. 
Johns River. River-pebble deposits have also been reported on 
Manatee, Miakka, Kissimmee, and Caloosahatchee Rivers and at 
the mouth of Fisheating Creek. No river-pebble phosphate has 
beeh mined since 1914. 

GEORGIA 

According to McCallie (106), deposits of phosphatic marl in Georgia 
are widely distributed in the counties lying along the Georgia-Florida 
State line. Deposits of phosphate rock have been discovered in 
'rhomas County, near the towns of Boston and Thoruasville, and, 
accol'din~ to Day (4-1), in Glynn County at the headwaters of the Little 
Satilla Rlver. Because of the limited quantity of phosphate and the 
high mining costs, the deposits were worked only at irregular intervals 
before 1900. Phosphatic nodules, of no economic importance, occur 
in Floyd and Chattooga Counties, embedded in the Chattanooga 
shale (60). 

IDAHO 

The Idaho deposits constitute one of the largest known reserves of 
high-grade phosphate rock in the w:orld. The known deposits lie in 
the southeastern part of the State ill Bear Lake, Bannock, Caribou, 
Bingham, Bonneville, Madison, Teton, Fremont, and Clark Counties 
(51, 113, 114-, 118, 119, 154-, 155, 173, 175, 194-). Those thus far 
studied in detail are located in the Montpelier, Crow Creek, Freedom, 
Slug Creek, Lanes Creek, Hemy, Crane's Flat, and Portneuf quad
rangles, and in the Fort Hall Indian Reservation. In 1930, deposits 
were being worked near Oonda, Caribou County, and Paris, Bear 
Lake County. Phosphate rock has also been mined near Montpelier, 
Bear Lake County. 

ILUNOIS 

Phosphate deposits in Illinois occur immediately above the Maquo
keta shale in the southern portion of Calhoun County (97, 205). 
Although these deposits have not been investigated, it is quite 
probable that they are not commercially valuable at the present time. 

KENTUCKY 

Phosphate deposits are known to occur in Kentucky in the vicinities 
of Midway, Versailles, and \ValIn,ce, Woodford County; Lexington, 
Fayette Oounty; Georgetown, Scott County; near the Forks of Elk
hol'll, Franldin County; and near Pine Grove Station, Clark County 
(4-9, 139, 140, 196). Deposits of phosphatic limestone occur directly 
below the phosphatc rock horizon. The richest deposits of phosphate 
rock, which occur in the area around Wallace and Midway, were 
worked for several years prior to 1927. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

In Massachusetiis, phosphatc nodules of no commercial importance 
occur in the tertiary greensand beds exposed in the cliffs at Gay Head, 
Martha's Vineyard (137, 178). Small quantities of apatite are said 
to occur at Bolton, Worc~ster County (206). 
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MISSISSIPPI 

Deposits of phosphatic marl in 1fississippi. occur in Tippah, Tish
omingo, Pontotoc, Itawambl1" Chickasaw, :Monroe, Oktibbeha, 
Lowndes, Noxubee, Kemper, Hinds, and I.auderdale Counties (41), 
but none of these deposits;s of commercial importance ut present. 
Beds of phosphatic nodules, similar to those in Alabama, are said 
to occur in Mississippi. 

MONTANA 

The known. Montana phosphate deposits (35, 50,113,133,134-,135, 
156; 189) occur in the vicinities of Phllipsburg and Maxville, Granite 
County; Elliston and Garrison, Powe;] County; and 1-1e11'ose, SilveI' 
Bow County. Deposits are also known in Deer Lodge, Beaverhead, 
Gallatin, Madison, and Lewis and Olark Counties. The most impor
tant deposits are located in the Elliston, Garrison, and PlllJipsburg 
distdr.ts. In 1930, mining operations were started near Garrison and 
Philil)sbur~. A Em~\'ll quantity of phosphate has also been mined 
from the 11.axville deposits. 

NEVADA 

According to Stone (188), deposits of phosphate rock have been 
reported in Nevada. Specimens of low-grade rock have been found 
near Ely and Osceola, 1Vhite Pine Gounty, anq. near Ocala and Huxley, 
at the south end of Humboldt Lake, Churchill County. 

NEW JERSEY 

Smnll deposits of massive apatite uTei:laid to occur at HurdtoWll, 
Sussex County, N.J. According to Wilber (206), these deposits were 
mined to a small extent prior to 1882. 

NEW MEXICO 

No phosphate-rock deposits have been discovered in New Mexico, 
but deposits of bat guano occur in the southp.~n part of the State and 
shipments have been made from those neai' Lava, Socorro Oounty 
(142). 

NEW YORK 

According to Wilber (206), a deposit of massive apatite occurs in 
New York at Orown Point, Essex Oounty. This deposit-was mined 
to a small extent prior to 1882. Apatite also occurs in St. Lawrence 
Oounty. Unsuccessful attempts have been made to separate, on a 
commercial scnle .. the apatite that is associated with the magnetite 
in deposits at Mineville, Essex County (140). 

NORTH CAROLINA 

The phosphate-rock deposits of North Carolina (27, 37, 38,.40, 
113, 137) 141) lie in a belt 15 to 20 miles wide, extending from the 
South Carolina line northeastward with the trend of the coast "to the 
Neuse River, and with its southeastern boundary 20 to 25 miles from 
the coast line. The belt runs through the counties of Columbus, 
Bladen, Sampson, a corner of Pender, and through Duplin, and 
includes a small part of Lenoir, Jones, and Onslow Oounties. De
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posits of a conglomerate of phosphatic nodules and marl lie jugl 
below the phosphate-rock deposits and extend southward through 
Pender and New Hanover Oounties nearly to the coast. The con
glomerate deposits near Oastle Hayne in New Hanover Oounty, ,'.-ere 
worked for several years during the latter part of the nineteenth 
century. The scattered nature of the deposits and the high mining 
costs have prevented their extensive development. No phosphate 
rock has been mined in North Oarolina since 1903. 

OKLAHOMA 

A small deposit of phosphate nodules has been discovered in Okla
homa in the extreme southeastern corner of Ootton Oounty, just west 
of the Ootton-Jefferson Oounty line (179, 180). Also, Reeds (148) 
reports the occurrence of phosphatic nodules in the Woodford shale 
and chert of the Arbuckle Mountains. 

r'.~NNSYLVANIA 

Deposits of low-grade phosphate rock have been found in Penn
sylvania at various points within 12 miles of Reeds Gap, Juniata 
County (83). The entire mass of detritus occurring in these localities 
between the Oriskany sandstone and the Onondaga limestone bas been 
phosphatized to an extent varying from 3 to 12 percent of phosphoric 
acid. Deposits of aluminum phosphate (wavellite) occur at the foot 
of South Mountain, in the vicinity of Mount Holly Springs, 20 miles 
southwest of Harrisburg (190). These depogits were worked about 
1905, and the ore was used for the manufacture of elemental phos
phorus. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 

Production of phosphate rock from the South Carolina deposits, 
which were the first to be discovered in the United States, began in 
1867, and for more than 50 years important quantities ')f phosphate 
were mined annually from these deposits (80, 113, 126, d37, 137, 145, 
163, 181, 197, 208, 209). The South Oarolina phosphates are usually 
divided into two clu,sses, land rock and river rock, the first being the 
most important. The land rock occurs in a more 01' less irregular bed 
which represents the undisturbed phosphatized Edisto marl. The 
river rock probably consists in part of the original phosphatized 
Edisto marl and in part of fragments derived from the land deposits 
find concentrated on the river bottoms. Phosphate deposits occur in 
Berkeley, Dorchester, Oharleston, Oolleton, and Beaufort Oounties in 
fL seaboard zone, most of which is less than 30 miles wide, extending 
from the Broad River, Beaufort County, northward to a point about 
20 miles beyond Oilarleston. Production of riYer rock ceased in 1910 
and that of land rock in 1925. 

TENNESSEE 

From the standpoint of production, the 'rennessee phosphate 
deposits rank second in importance in the United States, hehlg 
exceeded only by the Florida, deposits. Three distinct commercial 
varieties of phosphate rock nre recognized in Tennessee. These are 
known as the brown-rock, blue-rock,. and white-rock phospbates. .All 
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the important deposits of these varieties are in the western part of thecentral basin of Tennessee and in the valleys of the western part ofthe highland rim surrounding the basin. Deposit" of another variety,mnging in color from white to brownish black, are fmmd in JohnsonCounty (90). TIus rock is characterized by a relatively high contentof manganese, but it usually contains less than 30 percent of phosphoric acid, and, at present, is not of commercial importance. Phosphatic linlestones, usually containing less than 20 percent of phosphOlicacid, are widely distributed in Tennessee, usually in close association.with the phosphate-rock deposits.

The principal deposits of brown-rock phosphate, the most importantof the Tennessee phosphates, occur in Sumner, Davidson, Williamson,Hickman, Jlviaury, Lewis, and Giles Counties (62a, 81, 113, 140,186,196). In 1930, mines were being operated in the vicinity of Mountpleasant, Spring Hill, Columbia, Century, Ridley, and Southport,in Maury County; Nashville, Davidson County; Wales, GilesCounty; and Twomey, Hickman County.
Two types of blue-rock phosphate, formerly known as black phosphate, are recognized. These are the bedded phosphates and thenodular or kidney phosphates. The deposits of bedded phosphateare the most important, although kidney phosphate has been minedin certain localities, ndably near Boma, P~ltnam County (129).Blue-rock deposits are knClwn in the western part of Maury County;the eastern part of Lewis County; along Duck River and on bothsides of Swan Creek in Hickman County; near Fernvale Springs inthe western part of Williamson County; and in the sout~ern andnorthern parts of Perry and Wayne Counties, respectively (60, 61,62a, 81, 140, 186, 196).
White-rock phosphate occurs in several \\idely separated localitiesin Perry and Decatur Counties (60,61,62, 62a, 82,123,196). Mineshave been operated at Tomscreek, Perry County, and along the tributaries of Beech River, between Pfirsons and Decaturville, DecaturCounty. Although many of the deposits contain high-grade phosphate, they occur mostly in pockets, and the high cost of mining hasprevented extensive development. No production of wlute-rockphosphate has been rC'ported since 1915.
At least two geological formations of phosphatic limestone arerecognized in Tennessee, namely, the Leipcrs formation and theBigby formation. The Leipers limestone has been a factor of considerable importance in the formation of blue-rock pbosphate and inmany places it directly underlies these phosphate deposits. Bigbyphosphatic limestone is widely distributed in the brown-rock phosphate area, and is the source of ll1u('h of the' brown rock, though someof the latter is also derived from the Leipel's limestone. Although no('comonica} method has been devised for the manufacture of fertilizersfrom phosphatic limestone, it is used to some extent in the preparationof mineral feeds for poultry and stock. 

TEXAS 

Phosphate rock deposits have not been discovered in Texas, but theinvestigationfi of Shead (179, 180) indicate that deposits may occurin the Permian red beds of the Wichita formation, in northern Texas,and Schoch (170) l'eports the occurrence of phosphatic rocks in Bexar 
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I1D.d Brewster Counties. According to Phillips (142), there are depos
.its of bat guano in caves distributed along a line extending southwest 
from Lampasas County to Uvalde and Edwards Counties. Guano 
deposits have been found in Lampasas, Burnet, Llano, Mason, Wil
liamson, Blanco, Gillespie, Hays, Comal, Kerr, Medina, Uvalde, and 
Edwards Counties. Some of these deposits have been worked at 
various times. 

UTAH 

Phosphate rock is widely distributed in northeastern Utah (8, 51, 
113, 17J,., 19J,.). Deposits are known in the Crawford Mountains, 
Laketown, and Woodruff areas of Rich County; and the Weber River 
Canyon, Sheepherd Valley, and Beaver Creek areas, near Ogden, 
Weber County. On the north side of the Uinta Mountain Range, 
deposits occur in the Weber-Bear River and Henrys Fork areas of 
Summit County. On the south side of the range, deposits occur in 
the Provo-Duchesne River area of Wasatch and Duchesne Counties, 
and the Whiterock River-Brush Creek area of Duchesne and Uintah 
Counties. Deposits also occur in Morgan County. Small quantities 
of phosphate rock have been mined in Utah, principally in Rich 
County, but no production has been reported since 1920. 

VIRGINIA 

Deposits of low-grade phosphate have been observed in two local
ities in southwestern Virginia (191), namely, at the foot of the south
east slope of Clinch Mountain, 5 miles west of Saltville, and in 
Walker Valley at the east end of Brushy Mountain, 5 miles west of 
Marion. N elsonite, a name given to a group of high titanium
phosphorus-bearing ores, occurs in Amherst and Nelson Counties, and, 
to a less extent, on the northwest slope of the Blue Ridge in Roanoke 
County (140, 191, 204). The phosphorus is present in these ores in 
the form of coarsely crystalline apatite. A large deposit of ilmenite 
nelsonite, the normal and most abundant variety, occurs in Amherst 
County, near Piney River, and is being worked for the recovery of 
titanium compounds and apatite (1). 

WYOMING 

Phosphate rock is widely distributed in the western part of Wyo
ming (9,34,51,112,113,173, 19J,.). Deposits are known in the Wind 
River, Owl Creek, and Shoshone MountaIns; the Hoback, Gros Ventre, 
Teton, and Salt River Ranges; the Sublette Ridge, Beckwith Hills, 
and Cokeville areas; and in Snake River Canyon. Since 1906 phos
phate rock has been mined from some of the deposits, principally 
those neal' Cokeville, Lincoln County. 

PRODUCTION OF PHOSPHATE ROCK IN THE UNITED STATES 

Data on the marketed production of phosphate rock in the United 
States, as of December 31, 1930, are given in table 1. The figures 
include rock used by the producers. 
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TABLE I.-Total marketed pl'oduction and reserves of phosphate rock in the UnitedStates, as of December 31, 1930 

Marketed pro- First and last
SoUrce and type of phosphate duction, incltid- years of com- Estimateding rock used merclal pro- reserves 1

by producers duetion 

Florida:Land pebble__________________________________________ Lonu tona Lonu tomRiver pebble________________________________________ _ , 52, 262, 745 1891 , , >269,000,000 Hard rock___________________________________________ _ 1,310,075 1888,1914 C')Soft rock___________________________________________ _ '12,175,066 1889 , 8,200,000
94,807 1890 ,

Total ______________________________________________ _ 
C')

65,842,693 ______________ >277,200,000 
South Carolina:Land roek___________________________________________ _River roeIr.__________________________________________ _ 7 9, 253, 412 1867, 1925 8, 798, 000

4,105,205 187'), 1910 C')
Total_______________________________________________ 13,358,617 ______________ >8,798,000 

Tennessee: /=======I=======f=======
Brown rook___________________________________________Blue roek_____ ._______________________________________ 

810,803,286 1896' • 10,000,000! 1, 279, 650 1894' 83,340,000Whiteroek___________________________________________ '8,617 1898',1915 C')1-------1-------1---------TOtal_______________________________________________ 
,
==l";6',,,28=2,;,'4,;3=2,/=_,;__=_,;__=--=-,;--;"-=--,1==>~93,;,,3;,4==0',;000,;;

Western States:
Idaho________________________________________________Montana_____________________________________________ 

474,584 1006' 4,997,380,000
Utah_________________________________________________ 

6,713 1921' 391,316,000
Wyoming____________________________________________ 

18,047 1907,1920 326,727,noo
60,271 1007' 115,694,000

Total_______________________________________________ I--------!-------!------~559,615 ______________ 5,831,117,000
Alabama_________________________________________________1=======F======f=======Arkansas_________________________________________ ._______ 844 1887',1000 C')
Kentucky________________________________________________ 

31,753 1900,1915 20,000,000
113,661 19n, 1926 863,000North Carollna___________________________________________ 56,585 1885 '; 1903 C'l

b~~:~l~~~~::====:::::::::::::=:::::::::======:=::::=:::1====3=,0=?g=I;-;,-:;,-8-;;;0~=~-,;~0;;;-~4=--,;-I==,,;~,;,:l==Grand totaL_______________________________________ _ 95,250,263 ______________ >6,231,318,000 

1 Containing the equivalent of approximately 55 percent or more of triealclum phosphate.
J Includes a small quantity of river-pebble and soft phosphate.
'Under production In 1930.
• This figure can be approximately doubled by tbe use of Jlotation, according to a private communicationfrom James A. Barr, of the International Agricultural Corporation.• Estimate not available.
• Includes a smaIl quantity of soft pbosphate.
7 Includes a small quantity of river rock.
, This figure is low because separate data on tbe production of the different types of Teunessee phos
phate are not avaIlablc for tbe yenrs prior to 1906.
• Approximate yenr oC fIrst production. 

In the case of the Florida phosphates, the figures were compiledfrom the data given by Wright (208) for the years 1888 to 1891;from those given by Johnson (91) for the years 1900 to 1928; andfrom the various volumes of Mineral Resources of the United Statesfor the other years. I t should be pointed out that the figures for thedifferent types of rock are only approximate owing to the fact thatin some years they include small quantities of other types. Forexample, the figure for land-pebble phosphate includes a small quantity of river-pebble and soft phosphate, and the figure for hard rockincludes a small quantity of soft phosphate.
The figures for South Carolina phosphate were compiled from datagiven by Johnson (91) and in Mineral Resources of the United Sta,tes..An insignificant quantity of river rock is included with the land rock.The figures for the Tennessee brown- and blue-rock phosphateswere furnished by the United States Bureau of Mines,3 Since separate 

• The authors are Indebted to B. H. Stoddnrd"'ld B. L. Johnson Cor tbe compilntion of these and otherdata furnJshed by the Bureau of Mines. 
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data on the various types of Tennessee phosphate for the yea,rs prior 
to 1905 are not available, the figure for the total Tennessee production, 
which is compiled from Mineral Resources of the United States, is 
greater than the sum of the totals for the different types. The figure 
for white rock represents the production in 1905 to 1908, inclusive. 
The quantity of white rock mined prior to 1905 is not known, but 
with the exception of a small tonnage (amount unknown) in 1915, 
this type of phosphate has not been produced since 1908. 

The figures for the western phosphates 3a were compiled from data 
furnished by the Bureau of Mines and from those given in Mineral 
Resources of the United States. The figures for k:kansas and 
Kentucky were compiled from data given by Johnson (91) and in 
Mineral Resources of the United States, the last publication also 
furnishing the figures for Alabama and Pennsylvania. 

With the exception of a production of 700 tons in 1892, as reported 
by Wright (208), the figure for North Oarolina was compiled from 
data given in Mineral Resources of the United States. It should be 
pointed out, however, that the figure indudes 40,400 tons of low
grade phosphatic conglomerate, of which 35,000 tons were sold for 
use in building streets snd roads. 

• RESERVES OF PHOSPHATE ROCK IN THE UNITED STATES 

Data relating to the estimated reserves of phosphate rock in the 
United States, as of December 31, 19RO, are given in table 1. It is 
belinved that these estimates are, as a general rule, very conservative, 
since they do not take into acconnt the use of the flotation process 
for the recovery of marketable phosphate from low-grade materials 
which cannot be treated successfully by the ordinary methods of 
cone en tration. 

In 1923, G. W. Holland, of the United States Geological Survey, 
investigated the reserves of Florida land-pebble phosphate and esti
mated that the field contained at that time more than 288,000,000 
long tons of minable phosphate (116, p. 250). Approximately 
19,000,000 long tons of land pebble were mined during 1924-30. 
Oonsequently, it is estimated that the reserves of this material 
amounted to more than 269,000,000 long tons, as of December 31, 
1930. James A. Barr/ chief engineer of the International Agricul
tural Oorporation, estimates that the reserves of land pebble havfl 
been fmther increased at least 100 percent by the developmenL of 
the flotaLion process for the. treatment of low-grade phosphate ores. 

In arriving at the figure for reserves of Florida hard-rock phosphate, 
the estimate made by Phalen (140) in 1915 has been revised to allow 
for the rock mined since that time, the figme on mined procluetion 
being supplied by the UT'1ted States Bureau of Mines. Estimates on 
the reserves of river-petble and soft phosphate are not available. 

Based on an estimate made originally by Ohazal (29, p. 18) in 1904, 
Mansfield (117, p. 88) estimated that the reserves of South Oarolina 
land-roel\: phosphate amounted to 8,800,000 long tons as of December 
31,1924. Oorrected for the amount of rockmineclsince that time, the 
figure becomes 8,798,000 long tons as .of December 31, 1930. No 
estimate of the reserves of river rock is available . 

•• The term" wll3tern phosphates ", as used In this puhllcatlon, refers to phosphate from Idaho, Mon· 
tana. Utah, and Wyoming. 

4 Private communication. 
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In 1915, Ph!!:!en (14.0) estimated that the reserves of brown-rock 
phosphate remaining in middle Tennessee amounted to approximately 
4,000,000 long tons. According to figures furnished by the United 
States Bureau of Mines, however, approximately 6,500,000 tons of 
brown rock were mined from this region in 1916-30. The estimate 
of reserves of brown rock was made by James A. Barr, who writes· as 
follows: 6 

The following figures were compiled from available prospecting data and 
adding thereto probable tonnages in other phosphate areas. . 

It is generally conceded that the quantity of commercial .grade phosphate 
outside of contiguous blocks now being exploited, is quite limited and found 
mostly in scattered areas too small to justify economical mining unless we con
sider the lately developed flotation process. This, we estimate, more than 
doubles the tonnages. 

Without flotation, the brown phosphate reserves will probably not exceed 
10,000,000 tons, but with benefiClation we estimate a total from 20,000,000 to 
24,000,000 tons. 

The estimate of reserves of Tennessee blue-rock phosphate is that 
made by Phalen (140), from which has been deducted the mined pro
duction of rock as reported by the Bureau of Mines for the period 
1916-30. An estimate of the reserves of white-rock phosphate 
is not available, and no figures have been compiled to show the 
quantity of phosphate occurring in Tennessee in the form of phos
phatic limestone. 

In 1927, Mansfield (119, p. 292) published revised estimates of the 
phosphate rock available in the W·estern States. These estimates, 
which do not take into consideration the rock mined in the individual 
States, have been changed to allow for the marketed production of 
rock from the beginning of commercial operations through the year 
1930. The figures Oil marketed production, most of which were 
furnished by the Bureau of Mines, approximate very closely those on 
mined production. 

The figure on reserves of Arkansas phosphate is that given by Wag
gaman (198) in 1914, no later est.imate being available. The estimate 
of reserves of Kentucky phosphate given by Mansfield in 1922 (115, 
p. 116) has been revised to allow for the phosphate mined since that 
year. Estimates of the phosphate reserves in Alabama, North 
Carolina, and Pennsylvania are not available, but the reserves in 
these States are, no doubt, comparatively insignificant. 

FLOTATION OF PHOSPHATE ROCK 

The use of flotation methods for recovering marketable phosphate 
from low.,.grade ores has been mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, 
with special reference to its effect on the reserve supply of phosphate 
rock in the United States. 

The results of experimental investigations in the United States 
Bureau of Mines (102) have shown that by means of flotation Florida 
land-pebble phosphate washer waste, containing approximately 4.5 
percent phosphoric acid and 85 percent insoluble material, principally 
silica, can be concentrated to yield a product containing approximately 
32 percent phosphoric acid and 6 percent insoluble material, 83 
percent of the phosphoric acid being recovered in the concentratlj, 
Oharles E. Heinrichs, of the Phosphate Recovery Oorporation, states 6 

, Private communication. 
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.that in a typical 30-day period of commercial operation of the flott.
tion process, concentrates averaging approximately 35.5 percent 
phosphoric acid and 6.5 percent insoluble material were produced 
from Florida land-pebble washer waste containing approximately 7.5 
percent phosphoric acid. 

Although flotation in the phosphate industry has thus far been used 
principally in the recovery of phosphate from high-silica Florida land
1>ebble washer waste, a commercial unit for treating Tennessee brown
rock phosphate has recently baen erected. The concentration of this 
type of phosphate involves the removal of iron and aluminum com
pounds, as well as silica. Data furnished by Heinrichs (table 2) 
indicate the extent to which i1 commercial grade of Tennessee brown
rock phosphate sand can be improved by flotation. It will be noted 
that the treatment has resu1ted ill the removal of a very considerable 
portion of the iron, aluminum, and silica but has had no significant 
effect on the carbon dioxide and fluorine. It is said, however, that 
carbonate not combined with the phosphate molecule can be removed 
by flotation. Attempts to remove fluorine have not been successful, 
since this element is present, as a general rule, only in combination 
with the phosphate molecule. 

TADLE 2.-Effect of flotation on the composition of Tennessee brown-rock pho8phf)te 
sand 

I 
Item P,O. Fe,O, AhO, COs F 810s 

---
Composition before llotlltlon , _____________ 
Composition after flotation , _______________ 

Percent 
32.32 
35.82 

Percent 
3.34 
2.23 

Percent 
2.20 
.84 

Percent 
1. 30 
L42 

Percent 
3.15 
3.47 

Percent 
10.21 
4.66 

1 Data furnished by Charles E. Heinrichs. of the Phosphate Recovery Corporation. 

The flotation process seems destined to play an important part in 
conserving the supplies of Florida land-pebble and Tennessee brown
rock phosphates. When the occasion arises, the process carr,no 
doubt, be applied also to all other types of domestic phosphate rock. 

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLES 

More or less complete analyses of 46 samples of mineral phosphate 
were made. The samples represented nearly all of the more imJ>ortant 
types and sources of this material in the United States. Simila,r 
analyses of samples of bone ash, chlorapatite, fluorapatite, and foreign 
phosphate rocks were made. Brief descriptions of these samples are 
given in the following paragraphs. Partial analyses of a large number 
of additional salllpies from deposits in the United States and for
eign countries were made. 

Florida land-pebble phosphate.-AJl samples of land-pebble phos
phate were taken from materials that had been subjected to the 
washing and screening processes (1.99) customarily used in preparing 
this type of phosphate for the market. Unless stated otherwise, the 
samples were taken from commercial, kiln-dried materials. 

Srunples 439, 91D, and 912. Deposits near Mulberry, Polk County. 
Sample 439 was representative of a shipment of 2,218 tons. Samples 
910 and 912 were taken from 100-pound quantities of air-dried 
material. 
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Samples 617 and 947. Deposits near Brewster, Polk County. 
These samples replessnlied shipments of 4,700 tons and 150 pounds, 
respectively. 

Sample 618. Deposit near Pierce, Polk County. Representative 
of a large shipment. 

Samples 619 and 6.22. Deposits near Nichols, Polk Cotmty. Rep
resentative of large shipments. 

Samples 627 and 898. Deposits near r~akeland, Polk County. 
Re:> eseIitative of large shipments. 

Sample 790. The location of the deposit from which this sample 
came is unknown, but it was in either Polk County or Hillsborough 
County. The sample was taken from about 25 tons of material. 

Florida hard-rock pMsphate.-Unless stated otherwise, the samples 
of hard-rock phosphate were taken from washed, screened, and 
kiln-dried materials. 

Sample 434. Deposits near Dunnellon, Marion County. This 
sample was a composite of several samples representing large 
shipments. 

Sample 589. Deposit near Floral City, Citrus County. Repre
ser.tative of a 3,500-ton shipment. 

Sample 771. The location of the deposit from which this sample 
came is unknown. Nor is it known whether the sample was taken 
from commercial, washed and screened material, or from unwashed 
material. 

Sample 932. Deposit near Dunnellon,Marion County. Representa
tive of a 200-pound quantity of air-dried material. 

Florida soft 7!hosphate.-The term soft phosphate is used to desig
nate the claylike phosphate obtained directly from the original de
posits (p. 5). Unless stated otherwise, the samples were taken from 
noncommercial air-dried materials. 

Sample 443. Depusit in Gilchrist County, about 7 miles west of 
Fort White and 3 miles south of the Sant~ Fe River. 

Sample 580. Deposit in the hard-rock phosphate district. The 
location of the deposit is not known. 

Sample 728. Deposit near Juliette, Marion County. 
Sample i09l. Deposit near Bartow, Polk County. Representative 

of a 100-pound quantity of commercial. kiln-dried material, which had 
not been subjected to washing and screening operations. Soft phos
phate has -been produced from this deposit on a commercial scale for 
several years. 

Florida waste-pond phosphate.-The term waste-pond phosphate is 
used to designate the very finely divid~d claylike phosphatic material 
obtained from the waste ponds of hard-rock phosphate-washing plants 
(p. 5). Unless stated otherwise, the samples were taken from air
dried materials. 

Sample 726. Abandoned waste pond near Felicia, Citrus County. 
Sample 727. Abandoned waste pond near Dunnellon, Marion 

County. This sample and no. 726 came from waste ponds from which 
comparatively small quantities of material have been marketed in 
recent years. 

Sample 915. Abandoned waste pond near Dunnellon. Representa
tive of a 100-pound quantity of commercial kiln-dried material. 

Tennessee brown-rock phosphate.-Unless stated otherwise, the sam
ples of brown-rock phosphate were taken from commercial, washed 
and kiln-dried materials. 
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Sample 56. Location of deposit unknown. This material is 
, . Bureau of Standards standard sample no. 56, which is widely used as 
~ a reference standard in the determination of calcium, phosphorus, 

aluminum, and iron in phosphate rock. 
Samples· 564, 587, and 906. Deposits near Wales, Giles County. 

The material from which no. 587 was taken is known as "cone sand", 
one of the finer sizes of rock obtained during the washing process. 
No.906 was taken from a 100-pound quantity of air-dried material. 

Samples 762 and 908. Deposits near Moulltpleasant,· Maury 
County. No. 908 was taken from a 100-pound quantity of air-dried 
material. 

Tennessee blue-rock -ZJhoephate.-Unless stated otherwise, the sam
ples of blue rock used ill this investigation came from deposits of the 
bedded vari.ety of phosphate (p. 9). 

Samples 448 and 772. Deposit at Glover, Lewis County. Commer
cial air-dried materials. 

Samples 449 and 930. Deposit near Gordonsburg, Lewis County. 
No. 449 was taken from commercial kiln-dried material. No. 930 
was representative of a 200-pound quantity of air-dried material. 

Sample 1049. Air-dried kidney phosphate from a depoi'>i.t near 
Boma, Putnam County. Kidney phosphate was formerly mined in 
this locality. 

Tennessee white-rock phosphate.-The two samples of air-dried 
materials used in this investigation came from deposits which were 
formerly worked. 

Sample 1031. Deposit near Godwin, Maury County. 

Sample 1048. Deposit near Tomscreek, Perry County. 

Tennessee phosphatic limestone.-Sample 916. Bigby phosphatic 


limestone from a brown-rock phosphate mine near Moun tpleasant, 
Maury Courity. Representative of a 100-pound quantity of air-dried 
material. 

Sample 917. Leipers phosphatic limestone from a blue-rock phos
phate mine near Gordonsburg, Lewis County. Representative of a 
100-pound quantity of air-dried material. 

South Cat·olina land-rock phosphate.-The samples were repre
sentative of the commercial material formerly produced from the 
deposits. 

Sample 1138. Lamb's Mine, about 15 nwes from Chuieston. 
Sample 1139. Bulow Mines, Johns Island, Charleston County. 

Representative of a 150-pound quantity of material. 
Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming phosphates.-Samples 454 and 973. 

Deposit at Conda, Oaribou County, Idaho. Commercial kiln-dried 
materials. 

Sample 550. Commercial material from a deposit near Paris, 
Bear Lake County, Idaho. 

Samples 1009, 1010, and 1011. Prospect samples from a deposit 
near Garrison, Powell County, Mont. 

Sample 948. Deposit ncar Cokeville, Lincoln County, Wyo. 
Representative of a 200-pound quantity of commercial air-dried 
material. 

lvlorocco phosphate.-Sample 1162. Commercial material from 
either the Boujniba or tho Kourigha deposits, probably the latter. 

Tunisian phosphate.-f:3u;;:nple 552. Commercial material from the 
Gafsa deposits. 
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Ohristmas Island phosphate.-Sample 452. Commercial material 
from Christmas Island in the Malay Archipelago. 

Oonnetable Islands phosphate.-Sample 904 was taken from a 
quantit.y of material which had lain for many years in the factory 
yard of a chemical company in New Jersey. The material, which 
consists principally of hydrated aluminum phosphRte, was formerly 
used in the manufact.ure of sodium phosphate by alkali treatment 
processes.. The two small Connetahle Islands are 13 miles off the 
coast of French Guil1na in approximately latitude 4°54' north and 
longitude 51c57' west. 

Ouracao Island phosphate.-Sample 943 was taken from a few 
selected lumps of commercial material, whereas no. 985 was taken 
from a 200-pound quantity representative of a large commercial ship
ment from Curacao Island in the Dutch West Indies. 

Nauru Island phosphate.-Sample 450. Commercial material 
from Nauru Island, in the Pacific Ocean in longitude 165°55' east, 
26 miles south of the Equator and about 2,200 mile& north by east 
from Sydney, Australia. 

Ocean Island phosphate.-Sample 451. Commercial material 
from Ocean Island, in the Pacific Ocean 165 miles east of Nauru 
Island and 52 miles south of the Equator. Geographically, Ocean 
Island belongs to no particular group of islands, but is assigned to the 
Gilbert group for administrative purposes. 

Fluorapatite.-Sample 905. Selected material from a deposit in 
Quebec Province, Canada. 

Ohlorapatite.-Sample 634. Deposit at Kragero, Norway. 
Bone ash.-Sample 971. High-grade commercial material. 

METHODS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 

Methods for the complete chemical analysis of phosphate rock have 
not been compiled into a single publication. The methods used in 
this investigation were selected from the literature, so far as they 
were available and were knu\'t'll tl) give accurate results. Published 
methods for the determination of certain elements in other substances 
were so modified as to make them applicable to phospha,te rock. Since 
an extended discussion of analytical methods would be out of place 
here, only such information as is necessary to identify the methods 
used is given in the following paragraphs. 

TOTAL PHOSPHORIC ACID 

The sample was brought into solution by the method recommended 
by Lundell and Hoffman (104.), and the phosphoric acid was deter
mined by the gravimetric method of the Association of Officinl 
Agricultural Chemists (6, p. 14). As was recommended by Lundell 
and Hoffman (104), the yellow precipitate of ammonium phos
phomolybdate was dissolved in a solution of ammonium hydroxide 
and ammonium citrate, and the filter paper was washed finally with 
dilute hydrochloric acid in order to dissolve any iron phosphate that 
may have been precipitated along with the ammonium phospho
molybdate. 

166350°-33-2 
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TOTAL CALCIUM, IRON, AND ALUMINUM 

The sample was brought into solution by the method recommended 
by Lundell and Hoffman (104). In determining the calcium it was 
first precipitated as the sUlphate in the presence of alcohol, in order 
to effect its separation from magnesium, and after reprecipitation as 
the oxalate it was weighed as the oxide. Total aluminum was de
termined by the routine method of Lundell and Hoffman (104), and 
the results were corrected for the presence of titanium, chromium, 
and, when necessary, vanadium. Total iron was determined by 
reducing with stannous chloride and titrating with potassium dichro
mate, according to the method of Knop (94). 

MAGNESIUM, MANGANESE, 	'fITANIUM, SODIUM, POTASSIUM, CHROMIUM, VANADIUM, 
COPPER, ZINC, AND ARSENIC 

These elements were determined by the methods briefly outlined 
by Hill, Marshall, and Jacob (73). 

SILICA 

Total silica was determined by the Berzelius method as modified by 
Hoffman and Lundell (77, p. 805; 79). Hill and Jacob (69) have 
shown that this method is applicable to the determination of silica in 
phosphate rock, whereas the method of digestion with hydrochloric 
acid, ordinarily used in rock analysis, gives low results because of the 
presence of fluorine in phosphate rock. The ordinary method for 
determining silica (69) was used on the samples of mechanical frac
tions separated from finely divided phosphates. 

CARBON DIOXIDE 

Carbon dioxide was determined by the acid evolution method, 
using Knorr's apparatus. 

FLUORINE 

Unless stated otherwise, the fluorine determinations were made by 
the volatilization method outlined by Wagner and Ross (201) ard 
modified by Reynolds, Ross, and Jacob (77, p. 600; 153). This 
method accounts for an average of about 93.5 percent of the fluorine 
present in phosphate rock. The results so obtained have, therefore, 
been calculated to 100 percent recovery of the fluorine on the basis of 
an actual recovery of 93.5 percent. The method gives, however, 
very low and erratic results on materials, such as the Florida waste
pond phosphates, which contain. appreciable quantities of silicates 
decomposable by sulphuric acid (151). Fluorine in these materials 
was determined by the method of Hoffman and Lundell (79) as modi
fied by Reynolds and Jacob (150). This modification of the Hoffman
Lundell method will hereinafter be referred to as the fusion-acid 
extraction method. 

CHLORINE, IODINE, AND BROMINE 

Chlorine was determined gravimetrically according to Hillebrand's 
method for silicate rocks (76, p. 220). Iodine was determined by the 
furnace method as outlined b;V McHargue (109) and applied by Hill 
and Jacob (70) to the analYSIS of phosphate rock. Several samples 
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were tested for bromine by treating the aqueous layer from the iodine 
determination with saturated chlorine water, extracting the liberated 
bromine with carbon tetrachloride, and determining it colf,cimetrically 
by comparison with a standard solution. 

GULPRUR, ORGA."IIC MATTER, WATER, AND IGNITION LOSS 

The methods used for these detenninations have beenuutlined by
Hill, Marshall, and Jacob (74). 

RESULTS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSES 

The principal data obtained on the samples described on pages 14 
t.o 17 are given in tables 3 to 6. Data on the composition of phos
pha.tes from certain domestic deposits not included in the present 
investigation are summarized in table 7. 
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cent ~ent cent Percent Percent crllt crnt crIll cent Prrcwt cenl cent <fnt cent ccnt Percent Percent P<Tccnt Percent t:"'0.020 0.000 0.00 fl. SO 3.I,9 3.02 0.0.\ 1. 34 12.41 101,49 go. 54 


617 I .0:0 .000 .00 8.52 2.10 4.01 I .01 1.32 '4.25 101.·10 99.77

6lS Pierce................. aO.53 46.10 0.5.1 O.FO 1.51 0.01 0.411 O.IS 


Drewster.............. :10.7046.48 .33 .71 2.14 .0;, .1\2 .20 t:d
100.03 
910 Mulberry............. 31.00 40.57 .25 1.11 2.50 .072 .57 . J.I .042 .013 .02 7.28 3.70 3.IH .01 .98 2.91. 101. 35 99.69 

947 Brewster.............. 31. 211 -Ii. 20 .2Q .97 1.69 .Or.,) .59 .19 .012 .009 <.01 7.59 3.70 4.04 .01 1.1-1 2.79 101.48 99.78 

700 Not known........... 31.40 47. :17 . J.I .99 1. 62 .011 .·11 .45 ~ 

619 Nichols............... 30.98 47.27 .10 .71 1.0:1 .04 .53 .18 .020 .010 .01 8. 1I 4.38 3.98 .01 1.13 2.02 101.71 


.025 .012 .01 8.02 3.63 3.07 .03 1.10 '1.12 101.35 99.JJ8 

430 :Mulberry......... ~ ..• :13.22 '17.08 .21 1.01 1.90 .05 .42 ,I.~ .000 .01a .01 7.66 2.63 3.S7 .02 S.Q7 2.13 101.69 100.06 


100.68622 Nichols......... ~ :13.56 48.25 .17 .09 .RO.03 .58 .IR .002 .011 .01 S.39 2.67 3.90 ('l s.84'1.::5 102.35 

00.73627 Lnkelnnd........ 33.70 47.lli .12 .81 1. fill .0:1 .00 .25 .005 .000 .00 7. 51 1.1'1 3. 00 (.) .80'2.221101. 37 ~ 


912 .017 .000 .01 7.1S 1.4R 3.05 .003 .20 1.74 101.40 99.80Mulberry......... ~ ~~.37140.2e .OR l.O]! .7~ .O!'O ,15 .11 I

898 Lakelnnd....... 3a.55 -10./1 .01 .~, .68 .03 .07 .09 ,005 .000 .00 7.38 1.74 3.95 (.) 1.42 11.28 101. 88 • 100.22 c..:> 


0>---'-- ---..--~ ---- !" 
-,-_____------,.--H,A HlJ·1WCK PI_iO_"_·l_'I.,.l_A_'1_'E_c----,---.---:---.--.----,---.----,--- q 

100.07 W771INotl..-nn~\.'!••••••.•. '"!~1·;I·t~.521 0'2!12'~1'11.s:,3Io·00 I 0.001 O·~!Jlo.O~OI 0'01010'0~ 112'9512'4~13'~51<·0051 !~'I~'73'911101.4SI 09.31589 FlornlClt~ ........_•.•J.I.f>~ 4U.10 .0" 1.3S 1.26 .J}[ .41 .33 .0,\-1 I .000 .0. i 0.39 1.8. 3.19.00 .1)1 1.40 100.91 

99.12434 Dunnellon............ 35.33 50.19 .03 1.10 ,liS .O:! .42 .26 .Oa6 .009 .02. 4.32. 2.iR :l.70.00 S,12 71.32 100,70 
 t::100.71032 •••••tlo.............. _ :l5.09 51.08 .05 .52 .fiO .030 .10 .Otl .OH .004 .01 I 5.01 i 2.10 3.91 .OOS I .01 1.67 LOl.36 t?;I 

'.:l 
SOIo"r 1'1lOSl'TIA'rg !-3 

1091 ,I DnrtOw......~~••-:-~~.:·'12-5•.-,7..1:l-O.S-g-:-'-0,3-4 '['--10.-.10..'-3-.2-,6/,.....0.-17-;[,.....0-.00-" 0.21 I'I'-ro,-'o j'-o-.o-as-'0-,02- 21.4011.2.1 1102.231 (I) I 0.00 115.221101.04[ IOu. JO 0 
580 Notknown........... /20.40 10.07 .08 :!:l.05 3.28 .19 .1l7 .13 ,O~O .0·10 .005 la.no .:17 1.23 .12 .00 711.83 1000.;o 100.23 "'J 

7281 J~liettc............. ~. 31.~O 41.(iJ .22 5.52 l.M.1I .211 .1~ .0,14 I .()1~ .on 1~·P? !:Ri ~.33 'l'rngo '.17 ,4.0~ !1)1.60 I
100.20 
443 Gllcbrist County... ~ 34.0·) 48.49 . 00 2, as .80.05 • 17 .0" . 032 \ . 012 .00 0.2.1,"' (,g ( ".70 •O. .00 3.00 ,01.46 ' 99.86 

1<.1 
:> 

WASTg·PO:-."D l'HOSPTIA'rE ~ 
2.57 I 0:;;--,·-;;:00;" 0.531 0.020 [ 0.030-'10-.-01--;1-2-3.-2-7""1-1-.-00-1;"'10-1-.O-)'!-(,-)-r',-0.-0-0'7[-'-5-'8-0"-1-00-.-35"..---90-.•5-3 q 

C 

7271 Dunnrllon•• ~ ..... r21:63-128. 70'·' O:~11J:l731o ••726 Fellciu .. ~ ........_...1:!:l.4S :\0.80 .55 11.49 a.Ol, .:16 .20! .47 .022 .028 .02 19.7811.70 10 2.08 I' .000 1.14 0.05 101.18 100.30 

915 Dunnellon..........., 23.03 25.20 .21 )0.67 4.25 .36 .40 I .30 .013 .038 .01 16.80 1.26 '"1.801.at .00 8.09 09.7-1 98.97 


I Total Fe. 'Corrected ror °eQui\'nicnt or F lind ('I. ~ 
71~uiliollloss, constnnt weight nt lOCOo C'., corrected ror total CO,. 


'Determined by the volnlilizntion method (153). except ns stnted otherwise. '1'otnl S. 

'Total sulphntes. except ns stnled otherwise. • Not determineri. 


'TotuISi. 

'Including wnter derived rrom combustion oC oreanie matter bllt exclusive or wnler "Determined by the rusion'lIcld extraction method (150). 
driven oII Ilt 1050 O. 

http:1.801.at
http:19.7811.70
http:115.221101.04
http:37140.2e
http:10.7046.48


TAULE 4.-Chemical cumposition of Tennessee phosphates 

IlHOWN·ROCK PHOSl'HATE 

-----I--~I----I--·I· - I I ,--,- , I c 
Sam- I ~ ~ 0 

1'10 Locntion of deposit I p,O, 
 (,,0 I ",0, A"O. '00.' ','10. N"O I""0 M," e"o. v.o, SlO,' eo. F 01 'o,, "~i:;~'1 I ' no. ~ 

I 
Ilnd nl- Uncor· Oor., 0I trogan.' rected rected UJ 

H

I--I..-.--I-J-~I---I-.---,--1----- ~ 
Per- Pa· Per- Prr· Prr· 1Per· Pa- Pa- Per- I Per· Prr· i Per· Prr-; p,,- Pa· Per- Per. 0

Per Per- I Per Z
liS7 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I~ ~f~ ~ ~ ~I~ ~ ~ ~ eenl cent centWnles•• ___..... __ • aD. Ii 41.87 O.W 2.72 :1.,1:1 0.10_ 0.27 O.G'1 0.2:1 0.003 O.OU 14.:l~ 1. or. :1.2'1 0.01 lo.oa (')1056 '1.75 100.71 99.35Not known....... 31.28 44,85 .:11 3.00 3.30 .08 .32 .02 .21 .007 .00 8.[,S: I.VI 3.56 .07 1.21 0.'18 0-

51J.1 I.U3 101.87 100.17Wales .. _......... 32.8515.31 .15/2.22 3.31 .OS .28 .42, .20 .005 .00 8.12,1.11 !l.02 .01 '.77 (S)
702 ":i.05 102.13 100.61 --,;--;..,;:::.:.MOllntplensnnt_ ••• R3.73 47.02 .on 1.78 2.25 .05 .1'1 .31' .~'7 .007 .00 7.4U 1.7113.87 .00.5 .7f> .00 ~ 
000 1. 70 101. 74 100. IIWnles..... _. ____ •. 31.30 '17.01 .10 1.17 3.42 .05 .22 .3il .000 .005 .00 7.11 1.31 3.77 .01 .01 .0')
008 1.30 101.00 100.01,MountpIeasllnr.... _ 3·1.,11 40.10 .02 l.IIl 2.62 .117 .W .26.13 .0011.00 5.112 I.UG; a.sl .01 .70, .00 t1

1 1.42 101.81 100.21 H 
UJ 

BLUE-ROCK PHORPIINI'E g
o. :10 3.Mm IOI,~•. - •.••.:. I '"'" 44.51/ 0. 721 0.05 O.W 0.31)1 0.020 0.000 0.00 o. on 2. no 3.-10030 Gordonsburg ___ .__ 30.07 ,15. as .311 1.22 a.42 • Og~ • :17 .43 .015 .005 0.007/ 100.13<.00.5 0.13 2.59 3.80 .01 I. QUI 2.211102.01111 J049 Bomll____• _______• 31.22 1~ 2i 2.09 1.28 J02.43 100.054:l.IiI .07 4'~1 ~ 

I') 1. 191 1.70 .081 .22 • 551 <. 00:1 . 005 <.005 12. 30 .91 3.09 .01 2.00 .81 '1. .14 101.00 100,30 ....448 Olover............./ 32.03 10.33 .61 :l. :10 
 .05 • I:! .01 .0~5 .005 .005 7. o.~ 1.'IH 3.117 .01 2.45 0449 Oordoru.burg...... 33.05 .Il • 55 ' 3. 00 102.09 100.a~18. 71 1 .o~ 2. :15 .00 .21 .Oll .02·1 .0ll7 .007 4.80 2.0U 3.05 •02 1 J.0ll 1. 28 ., 3. 57 103. 04 100.90 Z 
----_....... --=- -- 

0WH1TE-]WCK PllOSl'IIATE I:;j 

1048 1Tom.crOllk·.• '_""1 30. 2°1 42. 9°1' 0.001 1.39-1 "d)031 Godwin_____•____• 35.80 50.79 .06 1.45 1. 751 O. 0:;5~1___;;:_;_31~· 421<0. ooal<o. ()()51<0' 005116,821 2. ani 3. Oll/ 'Proee 11 O. 021,'(.)j-- J. 0°1100. 851 00.66
.02 .051 .20 .18 .(}l5 <.005 .01 J.U1 3.05 s.~0 0.01 1.35 (') 2.82 IOU5 00.85 tIl 

-.-~ ~_.-

.,. --- -- - --, .... - -~.-------. ----_... ,,- --_ ... --''''' 0-'-...- ~-~.~ .. -.. 
UJ 

PlTOSPHATIC L/l\IESTONE ~ 
11910 1Mountplensnnt.'·~~I· 11.221 52.08 0. e51 0.~91 1.2?1 0.0131 O}81 o.illl o'-251<0_._0051<0,00~1 2. 4al ;S'~~I 1.1;1 0.011 ~.~5/- -0.31l1 ',0.051-100.041100.02
11917 Gordonsburg ...... 11.08 49.89 _42 .•7 J.O.) .038 .28 .21 .10 <.~5._~." ~~~ 1. 001 .01 •. _7,~,__.2_1.....:~~~ ~ 

1 Total Fa. 
i Not determined. 

t Total S1. 
'Ignition loss, eonstnIlt I\'(·ight {It 10000 C., corrected for totlll CO, and ror oxidation ~ • 'l'otal sulphates, except os stnted otherwise. or pyritic sulphur, when prescnt. c• Acid-Insoluble sulphide; considered as pyrite, FeS,. ,. Bureau or Stnndllrds standard snmple 110. 50. PI• Including water derived rrom combustion or orgunic nlfitter, but exclusive or water 

II Kidney pbosphllte: otber blue-rock samples Bra badded phosphates. driven oil at 1050 C'J. 
It lligby rormation.• Corrected for 0 equivalent or F, 01, and pyritic S. IILaJpars rormation. 1 TotnI sulphur. t..? 

~ 

http:0.051-100.041100.02
http:1.7113.87
http:8.12,1.11
http:32.8515.31


TABLE 5.-Chemical composition oj South Carolina and western pMsphates ts 
SOU'l'H CAROLINA LAND-ROCK PHOSPHATE 

Total 'fotal ~ 

I 
0Bam- :ra~c 

pie Location of deposit P,O, CaO MgO AhO, FeoOs l TW, NasO K,O MnO Cr,O, V,O, BiOs I CO, F CI SOss SI ear~on, Uncarno. Corandnl reeted rooted'trogen I 

1------------ I---I-----------I-
Per- Per- PtT- Pt;T- Per- Per- P,,- Per- PtT- Per- Per- PtT- PtT- P,,- Per- P,,- PeT- PeT- P,,- Per td

1139 Bulow mines, Johns Island, cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent centS.C_______________________ 
26.92 43.19 0.28 0.00 1.56 0.08 1.19 0.28 0.000 0.028 0.00 13.30 5.06 3.08 0.02 1.74 0.19 13.77 102. 22 100.65 ~ 1138 Lamb's mine, near Charleston, S. C ___________________ 27.85 44. 88 .38 1.06 1.49 .07 .97 .27 .030 .028 .00 10.04 I lUI 3.77 .02 1.97 .18 3.87 101.97 100. 32 ~,

I 1-3 
IDAHO PHOSPHATE Z 

w 
Paris, IdahO _________________[32. 21 [45.27 6 

0) 
550 Conda, Idaho_______________ 32. 24 45.96 0.17[1.00 I 0. 

97 
1 

0
. 
00 0.64 O. 46[ o. 0051 O. 13 O. 15[10. 36[1. 77[3. 43[ 0.03 1.43 [ 0.00 71.88[100. 00 [ 00.41 

.451 .22 .96 .SO .07 .78 .40 .002 .13 .35 7.50 I.SO 3.40 .03 1. il6 .00 4. 34 100. 64 00. 2::1 ~"'" 
,..973 c:l_____ do______________ .,-------- 32. 53 45.99 .31 1. 16 .87 .06 .65 .45 .OO~ .13 .40 8.,151.723.33 .03 1.74 .00 4.35 101.87 100. 4~,7 

I in 
MONTANA PHOSPHATE J::j 

t;J 
"d

1011 Garrison, MonL ____________ 27.63 44.65 0.00 0.9C 2. 16\'(1) [ O. 16[-~'-~-[ [ 71.40 00.44CI) C")1009 _____ QO _______________________ 31. 39 43.74 .22 1.91 C') [17.30 [ o. 7510. 981 O. 01 II O. 13 CI) /' 1.25 100.01 !-3. [ [ [ [ 2.11 0.07 .28 .58 0.042 0.07 0.05 15.29 1. 00 3.19 .01 .14 0.01 102.101.3538 '[ 
1010 [_____ do_______________________ 13i. 47 52.02 .03 .51 .56,.04 .40 .26 .028 .05 .04 4.00 1.18 3.83 .01 .28 .01 .70 0102. 35 100.74 

Io;j 

WYOMING PHOSPHATE l>-

I 
~ ..... 

9481 Cokeville, WyO ____________ T~~19146.221 0.08F-;-;R~·I~T~T~-;ro:-; I0.12 1 0. 12 1 7.1914.1313.641 0·0311·~IO.5~ r~30 1 100. 94 1 99.25 0 

I Totel Fe. , Corrected for 0 equivalent of F, Cl. and pyritic S. 

I Total SI. t Ignition Joss, constant welgbt at 1000° 0., corrected for total COs and for oxidation 

I Total sulphatas. of pyritic sulpbur, when present. 

I Acid-insoluble sulphide. t Not determined. 

, Includiog water derived from combustion of organic matter, but exclusive of water 


driven oll at 105° C. 

http:8.,151.723.33
http:0.17[1.00


______________ 

-------- - --------------------------------------

TABLE 6.-Chemical composition of foreign phosphate rocks, apatites, and bone ash 

TotalI I Totnlwater, C'.lI 
I 

Sam- Type or source oC SO. organic opie P,O, CaD MgO AhO, Fe.O, , TiD, Na.O X.O MnO Cr.O. V.O, SIO.· CO, F Cl 
no. phosphato ' carbon, Uncor- Cornnd ~ reeled rected'nitrogen' o 

! 
Ul 

Per- Per- Pa- Per- Per- Per· Per- Per- Pa- Per- Per- Per
cent cent ant Percent Percent cent cent cent Pcrcent Percent cent cent cent cent cent cent Percent Percent PercentMorocco __________________

1162 35.11 53.00 0.16 0.45 0 . .12 0.025 1.19 0.16 0.0025 0.045 0.00 0.86 4.12 4.24 <.0.005 1.40 1.63 102.52 100.74 
TnnL~: Oatsr.552 27.55 45.93 .45 1.44 .65 .050 1. 25 .44 .003 .042 .00 7.76 5.96 3.46 <.005 2. 94 3.96 101.89 100.43 

452 Christmas Island .• ________ 39.46 52.50 .10 '.80 -------- .5a .05 .60 2.28 1.32 .02 .00 '2.05 99.71 00.15 
943 Curacao Island. ___________ 40.66 49.50 I. 70 '.45 1.23 .04 n(1) n, 1')I) .50 2.73 .38 .14 .72 ,~. 46 100.51 100.32 _____do____________________ ._------ ~il 
985 Nauru Island_____________ 38.59 49.96 1.23 .40 .61 .024 .88 .OG <. 003 I <.005 .39 3.90 .70 .16 .01 2.47 100.03 00.70 ~ 
450 38.92 54.42 .00 '.30 - ..-- .45 Trace (7) (') .20 2.04 2.62 .01 .00 • 2. 78 101.74 100.04Ocean Island. _____________451 40.32 54.08 .00 6.20 

~--

.49 Trace (' .40 1. 06 2.97 .01 .00 • 1. 88 101. 41 100.16Fluorapatlte______________ --- ..---- i:l (:l 1;) (T s905 40.30 52. 40 .46 , .60 -------- .00 .00 3.08 1.51 3.20 .16 .00 1.44 102.21 100.80Chlorapatlte______________6.14 40.50 52.97 .29 .98 .18 ~:) .22 .10 ~') ;l ~; 1.16 .00 .17 4.13 .00 '.48 IOJ,18 100.18Bone ash __________________971 40.36 54.04 1.07 .00 .24 .015 .96 ,00 <. 603 <.00.1 <.005 .45 .70 .05-l .03 .40 10.63 00.05 00.02 
904 Connetable Islands _______ 54.51 .00 .31 36.02 4.43 .16 .07 .00 <.003 .017 ,005 .1.82 .00 .06 Trace .10 100.48 100.45 ~ " 2. 01 , b:I 

'Total Fe. • Ignition loss, constant weight fit 1100" C., corrected for total CO$ Crom carbonate. §
• Total Sf. I Ignition loss, constant weight at 1000" C., oorrectad Cor total CO. Crom carbonate. oI Sulphates only. 10 This sfimple gave an ignition loss, corrected Cor total COl from carbonates, oC 1.50 
• Inclndlng water derived from combustion oC organic matw, but exclusive of wsw percent when heated to constnnt weight at 1250" C. In a tube Curnaee In a current of Z 

driven off at lOS" C. air dried by sulphu.tic acid. 
• Corrected for 0 equivolent of F and Ol. 11 This sample lost 22.58 percent or waw or hydration when heated to constant weigh~ 
f AbO, plus Fe.O •. at 105" O. ~ 
, Not determined. 

~ o 
Ul 

~ 
~ 
~ 

t-.:> 
~ 



,.- ..... ~!' ''': '"I'f .C«" < '~.' ,,' " &~-".- ...-:'" .... -

TABLE 7.-ChcmicaL composition of phos])hates from domestic deposits not included in the present investigation ~ 
Sam. Average compo~sf-;t_io_n_.,-_--;-_-;___-,--____ 

Sonrco nnd type of phosphnte I Litemture pies i 'I I I I ':J I Insolu· ! Othreference fvnzned P,O, CaO ;'.[gO AhO, Fe,O'1 No,O K,O SiO, CO, F SO, ble ma·_t1t':ie~°t.~' ~ 
0-'-~~----l----------- ---~ terinl 

NIL"" Per· Pa· j Per· PeT· Per· Pa· Per· Per· PeT' 
0 ~ 

0AI8~:e~~: ~:3!~1~:~~Cp~~~~~o~~t\c~~~I.I.~I~~~ r~Q~.~a:l~::. (192) bt{O pcr~~~6 3[.~:O I' ~~~..::~~~~I~..~~~~ ..~~~:..:~~~ .~~~~ _I. ::~:..:~~:_ .~~~~. pW.C:J ., .::~~~~~... 
H 

>-Alabama: phosphllte rock frorn Elk Hiver VulleY. Urnc· t<stone Connty............. ................. •.•.•.....••• (/65) 27 2(i.83 ...... .1............... """ .................-1-............., ........................ 

b:lArS~~~:~~~~~~~~~!~~~.l.~:~~:~!~~~~'.~l~e.l~~:~b~:~l~~~~.(I(.t1~~. (1£) 85 20.62 .•• , •••.••.••1 f 8.50 ................- ••••••• --.......... ----•••••_-_...,-_••••••••••• q

Florida; river pebble from Pellce and Caloosnhnwhec
Rivers.____._••••.•_........... __ ....................... (44) 2 28.41 44.22 0.01 1.69 0.94 ...... .-._........ 5.13 2.-16 __.... 0.12._•••••_._••• 8 


t:;lFIC~~~iy~:~~~~.~~~J.~-~~~~:~.~.O.~l_.I~O~:.~:~~~:,.l:~::. (eoo) I 15.38 I 22.79 ! f 7.50 ......ji ............1.. 45•00 1.53 i 1.58 ..., •• " •• " .• , ••••._....__• 
Florida; mine-run lInrd rock Irom Newberry, Alnchu3 .; i ~ o~~~:;.~riumiis~·iiodules;.;;'i,·d·.P.;bi;lcs· "irOII!'J}erili 11;';' (foo) I 30. Gil 42.07 ! 5.03 ...... ,.. ·-··I'·'--'jI4. 37 2.22 f 3.08 .--••• --•• --••. """""'" 

~.Echols, Olynn, and Thomas Counties.............. . ... (106) I 7. 32.08 ·16.97 f 2.02 ...... · ....+··...l· ..........-- ----... ---.. 7.42 ..--•.•• ---•• 
 0>
:Kentucky; samples from Clnrk, Fllymle, franklin, llnrri· 1

son, Scott, and 'Voodford .counties ..............._... (491 40 ZO. ItI .•• , ......._. f 5.03 .. -- ........L. ....... -_..., ...... -..{........-.--... -....... -.... . f>" 

Mon1.5nn: Melrose, SilverEow Connty............. _.... • (50) 2 34.U·1 51.27 ...... 1.50 .40 ............. __ •••• ____ •••••• ...... 4.00 ----•••••.••• q

N~~~p~~r~~:JtI~~~:'~:S.• ::~I:~..~~~~~~~,__ ~~~~~':'.. ~In.(~. fS7) ·10 11l.00 ...__ ••j........._.......................\...... 1.82 ••__ .. __• __ • 43.17 ••~__........ !"Il

OklahonJa;noduJesfrom ColLon COllnty .....__ •__ ........ (179,180) 1 24.00 39.70 '1'r. 5.11 3.2310.43 O,~ IO.S3 3.07 4.31 'I'r.•••••____ MnO·0.176 
Pcnnsylvnnia; white nnd blue rocks nnd red nodules froUl ! . TiO:r-.35 

Junintn County••• •..••..7 .... •• ....................... j (89) ••••.• 13.7-24.7 '--"" ...... 15.0-18.0 --..............__1.. · __ .........--........ 30.G-SO.0 •.••••••••--. ti1 
South CMollnn; samllles oC rrver rock...................... (J63) • 8 25.15 .........................._•• """ ...... _..... 3. W •••••••___ .. 15.87 ........-.... 'tl 
Tennessee; samples from various lornlitles in Johnson l I I • ~3 

County..............._•••••••••• ·.· .... · .... · .. · ....... ·1 (SO) I 23.87 32.50' 1.00 6.7112.08 22.40 ••... 10.2012.10 1.20 0.23 ......... MnO~3.89 

Utah; Dllnnclloncillim. Crawlord 1\IOUn(1)ln5............. (1I9,).210> 30.35 SO.n7.22 .50 .20 2.00 .-17 .30 1.12 .40 2.98 1.82 ............. . 0 

Utah; Elsinoro claim. Tunnoillolloll', Morgnn Count;'... (110.1,.fl0) 32.05 46.80 .20 .90, .33 2.01:> .58 ...... 2.14 .06 2.3~ 0.40 ............ . b:J 

mnb:WoodrufrCreek.RichC~\mty...... ...•. ........1 (M) J2.44 43.02 .S3 f 1.521 ....j......, ............. 85 1.30 3 2.24 ..........- .......... >V1C~~:,1if.~.~~:~1~:~.~~~.h!::.I~~.~1.::I~:~~~.J:'~r~e:':!~::~~~~rJ (202, p. SO.!') 27.02 30.81i .27 I. (1.1\ I. 21 ......1............. __ ... ........... 2fi.2t\ •. ----..--••• 


Virginia; ilmenite nclsonito Irom Nelson county...........1(£O.i, 1." 109) .) 10.01 12.4-1 .71 .......... SAl 1......1...... '.97 1'r. .60 (6) ......._. lIfnO·0.21 H 
&3 


j TiO:r-39.i4 
Virginia; rutile nelsonite (roll) Nel~oll ('ouni)'.............1(£04. p.1l!O) I 2 S.78 11.05 .20 ......... , 3.20 ............ .81 '1't. .52 (l) , MllO-0.20 

0 
.J 
·c, 'J'iO,·67.70 t"P 
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.All figures given in the principal tables of results and nearly all of 
those in the other tables are the average of duplicate determinations. 
Unless stated otherwise, all results have been calculated to the mois
ture-free basis (105° C.). In these tables, the omission of a signif
icant figure indicates that a positive test for the element was not 
obtained, whereas a faintly positive test is indicated by the inequality 
sign «). 

PHOSPHORIC ACID 

The results of analyses for phosphoric acid (P20 S ) in the present 
commercial grades and types of domestic phosphate rock (tables 3-5) 
rll.uge from approJ..-1mately 30 to 37 percent, roughly equivalent to 
65.5 to 81 percent B.P.L.7 Additional data on the phosphoric add 
content of these materials are given in tables 9 to II. 

Four samples of Florida soft phosphate contained 25.47 to 34.94 
percent; phosphoric acid (table 3). It should be noted, however, 
that only one of these samples (no. 1091) was taken from commercial 
material, and that this material is not used for the manufacture of 
phosphate fertilizers by chemical processes but for direct application 
to the soil and for other purposes. The samples of Florida waste
pond phosphate contained 15.34 to 25.31 percent phosphoric acid 
(tables 3 and 9). As sold at the present time, this material usually 
contains approJ..-1mutel)T 20 to 24 percent phosphoric acid. 

The phosphoric acid content of 10 samples of Tennessee phosphatic 
limestone ranged from 10.09 to 19.13 percent, the average being12.43 
percent (tables 4 and 10). These samples contained 14.86 to 28.91 
percent carbon dioxide with an average of 25.31 percent, those highest 
in phosphoric acid containing the smallest quantities of carbon 
dioxide. 

The phosphoric acid in 13 prospect samples from the Gu,rrison, 
:\font., deposits ranged from 27.63 to 37.47 percent (tables 5 and 11), 
wller('as a sample of commercial material (no. 1252, table 11) con
tained 36.38 percent phosphoric acid. Five samples of commercial 
material from a deposit at Cokeville, ·Wyo., contained 26.60 to 30.19 
p('rcent phosphoric Il.cid (tables 5 and 11). The phosphate from 
this deposit is sold principnlly for direct application to the soil. 

The results, 26.92 and 27.85 percent phosphoric acid, obtained on 
two samples of South Carolina land-rock phosphate (table 5) fall 
within the range, 25 to 28 percent phosphoric acid, reported by 
Shepllrd (182) on several hundred samples of commercial material 
mined in the early days of the industry. 

Figures on the phosphoric acid content of a few snmples of Arkansas, 
Kentucky, Oklahoma, nnd South Carolina phosphates are given in 
table 12. 

The results given in tables 6 and 13 show that the north-African 
phosphates, lvith the exception of those from :Morocco, contain, in 
geneml, mllch less phosphoric acid thnn do the usual grades of com
mercinlrock produced :ill the United States. In this respect they arc 
compnrable with the phosphate formerly mined in South Carolina. 
Morocco phosphate, OIl the oth('l' hand, usually contains about 34 to 
35 percent phosphoric acid, and is comparable, in this respect., with 
Floridll hard rock and the higher grades of Floridn. land pebble anel 
Tennessee brown rock. 

r Bono phosphnte or lime, nn expression used in Lho phosphato-rock indn~try, to dQSignnto tho phosphoric 
acld coutent of nntural phosphates In terms of tricalcium phosphate, Ca,(I'O.)'. . 

http:being12.43
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The highest grade corom'ercial phosphate rocks analyzed in this 
investigation were those from Angaur, Ohristmas, Curacao, Makatea, 
Nauru, and Ocean Islands, which contained 37.89 to 40.87 percent 
phosphoric acid, roughly equivalent to 82.5 to 89.0 percent B.P.L. 
(tables 6 altd 14). 

CALCIUM AND MAGNESIUM 

Calcium is the predominating basic element in all the principal 
commercial types and grades of phosphate rock produced throughout 
the world. Although the calcium occurs principaUy in combination 
with the phosphate radical, it also occurs in combination with fluorine 
and the carbonate and sulphate radicals. 

Excluding the Florida soft and waste-pond phosphates and the 
Tennessee phosphatic limestones, the results given in tables 3 to 5 
indicate that the calcium o:xide in the domestic types of phosphates 
ranges from about 42 to 52 percent in rock containing 27'.0 to 37.5 
percent phospb.oric acid. Although the calcium content of a par
ticular type of rock usually tends to increase with increase in the 
phosphoric acid content, the increase is not always in direct propor
tion to the increase in phosphoric acid, principally because of varia
tions in the amounts of carbonate and sulphate. In proportion to 
the phosphoric acid, South Carolina land-rock phosphate contains 
more calcium than do the other domestic types of phosphate. The 
Wyoming rock and the lower grades of Florida land pebble come next 
in this respect, but the other domestic types and the higher grades of 
land pebble do not show consistent or marked differences. 

As reported in the literature (32, p. 533; 44; 58, p. 30; 90; 92; 99; 
119, p. 210; 122; 126; 127; 134; 144; 158; 163; 168, p. 63; 179; 180), 
the magnesium in domestic phosphate rock ranges from traces to 
about 2 percent magnesium o:\ide, the majority of the samples con
taining more than 0.3 percent. As a whore, the reported figures are 
much higher than those obtained ,in this investigation (tables 3-5). 
With the exception of one sample of Florida waste-pond phosphate 
(no. 727, table 3), none of the domestic materials showed more than 
0.55 percent magnesium oxide, and the majority of the samples con
tained less than 0.20 percent. Although the results do not indicate 
any regularity in the magnesium content of a particular type of phos
phate, with the possible exception of South Carolina land rock, the 
samples of Florida waste-pond and soft phosphates, Tennessee phos
phatic limestone, and South Carolina rock average higher in mag
nesium than the other domestic types. Of the foreign and miscel
laneous phosphates (table 6), Curacao Island rock and bone ash are 
the only samples containing more than 1 percent magnesium oxide. 
In general, the magnesium content of a particular type of rock tends 
to decrease as the phosphoric acid content increases. 

ALUMINUM, IRON, AND TITANIUM 

The results given in tables 3 to 5 show that, among the commercial 
domestic types of phosphate rock, the Tennessee brown and blue 
rocks, are generally characterized by comparatively high. percentages 
of aluminum and iron, particularly the latter. In the blue-rock phos
phates a large portion of the iron is usually present in the form of 
pyrite (FeS2), whereas the brown-rock phosphates usually contain 
comparatively little or no pyrite. The other commercial domestic 
types of phosph!!,te rock do not show striking differences in their per
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ceIitages of aluminum and iron. The Florida soft· and waste"'pond 
phosphates, particularly the latter, contain,. in general,. very high: 
percentages of aluminum. Although much. of the aluminum in these 
phosphates is doubtless derived from a'{traneous materials such as 
soil clays, it is known that some samples contain significant quantities 
of aluminum. phosphat~ (p.75). .As shown in table 6, the Morocco 
and the Christmas, Curacao, Nauru, and Ocean Islands phosphates are 
very low in aluminum and iron.. 

Titanium was found in all samples of domestic phosphates (tables 
3-5), but, except in the Florida soft and waste-pond phosphates, the 
amount did not exceed 0.10 percent titanium dioxide (Ti02). The 
results (0.03. to 0.06 percent Ti02) on Florida hard-rock phosphute 
are considerably lower than those (0.13 to 0.86 percent Ti02) previ
ously reported (32, p. 533; J22) for this type of material. Gray (58, 
p. 30) reported a range of 0.02 to 0.30 percent titanium dioxide in 
five samples of Florida land. pebble, whereas the results here given on 
11 samples show a range of only 0.03 to 0.07 percent. M&;nsfield 
(119, p .. 210) stated that titanium was not found in four samples of 
Idaho, Utah, and Wyoming phosphates'. The fi.,<YtITes giv-en in table 
5 fudicate, however, that the western phosphates commonly contain 
small quantities of this element. The amount of titanium in a par
ticular type of phosphate usually decreases with increase in the 
phosphoric acid .. 

SODIUM AND POTASSIUM 

Data on the alkali content of domestic phosphate rock are reported 
by Clarke (32, p. 533-534), Gray (58,p. 30), Jenkins (90), Larison (99), 
Mansfield ,(119, p. 210), Matson (122), Pike (144), Ross and Merz 
(168, p. 63), and Shead (179,180). The reported results range from 
traces in Florida hard-rock phosphate to about 2.5 percent sodium and 
Eotassium oxides in Utah rock and about 4 percent in rock from 
Johnson County, Tenn. 

With the exception of the Idaho and South Carolina rocks, which 
contained 1.10 to 1.42 percent of N 0.20 and K 20, none of the domestic 
phosphates analyzed in this investigation contained more than 1 per
cent total alkali. The results indicate, in general, that the Florida 
waste-pond, Montana, and Tennessee phosphates, particularly Ten
nessee brown rock, contain higher percentages of potassium than of 
sodium, whereas the other types of phosphate, particularly Florida 
land pebble, South Carolina land rock, bone ash, and the foreign 
phosphates, usually contain more sodium than potassium. With 
a particular type of phosphate, the total alkali content tends, as 
a general TIlle, to decrease as the phosphoric acid content of the 
rock increases. 

MANGANESE, CHROMIUM, AND VANADIUM 

The possible occurrence of manganese in natural phosphates is of 
particular interest to the fertilizer industry because of the beneficial 
effect of this element on the growth of plants in certain soils (171). 

Matson (122) reported 0.08 percent manganese oxide (MnO) in a 
sample of phosphatic limestone from Christina, Fla., and Gray (58, 
p. 30) reported 0.01 to 0.35 percent in sh samples of the various com
mercial grades of Florida land pebble.. Shead (179,180) found 0.176 
percent manganese oxide in a sample of low-grade phosphate from 
Cotton County, Okla. According to Jenkins (90),. sh samples of low
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grade Phosphate from deposits in Johnson County, Tenn., contained 
0.46 to 17.53 percent manganese oxide. Murray and Renard (128, 
p. 452-495) have shown that fossil bones and phosphatic concretions 
from deep-sea deposits frequently contain comparatiyely large per
centages·of manganese. 

Wjth the exception of Tennessee brown-rock phosphate and phos
phatic limestone, the materials analvzed during this investigation 
(tables 3-6) contained not more than 0.10 percent and usually less 
than 0.05 percent manganese oxide. Manganese was present, how
ever, in all samples. The Tennessee brown rocks contained 0.066 
to 0.27 percent and the phosphatic limestones 0.10 to 0.25 percent 
manganese oxide. The samples of African and island phosphates and 
bone ash were very low in manganese. The results indicate that the 
manganese in a particular type of phosphate tends to decrease with 
increase in the phosphoric acid content. 

According to Mansfield (119, p. 211), F. K. Cameron was the first 
to suggest that the green color of solutions obtained by treating 
western phosp~ate rock with sulphuric acid might be due to the pres
ence of chromIUm. This was confirmed in the United States Geo
logical Survey by the analysis of several composite samples of rocks 
from Idaho, Utah, and Wyoming, which were found to contain 0.08 
to 0.14 percent chromium trioA-ide (Cr20a). The Geological Survey's 
chemists found 0.11 to 0.23 percent chromium trioxide in individual 
samples of high-grade phosphate from various deposits in Idaho. 
Larison (99) and Ross and Merz (168, p. 63) also reported 0.07 percent 
chromium trioxide in two samples of Idaho phosphate. Grammont 
(56) found 0.013 percent chromium trioxide in 11 sample of Florida 
pebble and 0.016 to 0.041 percent in si.x s!1mples of north-African 
phosphate. 

All samples of Tennessee phosphates analyzed in this investigation 
contained chromium in amounts ranging from <0.005 to 0.007 percent 
chromium trioxide (table 4). The chromium trioxide in the sam
ples of western phosphates ranged from 0.05 to 0.13 percent (table 5), 
and in the Florida phosphates from 0.004 to 0.040 percent (table 3), 
excluding four samples of land pebble which contained no chromium. 

According to Mansfield (119, p. 212), the presence of vanadium 
in western phosphates was recognized as early as 1911 by chemists 
in the Geological Survey. Analyses made later jn the Survey labora
tory showed 0.09 percent vanadium trioxide (V20 a)8 in a composite 
sample of high-grade rocks from different parts of the Idaho field. 
The Survey's chemists found 0.33 to 0.43 percent vanadium trioxide 
in three SAmples of phosphate from Montpelier Canyon, Idaho, and 
0.19 and 0.23 percent in two samples from the Paris Canyon district. 
The presenCl' of vanadium in Idaho phosphate has been noted also 
by Larison (99) and by Ross and Merz (168, p. 63). Other instances 
of the occurrence of vanadium in phosphate rock have not come to 
the authors' attention. 

Hess (68, p. 580) has pointed out the possibility of the commercial 
recovery of vanadium from Idaho phosph:ites' in connection with the 
manufacture of phosphoric acid ,lild phosphatic fertilizers. 

• lIfanstleld reported the vanadium content ill terms oC vanadium pentoxide (V,O,). Owing, however, 
to the lack of information on the nature oC the Yfilmdium compounds in phosphate rock, and in view oC 
certain Cacts pointed out by Hillebrand (76, p. 184), It seems best to report tbe vanadium as the trioxide .. irutead of tbepentoxide. 
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As shown in table 5, all samples of western phosphates analyzed 
in this investigation contained vanadium in amounts ranging from 
0.04 percent vanadium trioxide in 1vIontana rock to 0.40 percent in 
Idaho rock, a sample from Ookeville, Wyo., containinO' 0.12 percent. 
Vanadium was not found in Tennessee brown-rock and §outh Carolina 
land-rock phosphates (tables 4 and 5). None of the samples of 
Tennessee blue and white rocks and phosphatic limestones contained 
more than 0.01 percent vanadium trioxide. With the exception of 
four samples of land-pebble and two of soft phosphate which contained 
no vanadium, the Florida phosphates contained vanadium trioxide in 
amounts ranging from 0.005 to 0.02 percent (table 3). 

Oomparing the occurrence of manganese, chromium, and vanadium 
inphosphate rock with their occurrence in other rocks, minerals, and 
soils is interesting. Olarke states that the weighted average content 
of manganese o)':ide in igneous rocks and limestones is 0.118 percent 
(32, p. 34-) and that the chromium trim,ide in 256 samples of igneous 
rocks averaged 0.05 percent (32, p. '712). Hillebrand (75) found as 
much as 0.03 to 0.05 percent of vanadium trioxide in some varieties 
of igneous rocks, particularly those poorest in silica, and he also re
ported that composites of a large number of samples of sandstones 
and bui1-iing limestones contained 0.003 and 0.004 percent, respe('~ 
tively. 1lobinson and Holmes (162) l'eported 0.001 to 0.641 percent 
of manganese o~ide in 34 samples of soil from various localities in the 
United States, the majority of the samples containing 0.05 to 0.15 
percent. Robinson (160) found trac.es to 0.025 percent of chromium 
trioxide and 0.01 to 0.08 percent of vanadium, reported as the pen
toxide, in 26 samples of soil from widely distributed localities.in the 
United States. 

On the basis of the data presented in this publication, it seems that, 
except possibly in the Tennessee phosphatic limestone and brown
rock phosphate, manganese has not concentrated in the domestic 
phosphate deposits. Mansfield (119, p. 212) has pointed out that 
the chromium content of the western phosphates is llsually much 
greater than the average for igneous rocks, and that a concentmtion 
of this element has, therefore, occurred under special conditions. 
This is not the case, however, with the other domestic types of phos
phate. Vanadium, like chromium, has concentrated in the western 
phosphates, particularly the Idaho rock, but not in the other domestic 
varieties. 

COPPER, ZINC, AND ARSENIC 

Grammont (57) reported 0.00036 to 0.0023 percent copper o~ide 
(OuO) in si.x samples of phosphate rock from north Africa, and 0.00125 
percent in one sllmple of Florida pebble. As shown in table 8, all 
the samples contained copper in amounts ranging from <0.0005 to 
0.011 percent copper oxide. Only three. sl1mples (Oounetable Islands, 
Idaho, and Wyoming phosphates) contained more than 0.005 percent 
copper o:\.ide, whereas the majority contained 0.001 to 0.003 percent. 
In order to avoid possible eontamination from bronze and brass 
sieves, cloth sipves were used in preparing the samples for the copper 
and zinc detl rmina tions. 

http:localities.in
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TABLE S.-Occurrence of copper, zinc, and arBenic in natural phosphates 

S8IIl

pIe Type or source of phosphate 
 F.o. eno ..0 I...."" no. 

---+----------------------------------,----r---- -
PiT' PiT- PiT
ant cent PiTcent ant910 Florida land pebble__________________________________________ 31.09 0.003 <0.0005 0.0028 

790 _____do________________________________________________________ 
947 ____do_________________________________________________________ 

31.28 .002 <.0005 .0048 
912 _____do_______________________________________________________ 31.40 .001 <.0005 <'l

35. 37 <. 0005 <.0005 .0014771 Florida hard rock.. __________________________________________ _ 3L25 .001 <.0005 .OOM932 _____do_____________________ •__________________________________ 
35.99 .002 <.0005 .0012 

915 Florida waste poneL___________________________________________ 23. 63 <. 0005 .005 .0007 
728 _____do~______________________________• _______________________ _ 29.49 .001 .012 <'l580 Florida sofC___________________________________________________ 

31.80 .003 .006 .0008256 Tennessee brown rock.._____________________________________ __ 3L28 .003 <.0005 .0022 
900 _____clo_________________________________________ •____________ ._ 
762 _____do____________________________________________________ __ 

33. 73 .. 002 <.0005 (Il 
908 _____do_____• _________...._____________________________________ __ 34.39 .003 <.0005 .0032 

34.44 .002 .001 .0038772 Tenne<;%6 blue rock_______________________________________ __
930 _____ do_________________________________________________________ 30.45 .004 <.0005 .0023 

'1049 _____do__________________________•_____________________________ 30.97 .001 .0005 .0012 
31.22 .003 .00051031 Tennessee white rock__________________________________________ 35.80 .003 <.0005 !:l

917 Tennessee phosphatic limestone______________________________ _
973 Idaho__________________________________________________________ 11.68 .002 <.0005 e'l 

lOll Montana_____________________________________________________ _ 32. 53 .011 .001 .0026 
1009 ____do________________________________________________________ 27.63 (Il (I) .0088 
1010 _____do_______________________________________________________ __ 3L39 .003 .025 .0140 
948 Wyoming_____________________________________________________ 37.47 (Il (I) .0024 

30.19 .010 <.0005 .00121138 I South Carolina land rock_____________________________________ 27.85 .005 .0005 .00179851 Curacao Island_______________________________________________ _ 38. 59 .005 .045 <'l
54.51 .008 .031 (I)~ ~~~~~~~-:~~:::::::::::::=:======::::=::::::::::::::=:: 40.36 .004 .017 :;:.0001 

I Not determined. I Bureau of Standards standard sample no. 56. , Kidney phosphate. 

The only published figures on the occurrence of zinc in phosphate 
rock that have come to the attention of the authors are those of 
Grammc.nt (57), who reported 0.015 to 0.034 percent zinc oxide (ZnO) 
in six samples of north-African phosphates, and 0.006 percent in one 
sample of Florida pebble. 

As shown in table 8, all samples analyzed in this investigation con
tained zinc in quantities ranging from <0.0005 to 0.045 percent zinc 
oxide, the gre'atest amount being present in Curacao Island phosphate. 
With the exception of one sample each .of Florid~ soft and Montana 
phospha.tes, none of the domestIc matenals contamed more than 0.01 
percent zinc oxide, and the majority contained less than 0.001 percent. 

Mansfield (119, p. 212) states that no arsenic was found in a sample 
of phosphate from Driggs, Idaho. So far as known to the authors, 
the literature contains no other referp.nces to arsenic in domestic 
phosphates. The results given in table 8 indicate, however, that 
arsenic commonly occurs in these materials.9 With the exception of 
bone ash which contained not more than 0.0001 percent, the samples 
showed 0.0004 to 0.0140 percent arsenir, trim.ide (As20 3), the largest 
amounts being found in two samples from Montana. With the excep
tion of the Montana phosphates, none of the samples contained more 
than 0.005 percent arsenic trioxide and the majority contained less 
than 0.0025 percent. 

Clarke (32, p. 642) reported that composites of nu.merous samples 
of igneous rocks, oceanic clays, river silts, and marine muds contained 
0.01167,0.. 0200,0.0043, and 0.0160 percent copper oxide and 0.00638, 
0.0052, 0.0010, and 0.0070 percent zinc oxide, respectively. These 

• The arsenic determinations were made by members of the Insecticide Division, Bnreau of Chemistry
and Solis. 

http:Grammc.nt
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materials also contained an average of 0.0005 percent arsenic trioxide. 
Robinson (160) reported the presence of copper in eight samples of 
soils from various parts of the United States, and McHargue (108) 
found 0.0090 percent copper oxide, 0.0034 percent zinc oxide, and 
0.00142 percent arsenic trioxide in a sample of virgin Kentucky soil. 
Headden (63) found 0.00033 to 0.00066 percent arsenic trioXIde in 
\rirgin Colorado soils, whereas the marls underlying these soils con
tained 0.00053 to 0.00198 percent. As determined by ZuccAri (211), 
20 samples of soils, taken from different depths in different geological 
formations, contained 0.00025 to 0.0079 percent arsenic trioxide. A 
comparison of these results with those obtained on phosphate rock 
indicates that copper and zinc do not usually tend fO concentrate in 
phosphate deposits. On the other hand, it seems that domestic phos
phate rock usually contains somewhat more arsenic than is present in 
Igneous rocks and virgin soils. 

BARIUM. RARE EARTHS. AND OTHER METALLIC ELI"MENTS 

A few samples of pJ1.()~Jlhate rock were analyzed for barium by the 
method described by Hillebrand (76, p. 170). Barium was not found 
in a sample of Flonda hard-rock phosphate (no. 932), whereas four 
samples of Florida land pebble (nos. 439, 617, 618, and 619) and two 
samples of South Carolina land rock (nos. 1138 and 1139) contained 
traces. The amounts of barium o).-ide found in other types of domestic 
phosphates were as follows: Tennessee brown rock (nos. !K)6 and 908), 
0.03 and 0.01 percent, respectively; Tennessee blue rock (no. 930), 
0.05 percent; Condo., Idaho, rock, 0.07 percent; and colloidal mate
rials extracted from Florida soft and waste-pond phosphates (nos. 728 
and 727), 0.02 and 0.03 percent, respectively. 

Several samples were examined for molybdenum by treating their 
acid solutions with hydrogen sulphide in pressure bottles. The pre
cipitates were ignited gently and tested for molybdenum colorimetri
cally with stannous chloride and potassium thiocy:anate (77, p. 256). 
Negative results were obtained on samples of Florida land-pebble, 
Tennessee blue-rock, and Idaho phosphates. No tests were made on 
the other types of rock. 

Samples of colloidal material extracted from Florida soft and waste
pond phosphates (nos. 728 and 727) and from Tennessee brown ro~k 
(no. 762) were analyzed for zirconium, by the method described by 
Hillebrand (76, p. 170), with negative results. On the other hand, 
these materials contained 0.01, 0.03, and 0.03 percent, respectively, 
of rare earths other than zirconium. The rare-earth metals are fre
quently present in apatites. Starynkevich-Borneman (187) rep()rted 
that23 samples of apatite from 14 localities inAsia, Europe, andNorth 
America contained UP. to 3.18 percent of rare-earth metal oxides, one 
sample from the Klubin Mountains, Russia, r.ontaining Ce203, 1.33; 
L~03' 1.16; Y~03, 0.05; and Di20 3, 0.05 percent. Rare earths were 
also present in five samples of Russian phosphate rock in amounts 
ranging from traces to 0.3 percent. Tanakadate and Carobbi (193) 
found cerium, lanthanum, and yttrium in Chinese apatite. 

Grammont (57) reported the presence of 0.00019 to 0.00076 percent 
of nickel in six samples of north-African phosphates, and 0.00060 per
cent in one sample of Florida pebble. Martini (121) found nickel in 
the leg bones of an ox and also in a specimen of human bone. He 
stated that nickel is apparently a normal constituent of bones. Tanak
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ada;t.e and Carobbi (193) found traces of strontium and 0.03 percent 
of lead oxide (PbO) in a sample of Chinese apatite. The occurrence 
of a very small quantity of tourmaline in Florida land-pebble phos
phate no. 912 (p. 76) indicates the presence of boron. Determina
tions of these elements were not made in this investigation. 

SILICA AND CARBON DIOXIDE 

I; .As shown in tables 3 to 5, the silica content of the commercial 
grades of the various types of phosphate rock produced in the United 
States ranges from about 4.5 to 10.0 percent, the higher grades of rock 
containing, in general, the smaller quantities of silica. hpsults on 
the commercial phosphate rocks indicate that the different types of 
rock are not characterized by their silica content. Florida hard-rock 
phosphate, however, contains, in general, somewhat less silica than 
do the same grades of Florida land pebble and Tennessee brown rock. 
As would be expected, the Florida soft and waste-pond phosphates 
usually contf!in comparatively large quantities of silica. This is 
particularly true of the waste-pond phosphates, three samples of which 
contained 16.80 to 23.27 percent silica (table 3). As shown in table 6, 
the :Ylorocco and the island phosphates contain comparatively little 
silica, the figures ranging from 0.20 to 0.86 percent . 

.All samples of phosphate rock analyzed in this investigation con
tained carbon dio:-.ide in amounts ranging from 0.37 percent in a 
sample of Florida soft phosphate (no. 580, table 3) to 5.96 percent 
in Tunisian phosphate (no. 552, table 6). The figures given in 
table 3 show, in general, that the carbon dioxide content of Florida 
land-pebble phosphate tends to decrease with increase in the phos
phoric acid content. This tendency does not hold, however, "ith 
the other types of domestic phosphate. Of the principal types of 
domestic phosphate produced at present, Florida land pebhle aver
ages the highest in carbon dioxide, followed in order by Florida hard 
rock, Tennessee blue rock, Idaho rock, Tennessee brown rock, and 
Montana rock. 

FLUORINE 

In this investigation special attention has been given to the occur
rence of fluorine not only in the domestic types and grades of phos
phate rock but also in phosphates from aU ~he important deposits 
throughout the world, some 200 samples havrng been analyzed. 

Comparatively little information on the fluorine content of natural 
phosphates is recorded in the literature before the publication in 1928 
of a paper by Jacob and Reynolds (88). About 25 years before the 
appearance of this paper, Carnot (18, 19, 20,21, 22, 23,24, 25,26) 
published an important series of papers on the occurrence of fluorine 
in phosphate rock, phosphate minerals, and modern and fossil bones. 
Carnot's work on phosphate rock was, however, confined principally 
to the phosphates of Europe and north Africa. Although it has been 
recognized for many years that fluorine is present in all domestic 
phosphate rocks that have been used for commercial purposes, the 
few figures that have been published show very wide varintions in the 
percentages of fluorine in the different types of rock and in the differ
ent grades of a particular type. 
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DOMESTIC PHOSPHATE BOCK 

Excluding those on sample no. 442, which is run-of-mine material,the results given in table 9 show a range of 3.35 to 4.08 percent in thefluorine content of 37 samples of Florida -land-pebble and hard-rockphosphates. These figures are, as a rule, much higher than those(1.86 to 3.68 percent fluorine) reported by Oarnot (26), Eldridge (4-4.);Gray (58, 'P' 30), and Parrish and Ogilvie (136, p. 30). The lo,v figures on these and other types of domestic phosphate reported in theliterature are due, no doubt, to the use of inaccurate analyticalmethods. 
TABLE 9.-Fluorine content of Florida phosphates 

LAND-PEBBLE PHOSPHATE 

SampIe Locatfon of deposIt P,O, FI F 

I 

I
~_n_o_·_ _____________________________________________ :_____________ 

:Mnlberry______________________________"__________________________ Percent Percent'442 

3.02
3205 3.19 0.100

567 
____ .do___________•______________ •• ___________________ .____________ 30.52

61S 30.53 .128
Pierce_. ___________________________..._____________________________ 

3.86 .126 
'617 Brewster.__________ •________________ •________________________, __, 30.70 4.01Nichols_____________________ ••___ •________ •__ .____________________ 30.98 3. OS 

.131
619 .1281\1nlberry___________ •__••________________________________ ----_____ 31.09 3.94,910615 Brewster.______________ .._________________ •____ ._______________________ de.________________________________ . __________________________ • 

31.25 3.96 
.127.127

047 31. 28 4.04 .129_____do. _______ •________________ •______ ••_.'._____ ....__ ••__________ 31.35• 616 Not known __________________ •____ •__________••__________________ 
4. OS .130790 Mulberry. __ •___ •___________________________________________...._ 

31.40 3.97 .126
'436 31. 42 3.91 .1211010 Not known ____ . ____..____ •___•___..______________________________ 3206
'437 32.21 3.94 .122

Mulberrr_______•____..___ •_________ .... __________________________ 
3. S2 .119 

'628 Bartow_____________________ •___ •___ ••____•__ •__ •__• ____ ._________ 3231 3.97
6'!O 

.12356S Nichols_ •__ ••_._____•__________•___....________00. __ ...___________ 32.32 .121Mulberrr00._____ • 
3.92

________ • ______ • ____ • _________ ._________________ 32.53 3.97 .122
'438 ____ .do___________________ •_____ .• _______...___ ...______..__________ 3.9033.18___ ..do...._______________ ..__ •____________ ... ____________ •___ ... ___ 

.118
33.22 3.87 .116'439621 Nlchols__ ...._____________ •___ •_____ ••• __ ..._____________.._______ 3.96;1.3.27 .119622 ____ .dO...__________ ..._____ •________ .. __________________ •••________ 33.56 3.96 .11S627 Lakelund. __ ......_....______.._..__ ....____ .._______________•__ . _ 33.70 3.00 .116'1243 Pierce________..___..._________________________ •____________ ._...__ 34.27 1 4.02

1440 :Mulberry_____•_____________•••___________ •• __ ..._________ ...... __ 
.117

34. M I 3. Sq .112570012 ====:~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::] ~~: ~b ! ~: g~ :1n'4418U~ 

_~i~~J~~~::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::! i~: g~ ~ tg~ :~~569 

Avern((c•• _____________________________________________ •___ --l---:i:i. 7S ·,--3:91]----:ll9 

RARD-ROCK PHOSPHATE' 

771

·• 691590 jf~~o'ii's~~~_:::::::::::==::=::=::::==:::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::1 ~:~: ~g ~: i~ 0: 19IIuvcrness_•••_..._____............__ ..._..._____ ... __ ......___ ..._

·.'iB9 Floral Clty._________________ ......: _____....__ •________.._________ 

3:t.~2 3. Ii .112
34."~ 3.79 .109434 DuuMlIon.._......____....._________ ••• ______ ........._. ___ ._____ 35,33 3. in .106
,• 0235118 ~~:g!n~l~==:::::=:::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::, 625 5~: z,~ ~: ~~ :i~

, 621

032 
 :~~~:~~=~:==:=:=:::::::::=::::==::::::::=:::::::I---!-!:_~-:-l_---!:-:-!-l----:-!:-10 

I Soft and wnstc-ponrl phosphnte.., eIcept nos. 580, 72~, nnrl 413. were nnalvzed by the ruslon-acld e.~trnCotlon metbod (ISO); other snmples wore IInnlY7.ed by the volatilization method (I';,1)., Exceptionally hlgh-grndel'un·o(-mlne material, othersumples orland pebble arc commercial wnsbed nndscreened materials.
J SlII1lple ropresenting lorzc shipment,
• All samples, except no. 7i1, lhe Wstory of which Is nol known, are commercial washed nnd screenedmaterials. 

16tl35O°--aa---a 
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TABLE 9.-Fluorine content oj Florida phosphates-Continued 

SOFT PHOSPHATE 

Sam
plG Location o[ deposit Pso, ]' 
no. 

PtTCt'IIt Perct1lt1091 Bartow________________________________________ "__________________ 2:1.47 2. 23 0. 0876 
IiSO Not known_______________________________________________________ 29.49 1.23 .0417 
728 Jullette___________________________________________________________ 31.80 a. 33 .1047«3 Gilchrist County_________________________________________________ 34. 94 3.79 .1085 

1---1----1---
Average_____________________________________________________ 3O.4B 2. 65 .0871 

WASTE-POND PHOSPHATE 

826 Dunnellon________________________________________________________ 15.34 0.38 0.0248581 Not knOWD_______________________________________________________ 18.18 1.53 .0842
828 Fellcla___________________________________________________________ 19.83 1.911 .10047'0 Dunnellon_________________________.___ ____________ _____ _________ _ 21. 63 

1.94 .0897
8'0 _____do_____________________________________________________________ 22. 29 2.26 .1014
726 Fellcla___________________________________________________________ 23.48 2.08 .0886
82:1 Dunnellon________________________________________________________ 23.48 L81 .0771• 915 _____dh ,,___________________________________________________________ 23.63 

1.84 .0779
824. _____do____________________________________________________________ 24. 24 1.93 .0796
725 1ul1ette___________________________________________________________ 2:1.31 2.24 .0885 

1-----4----~------Avcrage__________________________ _____________ ______________ 21. 74 1.80 .0828 

, Commercial materia!. 

In comparison with the other domestic types of phosphate, the fluor
ine content of commercial land-pebble phosphate IS very constant, and 
the fluorine-phosphoric acid ratios in this material tend, in general, 
to decrease inversely with phosphoric acid content. This is one of the 
distinguishing chara('.teristics of Florida land pebble, since with the 
other domestic phosphate rocks the fluorine-phosphoric acid ratios 
in the different grades of a particular type usually show very slight 
variation. 

There is considerable variation in the fluorine content of different 
samples of Florida soft and waste-pond phosphates (table 9). 
In proportion to their phosphoric acid content, these materials 
usually contain less fluorine than do the other types of domestic 
phosphate, and the fluodne-phosphoric acid ratios vary over a con
sideritble range. The very low ratios in some samples, notably nos. 
580 and 826, seem to be due t.o the presence of aluminum phosphate 
containing comparatively little or no fluorine (p. 75). 

As shown in '~able 10, the fluorine content of Tennessee brown
and blue-rock .phosphates and phosphatic limestone tends to vary 
directly with the phosphoric aCId content. The different grades of 
the bedded variety of blue rock usually contain somewhat higher per
centages of fluorine than do the same grades of brown rock. The 
results obtained on one sample (no. ].049) indicate that the kidney 
variety of blue rock runs lower in fluorine than does the bedded 
variety. Analyses of adotional samples may show, however, that 
this is not ~enerally true. The fluorine-phosphoric acid ratios in 
phosphatic lImestone are approximately the same as those in brown
rock phosphate. 
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TABLE lO.-Fluorine content oj Tennes8ee ph08phates 

BROWN-ROCK PHOSPHATE 

Sain·

pie Location of deposit
no. F' 

• 585 MQuntpleasant____________________________________________________ Perunt Percent• 673 _____do___________________________________________________________ 2.;.74 2.80 0 • .109f 576 _____do_____________________________________________________________ 29.40 3.22 .no587 Wales____________________________________ c________________________ 29.00 3.32 .111'56 Not known_________________ ..____________________________________ 30.17 3.24 .107
31.28 3.56 .114
31.57 3.48 .110:m._:-:~'d~:~:~t::=================::=:=:===:===:::::==::::::::::::f 674 _____ do____________________________________________________________ _ 32.37 3.60 .111564 Wales____________________________________________________________ 32. 80 3.49 .106
32.85 3.62 .110
33.30 3.72 .112=762 _:-:~_n:o:~~~'::~::..::::=::=::=::::=:=====:==:===:==::::=:=:::::========_____ do____________________________________________________________ _ 33.52 3.89 .116C84 _____do_____________________________________________________________ 33.73 3.87 .115906 Wllles____________________________________________________________ 34.18 3.78 .111908 Mountpleesant___________________________________________________ _ 34. 39 3.77 .110565 _____ do____________________________________________________________ 34.44 3.81 .111774 Wales____________________________________________________________ _ 34.80 3.94 .113• 583 Mountpleasant__________________________________________________ 35. 01 4.02 .115
37.51 4.08 .109Avemge_____________________________________________________ 
32. 61 3.62 .111

---~------------------------------------~----~----~-----
BLUE-ROCK PHOSPHATE 1 

•m Gordonsburg______________________________________________________• 572 _____do_____________________________________________________________ 
TT.oo 3.29 0.118772 Glover_________________ __________________________________________ 29. 16 3.3730.45 .116

930 Gordonsburg_____________________________________________________ 3.49 .115
f 676 _____do____________________________________________________________ 

30.97 3.80 .123
71049 Boma_____________________________________________________________ 

31.22 3.71 .119
i48 Gordonsburg_____________________________________________________ 

31.22 3.09 .099449 _____do_____________________ ____________________ ______ __________ ____ 32.03
33. 65 3.67 .115

3.95 .117Average ____________________________________________________ /----1·---1--30.83 
3.55 .115 

WHITE-ROCK PHOSPHATE 

~1048
'1031 il:=·"::~-::::::::":::::::=::~~:::::::::::::::::::=:I ~ lii I t :::11--__0:_~~_1

Average_____________________________________________________ 33.00 3.43 .104 

PHOSPHA.TIC LIMESTONE 

mIg~~d~':t~iirg:=:::=::===:=====:=======::===:::=:::==:===:=====~===: Ig: n t ~ 0: m579 Mountpleasant____________________________________________________445 Wales____________________________________________________________ 
10.53 1.20 .114


916 MOllntpleusant____________________________________________________ 
10.61 1.13 .107
444 _____do_________________________________ ._ __________________________ 11.22 1.12 .10011.38 1.57 .138

:!~ ~~~~~~t-:=::::::::::::==:=:=::::===:======:=::::::::=:::: U: ~ t: gg791 Unknown_____________________________..__________________________ 15.45 1.68 .109:~~

770 _____ do____________________________________________________________ 
 19.13 2.28 .119

Average____________________________________________________ 
/-----[,------1,---- 12. 43 1.39 .111 

,I Unless stated otherwise. all samples are from commercial materials.'Detennlned by the volatJIlzation method (t6~).

I Run-of-mlne material.

• Sample representing large shipment•• Bureau of Standards standard sample no. 56.
t Selected sample of exceptionRlIy hlgh-gmde material.
7 Selected sample of Iddney phosphate; other blue-rock samples are bedded phosphates.• Selected sample. 
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The figures for fluorine (2.91 to 6.98 percent) in western phosphates 
given in table 11 are very much higher than those (0.40 to 1.10 per
cent) reported by Gale and Richards (51) and Larison (99). It will 
be noted that two samples (nos. 1011 and 1012) of the Montana 
phosphates were exceptionally high in fluorine, containing 6.98 and. 
4.60 per cent, respectiv\~ly. Of all the samples of (lomestic phosphates 
examined during this llivestigation, these were the only ones in which 
the presence of crystalline calcium fluoride (fluorite) was revealed by 
microscopical examination. The local occurrence of fluorite as coat
ings, seams, or specks in western phosphate rock had been noted 
previously by Mansfield and Girty (119, p. £13) and Gale and Rich
ards (51). 

TABLE 11.-Fluorine content of phosphate rocks from lYestern United Stutes 

IDAIIO PHOSPIIATE 1 

Sam· F
pie Location oC deposit P,Osno. 

--1-------------------1--------
Perrent Percent

492 Mon(pelierc••• ________________•____•._._.___ ••______•____ ••_._____ 30.15 3.3·\ 0.111 

493 • ___ .do.____________••••______ ._._ ••• __ •.•• , _ ••••••••••••_.____• __._ :1l.08 3.39 .109 


~ gg~~:~~:\~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::::::::: .::::::::::: gU~ Ug :i~
1253 ._•••do___•____••••••••_. ___ •_____ . ___.........___ •• __ •_____ ._._._.. 32.13 3.80 .118 

550 Paris_..______•.•__••• __ •_____ •••_••__ ..... __ •• _••.• ____ ••__ ._._._, 32.21 3.43 .106 

i~ .g~~~J~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~ ~ni n~ ~ m 

-~--------

r.50 • lOSAVerage. · ....··-·-·~--·-··----···---·::::·_=_=---·---------··l 32.30 I 
MONTANA PIIOSPIIATE I 

lOll Garrison. _..__._._•• ____•__ •___ ."____ •___ •••••••_._ . _____ ._.____ • 2i. .63 6. OS 0.2531013 ._...do ••• _ ...._._. ____........_.__.......___•__ ••• _._______•____ •__ 
 28.85 2.91 .101 
1018 •___.do•••• _.......- .... _. -• ______•___•__ • ____........ __ ._.___•••••• 2Il.81 2,09 .100 

1016 ._•••do__«. __ '. __ '.'•• '.' • ___ ._............ -- •• '" _ .. ____ ••• - ___.._ 30.27 3.05 .101 

1009 __ •__do..__ ._.._......._......... __ ............ - .................... 31.39 3.19 .102 

1019 ___._do••••• __................... __." _............. -............_..1 31.47 3.66 .116 


32.24 3.39 .105
~~ :=:::~~:::::::::-:::_:: ::::.::::::.::::::::_:: ::::::::::.:::::.: :1 32.54 3.54 .109 

1017 ..._.do ••• _ ••• __ ..... __ ............. -..............-••••• , .... -•. 34.92 3.80 .11l'J 

1014 ._._.do...................... __ .•.• -- ............................ - 35.12 3.80 .108 

1012 _____do....._.._.......................... ,. .•••.• _.............. . 30.07 4.00 .128 

1252 ._.__do......_............. -••• -...........................__ .. 30.38 4.03 .111 

1008 _____do__• _____ ........... -. .•. •.. • ........ •...... -- •___ ._ .-•• 36.00 4.05 .110 

1010 ____.do......................_................. - ...............___._ 37.47 3.83 .102 


---1--
"\ vernge ............._...___ ._......._...._............... .. 33.12 • JOO
3.52 I

_--'-_______.__~.~_ __ • ___ __ __......l.____!.___••. ......l.~ 

WYOMING PHOSPIJA'l'E 1 

'407 Cokeville.... ______..............................____............ 20.00 3.10 0.117 

'491 •____do.__....._•••••••• _ ....................................... 28.8,1 3.39 .118 

'469 _••_.do.._.... _•.. _ ._._._ .._ .............................. ...... 2Il.i5 3.51 .U8 


468 _____do......................... __............. __......__......_._ 2Il.711 3.44 .116

948 _____do.............._......_•.• __ ......._....__•___•___._. __....___ :;0.19 3.54 .117 


.Avernge._._____________......... __ •••__•••• _________________ 2Il.03 
 3.40 .117 

1 Samples or commerclnl materials. 

J Determined by the voilltillzntlon m"-thod (/OS). 

I Prospect samples. except 110. 1252 which wns Crom commercial material. 

'Excluding nos. lOll Bnd 1012. 

I Sample representing largo shipment. 
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The results given in table 12 indicate that, in proportion to theirphosphoric acid content, the Oklahoma and South Carolina phosphates generally contain significantly larger quantities of fluorinethan do any of the other types of domestic phosphate rock analyzed inthis investigation, except the two samples of Montana phosphatediscussed in the preceding paragraph. The amounts of fluorine(2.21 to 3.16 percent) found by the authors in three samples of Kentucky brown-rock phosphate are very much higher than those (1.02to 1.38 percent) reported by Phalen (139) in comparable grades ofthis material. On the other hand, Shead (179, 180) reported 4..31percent fluorine in a sample of .phosphate from Cotton County,Okla., whereas the authors found 3.32 percent fluorine in a samplefrom the same locality. 

TABLE 12.-Fluorine content of Arkansas, Kentucky, Oklahoma, and South Carolina
phosphates 

Sam·
pIe Location of deposIt F
no. F' F.Oi 
---r------------------------~---------I---------------
'1267 Ark!lDsas; Independence County.••••••••••___•__••••_._._•••••••• 

Percent Percent
11235 Kentucky; 'Val1acc ••••• _.•••••••••••••••_•••__ ••__•••••••_•••__ •• 

31. 9S 3.71 0.116
21.19 2.21 .104'1245 _••••do_••••_••••••.__ •__ ••____•______ ••__ ••__ •••••_.__ •••••••••••__ 23.08'1234 _._••do_._••_.____ "'__ ._••_.___ •• __ ._.___• __••_•• _________ • __ • __ • __ 2.56 • lOB

'1242 Oklahoma; Cotton County__________••___________ ._•••___________ 27.50 3.16 .114
• 495 South Carolina land rock...___••__ •_________...___ •_____ •___ •____ _ 

24.31 3.32 .137
11139 •••__ do.!_. _.______ •__•••____._.____•_____._._._•_____ •______••_•••• 10.07 2.20 .137
f 1138 __••_do.'_•••__•.____________••_______..___ •__ ••,_._••._._••••_•••• 26.92 3.58 .133
• 650 ___ ••do_.___ •••__ •••••••••_••••_••_••••••••_•••.__•••___. __•••••••, • 

27.85 3.77 .135
23.86 3.43 .119 

• The Kentucky phosphates nos. 1235 and 12·15 WeTe nnalyzerl hy the (uslon·acld extraction method (150);the other samples wero analyzed b~' tbe volatilization method (153)., Selected material.

I SampIe (rom an abandoneel mine.

j Ail Kentucky samples are brown-rock phosphate.

I Ground material (ormerly sold (or direct application to the soU_
• :Muscum sample.

1 Commerchtl materIal as (ormerly produced.

I Bulow mines, Johns Island.

'Lamb's mine, near Charleston_ 


The estimated reserves of domestic phosphate rock, containingphosphoric acid equivalent to approximately 55 percent or more oftricalcium phosphate, amount to more than 6,231,318,000 long tOns(table 1). The data given in tables 9 to 12 indicate that the averagefluorine content of this rock is approximately 3.25 percent. On thisbasis, the estimated reserves of phosphate contain at least 200,000,000tons of fluorine which, as pointed out by Marshall, Jacob, and Reynolds (120), is more than 75 times the fluorine content of the knownreserves of fluorspar, containing 85 percent or more of calcium fluoride,in the lllinois and Kentucky deposits. 

FOREIG"N" PHOSP/;IATE .ROCK 

The figures given in table 13 show that the north-African phosphates, particularly those from Algeria, :Morocco, and Tunis, arecharacterized by very high fluorine-phosphoric acid ra.tios. In thisrespect they are similar to South Carolina phosphate (table 12).The results of analyses (3.35 to 4.28 percent lluorine) obtained by theauthors on the samples from Algeria, lvIoro('co, and Tunis nrc, as ageneral .rule, much higher than those (0.99 to 3.78 percent fluorine) 
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reported by Oarnoj; (26), Dussert (43), Gray (58, p. 26-29), and 
Pal'rish:and Ogilvie (136, p. 33) on comparable grades of rock from 
these deposits. 

TAlJLE la.-Fluorine content of phosphates from foreign continental deposits 

F
Location of deposit p,o, I Ft P,O, 

Percent Percent 
23.39 3.35 0.143 
26.10 3.43 .131 
26.84 3.65 .136 
28.59 3.68 .129 
29.38 3.71 .126 
32.34 4.16 .129m~~I~;:~~:~~~~~~~;~~;;:~~~~~~ 
30.60 3.65 .119

453 Morocco ,_____ ._._.____ ••__ ••______ ••______._•••_••_••__ ._.______ • 33.47 4.15 .124563 _____ do__._.______ •_____ . _____•_____ ._.___ ._•••••••••..,_._________ 34.30 4.28 .1251162 ____ .do_____________. __________________ . ______•___ . ______________ _ 
35.11 4.24 .121552 Tunis. Gnfsn____________________ . ___________ ._.__________________ 
27.55 3.46 .126556 Tunis, Kalan-DJerda____ •_________________________________________ 26.91 3.48 .129561 Tunis. M'DilIa_____________________ •_____________________________ 
28.66 3.72 .130553 Tunis, Gafsa _____________________________________________________ _ 29.13 3.77 .129 
12.18 1.61 .1321m ~~~~~: t1~~::.~:==::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 18. ]3 L83 .101 
]6.78 1.49 .089 m~ _~::~d~~_:~~l~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~5.68 ' 2.44 .0951156 ____ Ao____________________________________________________________ _ 26.48 2.38 .090 
22.02 2.89 .131 ~~ _:..~~';,e:_~_~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 24.66 3.37 .1371241 France, Pyrenees :r.iountnins.____________________________________ _ 26.87 2.69 .1001239 France, Quercy___________________________________________________ 
34. 74 .74 .0211151 Portugal, M:nrvilo________________________________________________ _ 27.14 2.49 .0921144 Prussia, Stnffel. Nassau______________________ .. ____________________ 33.89 3.62 .107 

1152 Volgn R)ver re~lon:-----------------------.--------------- 13.40 2.02 .1511265 Russia,Russia, Aktyubmsk, StberlB_. ___________________________________ _ 17.42 2.50 .144 
]8.40 2.73 .148 
19.50 2.43 .125 
22. 37 .153~~ _~~t~~~~t~~~=::::::::::==::::=::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::: 3.421262 Rnssia, Vlatkn.______________________ •______ •____________________ _ 27.88 3.85 .138 

682 British Columbia. Crow's Nest Pns5 ••___________________________ 24.11 2.64 .1091258 Palestine, Neb! Moussn_________________________________________ _ 8.14 .99 .122 
1256 _____do__________________________________________________________ _ 
1255 _____do_________________________________________________________ __ 

16.60 1.67 .101 
1257 _____do__________________ _____________________ •_________________ ]7.50 1.97 .113 

20.40 2.68 .126
1157 r __South Australia, Kapunaa______________________________________ 30.18 3.62 .1201158 Soutb Australia, Port Clinton____________________________________ 33.53 3.32 .099 

t Determined by tbe volntllizatlon method (15-7).
'Samples from either the BouJnlba or tbe Kourigha deposits, probably the latter. 

In proportion to their phosphoric acid content, the samples of Rus
sian phosphate rocks (table 13) contain even more fluorine than do 
the north-African phosphates. Next to those of the Russian phos
phates, the highest fluorine-phosphoric acid ratios in samples from 
other European deposits were found in rocks from Mons, Belgium, 
and Somme, France. On the other hand, the sample (no. 1239) 
from Quercy, France, is comparatively low in fluorine (0.74 percent), 
although it contains 34.74 percent phosphoric acid. This analysis 
agrees closely with the one reported by Lacroix (96). 

The fluorine-phosphoric acid ratios in the Estonian phosphates 
(table 13), which came from a deposit in the Obolus sandstone 
region near Tallinn (130), are somewhat lower than those usually 
found in continental phosphates.o" The material from this deposit is 
unusual in that the phosphatic portion consists of phosphatized shells. 
In their fluorine-phosphoric acid ratios (table 13), the samples of 

Oa The terms "continental phosphates ", "continental rocks ", Bnd "continental deposits ", as used in thla 
publication, refer to phosphates, rocks, and deposits occurring on tbe continents, regardless of wbetbar 
they are of continental or marine origin. 

http:re~lon:-----------------------.---------------13.40
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phosphate rock from deposits in. British Columbia, Palestine, andSouth Australia are similar to those from deposits in the UnitedStates.

The amounts of fluorine found in 17 samples of phosphate fromdeposits on eight widely distributed tropical Islands (tn.ble 14) rangefrom 0.06 percent in the hydrated aluminum phosphate (no. 904)from the Connetable Islands to 3.42 percent in one sample of Makatea Island phosphate. With the exception of the Connetable Islandsphosphate, all the samples of insular rocks are calcium phosphates.As shown in tables 9 to 13, the fluorine-phosphoric aCId ratios inphosphate rocks from continental deposits rarely fall below 0.09 andusually range from about 0.10 to 0.13. On the other hand, the ratiosin phosphates from insular deposits are usually very much lower,rarely exceeding 0.09 and usually falling below 0.08. The ratios inphosphates from a particular island tend, however, to run quite uniformly, and in this respect the insular pho!phates are similar to theindividual varieties and types of continental phosphates. The ratiosin the four samples of Curacao rock are unusually low, ranging from0.0093 to 0.0240. In proportion to the phosphoric acid content,Curacao phosphate contains less fluorine than any of the othercalcium phosphate rocks for which data are available. 
TABLE l4.-Fluorine content of phosphates from foreign in8ular deposits 

Sam

ple Location of deposit p,o. pi F

no. P,O. 

Percent Perctnl
1~ ~~~~~I~~l~;i(C_:::==::::::::========:::==:::::::=:::::::::::::: 40.00 2.nr. 0.07401231 _____do._____ •••.••• _..__• __________ • _. ______ ..__ ....______________ _ 39.46 1.32 .0335• 904c Connetable Islnnds_________.._____________________________________ 40.03 1.05 .02621022 Curacao lSlnnd_____________ •___ •________________ •••____ • _____...__ M.51 .06 .OOIl985 • ____do_____________..________________________________ • ___.._______ 37.89 .91 .0240gg,j _____do________..________ • _________________________________________ _ 38.59 .70 .0181943 _____ do__________ ••••. __ •_________________________________________ __ 38.71 .75 .01941222 luan de Novn Island ,___ ..______________________________________ __ 40.00 .38 .0093
1230 Makatea Island ,___________.....___ • __ •________ ..____ ....._______ • 32.29 1.68 .05201159 • ____ do___________________________________________________________ _ 37.94 3.42 .0901450 Nauru Islaud______________________________•___ •____• ___________ _ 38.22 3.25 .08501232 _••__do______...________ , ___ •__ .' _. _________________________________ 38.02 2.62 .06731160 _____do____________________________________________________________ 39.00 2.48 .0035451 Ocean Island __________________________•_____________...._________ _ 39.21 2.10 .05361229 ___..do___..__..__ ..__....______________• ____...._______ ••____..____ 40.32 2. 97 .0737U6l _____ do____• _________________ •______________________________________ 40.33 2. 97 .0736 

I 40.87 3.29 .0805 

I Detennined by tbe volatilization method (153).
• Pelew Group.
• Alumlnnm phosphate; other $amplos lI"'e calcium phosphates.• OtT tbe enst const of Madagnscl1l'.
•Society .Gronp. 

PHOSPHATE .lIfINERALS 

The theoretical fluorine-phosphoric acid ratio in fluorapatite,Ca10F2(P04)6, is 0.0891. Analyses of nine samples from widely separated deposits gave, however, ratios ranging from 0.0769 to 0.110,.the average being 0.0916 (table 15). The ratios in fluprapatiteare, as a general rule, lower than those in phosphate rocks from continental deposits, but higher than those in rocks from insular deposits. Fluorapatite usually contains small percent/ages of chlorine(39, p. 760,' 78, p. 566-571) and the deficiency of fluorine in manysamples i~ generally ascribed to replacemeD;t of the fluorine by chlorine or by the hydroxyl group. Replacement of fluorine by chlorinein apatite occurs, however, only to a limited extent (65). 
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TABLE 15.-Fluorine content of phosphate minerals, bones, and bird guano 

Bam-· 

pIe Material Location of deposit ~. 
p,o,
DO. 

---!------------------I-------------------I------------
Percent Percent

'1136 Fluorapatite______________________ Vir!(inla, Amherst County__________ 38.12 2.93 0.0769 • 
1261 _____do____________________________ Russia, Kola Peninsula_____________ 38.46 3.50 .0910 I1260 _____do_________________________________do_______________________________ 30.08 3.49 .0893 . 

646 _____do_______________________.. ___ Ontario, Renfrew County___________ 30.63 3.84 .096:1·647 _____ do________________________ .._______do_______________________________ 3U.77 3.89 .0978 . 633 _____do___________________..________ •___do._________•_____________ •_____• 39.88 3.88 
.0973

648 _____do._____________ •________ •____ NewYork,Hammond, St. Lawrence 38.58 4.24 .110 
County.649 ____do.____________•___•__ •_______ Mexico, Durango. _.._. _________.____ 40.86 3.44 .0842 

005 _____do____________________________ Quebec Province____________________ 40.30 3.26 .0809
634 Chlorapatlte..___..__ .._________.. Norway, KragerB___________________ 40.50 .17
632 Amblygonite___________________.. California, Paia, San Diego County_ 44.45 4.02 
631 Wavellite________________________ Pennsylvania, l\fountHoliySprings, 33.62 3.95 


South Mountain.
971 Bone ash, commercial material. ______ .._________________.______________ 40.36 .054 .0013Bone meal, commercial material. ______________________________________________ _ '.05Modern bones and teeth ,______________________________ ...._____________ 40.17 .21 ---:0052 ______ Modern swine femurs ,___________ ______________________________________ 40.30 
.03 .0007 
.86 .0210

___________do ,___________________________ ______________________________________ 40.90 
______ Fossil bones nnd teeth T___________ ______________________________________ 30.68 1.85 .0603 

643 Fossil fish teeth___________________ Fiorida lllnd-pehble phosphate dis· 37.16 3.48 .0936 
trict. 

.0452~~ 11' ~~~n :~l:;;~ ~~e~~~::::::::::::: :::::~~::=:::::==::::::::::::::::::::: ~~: ~~ ~: ~ .0382
1106 Bird guano___________________ ..__ Islands belonging to Peru..______.._ 14.40 .06 .0042 

J Figures not corrected to moisture·free basis. 

'1.Iaterial obtained by magnetic separation Crom ilmenite nelsonlte. 

'Average of four samples. 

'Averhge composition of ash oC 20 samples from humans, quadrupeds, reptiles, and fish (t!). 

J Average composition oC ash oC 2 sampies lrum animals receiving Ceeds low in fiuorine (7). 

• Average composition oC fisb oC 6 samples from animals receivin,; feeds high in fiuorine (7).

'Average composition of ash of 52 samples from animals and reptiles (££). 


Carnot (23) reported that four samples of wavellite (aluminum 
phosphate) from Ireland and the United States contained 1.81 to 
2.79 percent fluorine. These figures, nlso those given by Dana 
(39, p. 842), are much lower than that of 3.95 percent fluorine obtained 
by the authors on a sample of wavellite from Mount Holly Springs, 
South Mountain, Pa. (table 15). This particular deposit is of 
interest because the mineral was used at one time as a raw material 
for the manufacture of phosphorus (190). Dana states that wavellite 
does not always carry fluorine. Besides wavellite only a few of the 
mineral aluminum phosphates, among which may be mentioned 
amblygonite, a fluorphosphate of aluminum and lithium, contain 
significant quantities of fluorine. Fluorine was not found in samples 
of the mineral iron phosphates, dufrenite and vivianite. Dana does 
not record the occurrence of fluorine in any iron phosphate minerals. 

1l0NES AND BIRD GUANO 

Inasmuch as the phosphatic constituent of bone has a crystal 
structure similar to that of fluorapatite and phosphate rock (64, 65), 

.data on the fluorine content of bone are of interest. No compre
hensive investigation of this subject seems to have been made in 
recent years. Owing largely, no doubt, to the use of inaccurate 
analytical methods and to certain other complications, the existence 
of which has been recognized only recently, the datil, reported in the 
literature are somewhat conflicting, and It is difficult to draw from 
them conclusions us to the fluor:ne content of normal bone. 

Perhaps the most extensive investigation of the subject WIlS made 
about 1892 by Carnot (19,20,21,22), who reported an average of 0.21 
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'percent fluorine iin the ash of 20 samples of human, quadruped,reptile, ahd fish· bones an~' teeth of the modern period, Bethke fl;nd• coworkers (7) recently repiorted an average of 0.03 percent fluonne:in the ash of two samples of femurs from swine fed on rations low in: fluorine; However, when small quantities of fluorine compounds. were added to the rations the fluorine content of the ash of the femursiincreased considerably and roughly in proportion to the amount of::ffuorine in the feed, the results on six samples raqging from 0.53 to.1.10 percent, with an average of 0.86 percent fluorine. Likewise,··Cristlani (36) found that the bones of cattle from districts where~ there were no factories discharging fluorine compounds into the~atmosphere usually contained less than 0.05 percent fluorine, whereas;the bones of cattle living in the neighborhood of aluminum works,contained as much as 0.379 percent fluorine. This increase in thejfluorine content of the 'bones resulted, no doubt, from the ingestion(of herbage upon which fluorine compounds had been deposited fromthe atmosphere, Casares (28) reported that fluorine is not presentm teeth, and that the bones of young Il,nimals contain less fluorinethan those of old animals. On the other hand, Papish, Hong, andSnee (132), using an indirect spectroscopic method, found fluorinein the bones and teeth of rats and pigs. The authors found an average of 0.05 percent fluorine in four samples of commercial bonemeal and 0.054 percent in a sample of commercial bone ash (table15). On the basis of these data, it would seem that fluorine is anormal consbituent of the teeth and bones of animals, and that thenormal fluorine content of bone is probably Jess than 0.1 percent. Itis evident, furthermore, that the fluorine content of bone may begreatly increased by the ingestion of fluorine compounds.The fluorine content of fossil bones and teeth is usually very muchhigher than that of modern bones and teeth. Samples of fossil fishteeth, animal teeth, and animal bones from the Florida land-pebblephosphate district contained 3.48, 1.76, and 3.29 percent fluorine,respectively (table 15). Oarnot (22) analyzed 52 samples of ashfrom fossil animal and reptile bones and teeth of different geologicalages and found that the fluorine content ranged from 0.44 to 3.62percent, with an average of 1.85 percent. Carnot showed that thefluorine content of fossil bones increases with their age. Murraya..."1d Renard (128, p. 488-4.95) also observed that deep-sea fossilbones contain more fluorine than do modern marine bones.The only published figures on the fluorine content of fresh birdguano that have come to the attention of the authors Ilre those ofBraun (13), who reported 0.05 to 0.34 percent fluorine in sevensamples from deposits in various parts of the world. Three samplesof fresh Peruvian guano, analyzed by Braun, contained 0.05 to 0.20percent fluorine, whereas the authors found 0.06 percent fluorine in asample of this material (table 15). It is evident from thesefigures that fresh bird guano contains in proportion to its phosphoricacid content very much less fluorine than is usually present inphosphate rock. 

ORIGIN OF FLUORINE IN PHOSPHATE ROCK 

Before considering the origin of the fluorine in phosphate rock, it isdesirable to note briefly the possible sources of the phosphoric aciditself. 
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'...Th/3 phosphoric acid content ·of the majority of the tropical-island 
..,depositswasno: doubtderiv6d from the leaching ·of soluble phosphates 

froxn bird !Plano into underlying. deposits of cclcium carbonate. The 
Phosphoric. acid in the guano was in turn derived.from the fish ingested 
:!:>y the birds formerly inhabiting the islands, and also from the bones 
of the birds themselves. The source of the phosphoric acid in the 

. continental deposits is not so clearly defined, but it seems certain 
that.in many deposits it was not derived from bird guano. There is 
abundant evidence that fish and animal remains have pbyed a part 
in the formation of some continental deposits, whereas phosphate
bearing marine organisms, such ascertain of the brachiopods, un
doubtedly contributed to the fornL'\tion of certain deposits, for exam
ple those in Estonia (130).

In order to arrive at a satisfactory explanation of the origin of the 
:fluorine. in phosphate rock it is necessary to decide whether the 
fluorine was present in the phosphate as laid down in the {)riginal 
deposits or whether it resulted from secondary changes during or 
after the formation of the deposits. Therefore bones, bird guano, 
marine invertebrates, fluorine minerals, and water as sources of 
fluorine will be considered. 

Ithas been shown herein that, in proportion to their phosphoric acid 
content, bird guano and fresh teeth and bones from animals receiving 
feed of normal composition probably contain less than one twentieth 
as much fluorine .as is present in phosphate rock from continental 
deposits. Although it is true that fossil teeth and bones usually con
tain very much larger quantities of fluorine than do fresh teeth and 
bones, there is satisfactory proof till>,t this condition results from 
secondary chemical changes occurring over very long periods of time. 
It seems, therefore, that the fluorine content of phosphate rock 
cannot be attributed solely to the fluorine originally present in the 
bird guano and in the fish and animal remains that may have played 
a part in the formation of the deposits. 

As shown by Olarke and Wheeler (33), the inorganic phospho:r:ic 
acid content of marine invertebrates ranges from less than 1 percent 
in the majority of the species to about 21 percent in certain annelids 
and 34 to 42 percent in certain phosphatic brachiopods. Olarkeand 
Wheeler state, however, that marine invertebrates contain, 8.S a 
general rule, only traces of fluorine. Oarles (16, 17)10 reported 
0.0054 percent fluorine in oyster and marine mussel shells, whereas 
shells of fresh-w:ater mussels and snails contained only 0.0009 to 0.0018 
percent. On the basis of these data, it seems that the high fluorine 
content of phosphate rock can hardly he attributed to the fluorine 
in the marine organisms that may have played a part in the formation 
of some of the phosphate deposits. Furthermore, it seems that 
the greater portion of th~. fluorine present in phosphate rock was 

)derived from 8· source or sources other than those supplying the 
phosphoric acid. 

The .authorsare not aware that any of the phosphate-rock deposits 
are closely associated with deposits of fluorite and other fluorine
bearing minerals, and with a few exceptions (pp. 36 and 73) fluorite 
And fluorine comnounds, other than the fluorphosphates, have not 
been found in phosphate rock. In the few cases where fluorite has 

II In the origlnn1 papers, Carles apparently expressed the results in terms of either sodium fluoride or 
'calcium fluorlde. On the assumption that his results are in terms of sodium fluorlde, the corresponding 
fluorine eqnivnlerits have bean calculated. 
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been found in phosphate rock there is evidence that it is o£secondary 
origin. These observations indicate that the fluorine content of 
phosphate rock did not ori~ate, to any significant extent, from 
the action of phosphoricaCld and soluble phosphates on deposits 
of fluorine":bearing minerals. Some phosphate rocks contain as high 
as 150 times as much fluorine as the fi.:,aure, 0.027 percent, given by 
Clarka (32, p. 34) for the weighted average fluorine content of the 
lithosphere. 

Finally, water may be considered as the possible source of the 
fluorine in phosphate rock. Comparatively little information on the 
fluorine content of water is available, and, because of analytical dif
ficulties, it is probably unsafe to place much collfidence in the older 
figures reported in the literature. 

Although fluorine is rarely determined in water analysis, Clarke 
(32, 'P' 193) states that it is almost invariably present in water. Ac
cording to Gautier and Clausmann (53), the fluorine content of 18 
samples of water from French rivers and lakes ranged from less than 
0.010 to 0.60 mg per liter. The same authors (54) found 0.154 to 
6.32 mg of fluorine per liter in 45 samples of mineral waters from 
various localities in Europe and north Africa, the average being 2.06 
mg. Carles (15) reported 0.00 to 8.14 mg per liter in 92 samples of 
French natural mineral waters, the average being 3.17 mg (foot
note 10.) Churchill (30) recently made a survey of the fluorine in 
potable waters from various parts of the United States. The fluorine 
content of five samples from Arkansas, Colorado, Idaho, and the 
Dakotas ranged from 2.0 to 13.7 mg per liter, the average being 
8.94 mg. Waters from other localities west of the Appalachian 
Mountains contained less than 1 mg of fluorine per liter. No fluorine 
was found in waters east of the Appalachians. Clarke (31, p. 114) 
reported 5.2 mg of fluorine per liter in a semple of water from Ojo 
Caliente, near Taos, N.Mex. According to Gautier and Clausmann 
(54), the fluorin:e content of three samples of water from the Atlantic 
Ocean and Mediterranean Sea ranged from 0.240 to 0.334 mg, with 
an average of 0.291 mg. Carles (15) found 5.43 mg of fluorine per 
liter in a sample of water from the Bassin d'Arcachon, Bay of Biscay. 
In addition to the foregoing, two important papers (185a, 193a) on the 
occurrence of fluorine in water have recently been published. 

In 1891 Murray and Renard (128, p. 275) advanced the theory that 
the high fluorine content of fossil bones and teeth from deep-sea 
deposits owes its origin to a continuous, though slowly progressing, 
double decomposition between the phosphate of the bones and teeth 
and the traces of dissolved fluorides in sea water. A similar theory 
was advanced by Carnot (22) two years later, who showed that when 
fragments of bone, originally containing 0.31 percent flourine, were 
kept in contact with a 2 percent solution of sodium flouride for five 
months the fluorine content increased to 4.74 percent. As pointed 
out by Carnot, this theory gives an adequate explanation of the high 
fluorine content of fossil bone as compared with that of modern bone. 
Carnot also found that the fluorine content of fossil· bone shows, in 
general, a marked tendency to increase with increase in the geological 
age of the bone (19,20,21,22), and he points out that this is consistent 
with the theory that the bones take up fluorine from the waters with 
which they come in contact. . 

It seems to be the general opinion that the fluorine in the fossil 
brachiopod shells, principally Obolus apollinis, which are the main 
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source of the phosphoric acid in the phosphate deposits near Tallinn, 
.,-"' Estonia, was an ori¢.nal const~tucnt -of the shells (130). Unfor
" tunatelJ:", !l0 information 0l! the fiU'.':~l·h:.e cO!ltent of the fresh.. shells of 

O. apollinu; seems to be available, but theta is no reason to believe that 
the shells are radically different in this respect from other marine 
invertebrates which contain only minute quantities of fluorine. In 
the light of present knowledge, it is more logical to suppose that the 
fluorine in the fossil shells, like that in fossil bone, is of secondary ori
gin, and that it results from long contact of the pI 0 phatic shells 
with fluorine-bearing waters. 

Although the relation between fluorine content and geological age 
is not so pronounced in phosphate rock as in fossil bone, it has been 
pointed out (120,152) that the insular phosphate rocks which belong 
to recent geological periods contain, in general, much less fluorine 
than do the continental rocks which belong to older geological periods 
and, therefore, have been exposed for a much longer time to the action 
of fluorine-bearing waters. H we assume that the fluorine in phos
phate rock is derived principally from sea water and that the average 
fluorine content of the water is 0.291 mg per liter,ll it would require 
approximately 120,000 liters of water to supply the fluorine that is 
present in 1 kg of phosphate rock containing 3.5 percent fluorine. 

It is beyond the scope of tills publication to give an extended 
discussion of the chemical reactions involved in the formation of the 
phosphate-rock deposits as they exist today. It should be pointed 
out, however, that the reactions were undoubtedly quite complex 
and extended over very long periods of time. It is probable that 
du.....mg the intermediate stages of the process a considerable portion of 
the phosphate, if not all, was present as calcium hydro}"-yphosphate, 
OalO(OH)2(P04)6, and calcium carbonate-phosphate, CalO(C03)(P04)6-
Upon exposure to fluorine-bearing waters, these compounds were con
verted into the less-soluble calcium fluorphosphate, CalOF 2 (p04)6, 
through the replacement of the carbonate and hydrox;yl groups by 
fluorine. In the old continental depl)sits, such as those ill the United 
States, it appears that complete transformation into fluorphosphate 
has occurred, whereas in the comparatively young insular deposits 
the transformation is, as yet, incomplete. 

There seems to be little doubt that water is the principal source of 
the fluorine in phosphate rock. In this connection the question of 
the source of the fluorine in water naturally arises. Although this 
subject has not been extensively investigated, Zies (210) expresses 
the opinion that volcanic activity is a very important factor in the 
distribution of fluorine. His investi~ations of the Valley of Ten 
Thousand Smokes, in the Katmai regIOn of Alaska, indicate that in 
this area alone approximately 180,000 metric tons of fluorine in the 
form of hydrofluoric acid are discharged into the atmosphere annu
ally, and that approximately 75 percent of this quantity, or 135,000 
metric tons, finds its way into the sea. The investigations of Church
ill (30), Carles (15), and Gautier and Olausmann (53, 54) have 
shown that spring and river waters from areas far from scenes of 
volcanic activity frequently carry appreciable quantities of fluorine. 
In such cases the fluorine is no doubt derived from contact of the 
waters with fluorine-bearing minerals. 

U Tbls figure Is the average of three results reported by Gautier and Clausmann (54). 
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CHLORINE; BROMINE, AND IODINE 

Very little information on the chlorine content of domestic )'"I;lOS

phate rock appears in the literature. Eldridge (#) report' j08 
percent chlorine in ft, sample of Florida hard-rock phosphate cootain
mg 33.91 percent phosphoric acid. The presence of chlorine has 
also been observed in the phosphates of South Carolina (163, 182) 
and in those of Montana, Idaho, Utah, and Wyomin~ (51,134). 

The data given in tables 3 to 6 indicate that chlorme is a common 
constituent of phosphate rock. It occurs, however, only in small 
quantities, usually less than 0.02 percent of the sample. Occasional 
samples, such as Florida soft phosphate (no. 580, table 3) and the 
Curacao Island phosphates (table 6) contained 0.12 to 0.16 percent 
chlorine. Of the domestic types of phosphate, Florida hard rock 
generally contains the lowest percentages of chlorine and the western 
phosphates, particularly the Idaho and Wyoming rocks, the highest. 
According to Clarke (32. p. 34), the average chlorine content ·of 
igneous rocks is 0.048 percent and of limestones 0.02 percent, whereas 
the weighted average chlorine content of the lithosphere is 0.045 
percent. Sandstones contain only traces of cblorine. It is evident, 
therefore, that chlorine, unlike fluorine, does not tend, in general, to 
concentrate in phosphate rock. 

The results for bromine in three samples, the only analyses made, 
ranged from less than 20 parts per million in Florida land pebble 
(no. 910) to 30 parts per million in Florida hard rock (no. 932). A 
sample of Tennessee brown rock also contained 30 parts per million 
of bromine. Although it is believed that these results arc reasonably 
accurate, it is not safe to draw from the limited data general conclu
sions on the bromine content of phosphate rocks. 

Only a few figures on the bromine content of rocks in general are 
available. In five of nine samples of meteorites tested, Fellenberg 
(46) found bronline in amounts ranging from 2 to 56 parts per million, 
the quantities being much larger in stone than in iron meteorites. 
Fellenberg and Lunde (47) reported 2 and 8 parts per million of 
bromine, respectively, in one sample each of granite and basalt. 
Data on the bromine content of sedimentary rocks have not come to 
the attention of the authors. Our results, when compared with those 
of Fellenberg, indicate, however, that phosphate rock probably con
tains, as a general rule, more bromine than is usually present in 
igneous rocks. 

During the last few years numerous data on the iodine content of 
various fertilizer materials have appeared in the literature. The 
results have been summarized in part by Orr and Leitch (131) and 
also by McHargue, Roy, and Pelphrey (110). All available data on 
phosphate rock have been summarized by Hill and Jacob (70). The 
majority of the analyses have been made on foreign phosphates, and 
the figures, as a rule, are not very consistent for rocks of a given type 
or from a given locality. On the foreign phosphates, the published 
results range from approximatdy 1 part per million of iodine in 
Podolia phosphate (207) and in certain samples of Egyptian and 
NaUTU Island phosphates (6"/) to 280 parts per million in rock from 
Limburg, Germany (207). In the domestic phosphates, McHargue 
(lOB) reported 5.45 and 6.72 parts per million of iodine in samples of 
brown-rock phosphates from Tennessee and Kentuc1.""y, respectively. 
Wilke-Dorfurt, Beck, and Plepp (~07) reported 3.8 parts per million 
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,of iodine in a sample of Florida pebble phosphate and 54.5 and 92.5 
.parts per nrillion in two samples of Florida hard rock. .' 

. Analyses of 30 samples from all the present commercially importO.1it 
deposits iD. the United States (table 16) indicate that iodine is a 
common constituent of the domestic phosphates. The results r~ge 
from 0.8 part per million in rocks from Garrison, Mont., and Cokeville, 
Wyo., to 130 parts per nrillion in one sample of Florida hard rock. 
Although the iodine content of domestic phosphate does not run very 
constant for a particular type of rock, samples of a given type or from 
a given locality seem to be characterized, as a general rule, by certain 
more OF;' less definite limits in iodine. The averages of the results 
obtained on the domestic materials indicate that the western phos
phates contain the smallest quantities of iodine, and are followed 
ill order by Tennessee blue rock, Florida land pebble, Tennessee 
brown rock, Florida soft and waste-pond phosphates, and Florida 
hard rock. 

TABLE 16.-Iodine content of natural ph08phat83 

UNITED STATES DEPOSITS 

Sample 
no. Type or source of phosphate 

619 Florida land pehble _________________________________________ •________ _ 
910 ____do ______________________________________________•___ ._._________ 
947 _____do____________________________________________ . _________________ _ 
439 _____do_____________________________________________________________ _ 
912 _____do________________ •_______________________________________________ _ 
771 Florida hard rock___________________________________________________ _ 
589 . __ ._do___________________________________ •________ •____ •_______________ 
434 _____do_____________,,_____________ •_________________________•_________ _ 
932 _____do_____________________________ ._._______________________ •________ _ 
728 Florida soft. ________________________________________________ •_________ _ 
726 FlorIda waste pond_________________ •_________________________________ 
915 ____do___________________________________ •______ •________________ •_____ 
156 Tennessee hrown rock __________ •__ ••_•••••______• ____________________ •
762 ___do_____________________________ . __________________________________ 

1233 _____ do_____________________ •_____ ••__ ._._.____ •____ ._. ____ ••_____ •__ •__ 
\lOG __.do___________•___ •____ ••__ •__________ . ________________ •___ ._. ___ _ 
908 _____ do_____________________________ •_________________________________• 
772 Tennessee blue rock _______•____ ••___________________ ._.______ •______• 
930 •____do_______...___________________.._______ .• ' _____ " ________________ 

:1049 _____do ___ ._ • ______________________________ •_________ ••• _____________•• 
1031 Tennessee white rock______________________,.__________________ •___ •____
454 Idaho ______________________________________________________ ••_________ 
973 _____do____________________._.____._.____• ____________________________ 

1009 Montana_______________________________________________ •____ •_________ 
1010 _____do__ • __________•_________________________________________________ 

l~~ }lin°:~~-brownrock:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1234 ____.do________________________•_______ • ________________________ •_____ _ 
1131) South Carolina !nnd rock. ____________________________________________ 
1138 _____do_________________________________________________•______________ 

NORTH-_HRlCAN DEPOSITS 

562/Algerln________________________________________________________________1 
1162 Morocco_________________________________________________________ .----

652 TunIs ______________________• _________________________________ - ------
561 ____do___________________________ •________ • ________________ ------------

ISLAND DEPOSITS 

452 Christmas Island.______ •_____ •_____________________• ______________---
904 Connetable lslnnds _____ ••_______•___________• _________________________
985 Curacao Island__________________________ ..____•______ .________________ 
943 _____do______________________• ____ --- .------------ ---.----. --.-----..-
450 N aurn TRlnnd _________________________________ • _______ -- -----. --------
451 Ocean Island _______________________.___________________________ --------

I Bureau of Standards stendsrd sample no. 56• 
• K1duey phosphate; other blU&-rock: samples ar:e b9dded phosphates. 

1',0, Iodine 

Pam ptr 
PtTCem 71lilllon 

30.98 10.3 
31.09 10.9 
31.28 13.1 
33.22 15.4 
35.37 8.2 
31.26 72.0 
34.68 93.2 
35.33 87.0 
35.99 130 
31.80 88.3 
23.48 50.8 
23.6.1 63.5 
31.28 9.8 
33.73 18.1 
33.73 17.3 
34. 39 28.2 
34.44 16.3 
30.45 5.4 
30.97 6_4 
31.22 3.0 
35.80 20.0 
32.24 2.6 
32.5-1 1.9 
31.39 .8 
37.47 .8 
30.19 .8 
21.19 9.6 
27.80 6.1 
20.02 3.7 
27.85 13.9 

59 3.7 
28'35.11 1 113 
27.55 4.7 
28. 66 8.0 

39.46 75.4 
M.51 <1.0 
31\.59 122 
40.66 37.0 
38.92 16. 5 
40.32 18.3 
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Three samples of Algerian and Tunisian phoephatescontained 3.7to 8.0 parts per million of iodine (table 16), the results being in goodagreement with those previously reported (207). A sample of Moroccan phosphate contained 113 parts per million of iodine, a :figure morethan twice as high as that reported by Wilke-Dorfurt and coworkers(207). The results obtained on the samples of insular phosphatesindicate that these materials are richer in iodine than are most continental phosphates. However, the aluminum phosphate from theConnetable Islands contained very little iodine Oess than 1 part permillion). This material also contained only very small quantitiesof fluorine and chlorine (table 6). A. summary of all available data(70), including those obtained in this investigation, shows that theiodine content of 71 samples of phosphate rock from all parts ofthe world ranged from 0.8 to 280 parts per million, with an averageof 31.3.
Hill and Jacob (70) have shown that, so far as increase in theiodine content with the age of the rock is concerned, there is noregular relation between the geological age and the iodine content ofphosphate rock. They pointed out, however, that the phosphatesfrom western United States, which are only sparingly fossiliferous,are very low in iodine, whereas certain other deposits which containfossil remains in abundance are comparatively high in iodine. Thisobservation is in line with the results obtained by Fellenberg (45) onrocks in general. One might infer from this that the iodine in phosphate rock is associated with organic matter, and that, consequently, adefinite relation between the iodine and organic matter in phosphaterock might be expected. Such a relation is not indicated, however,by the data in tables 16 and 18. In fact, in a particular type of rock,samples containing the largest quantities of organic matter more oftenthan not contain the smallest quantities of iodine. The comparisonshows also that although the sparingly fossiliferous Idaho andWyoming phosphates contain less than 4 percent us much iodine asdoes Florida hard rock they contain 4 to 15 times as much organiccarbon. The source of the carbon in these materials is not known, butmicroscopical examination of Idaho phosphate no. 973 and Wyoming phosphate no. 948, by W. H. Fry, of the Bureau of Chemistryand Soils, showed the presence of plantlike fragments.No trace of iodine was found in the organic matter separated fromFlorida land pebble (no. 912), Florida hard rock (no. 932), Tennesseebrown rock (no. 906), and Idaho rock (no. 973) by heating 5-gramsamples to boilin~ in about 10 minutes with 125 cubic centimeters of1 to 1 hydrochlonc acid, and washing the residues with 1 to 20 hydrochloric acid. However, these findings should be considered as onlyindicatory inasmuch as iodine-bearing organic matter, if present, Dlaybe hydrolyzed by acids, with the result that the iodine passes intosolution.

It is not inconsistent with the chemistry of the complex calciumphosphate-halogen compounds to postulate that the iodine in phosphate rock is present in the form of a calcium iodophosphate similar,perhaps, to the chlor- and fiuorphosphates. In fact, Ditte (42) claimsto have prepared, by a high-temperature method, a complex calciumiodophosphate. Wilke-Dorfurt, Beck, and. Plepp (207) were unableto duplicate Ditte's results, but the compounds they obtained alwaysshowed, nevertheless, small percentages of water-insoluble iodine. If 
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a calcium iodophosphate is present in phosphate rock it would be 
easily soluble in mineral acids. 

Althongh the source of the iodine in phosphate rocks is not so 
clearly defined as is that of the fluorine, it IS possible that a portion of 
the iodine was derived from waters with which the phosphates have 
come in contact during and after their deposition. There is consid
erable variation in the published figures on the iodine content of 
ocean and sea water. The older results, which have been summarized 
by Olarke (32, p. 122), show a range of 0.02 to 2.83 parts per million 
of total iodine, whereas Reith (149) has recently reported that 13 
samples of ocean and sea waters, taken from various localities and at 
different depths, contained an average of 0.0542 part per million. 

Oomparing the iodine content of phosphate rock with that of other 
rocks, and also of soils, is interesting. The average of Fellenberg's 
results (45, p. 209) on 30 samples of i~neous rocks, pyromorphite, 
quartzite, anhydrite, gypsum, calcite, lImestone, marble, and dolo
mite, is 0.91 part per million of iodine. Two samples of fluorapatite 
contained an average of 0.370 part per million of iodine. Hercus, 
Benson, and Oarter (66, p. 332) reported that the iodine content of 
47.3 samples of New Zealand soils ranged from 0.0 to 70.0 parts per 
million, the average being 2.7 parts per million. McHargue and 
others (111) found 0.103 to 8.250 parts per million of iodine in 16 
samples of soil from Oanada, Kentucky, New Jersey, and South Oaro
lina, the average being 4.538 parts per million.. It is evident, there
fore, that phosphate rock contains, in general, much more iodine than 
is usually present in ,other rocks, both igneous and sedimentary, in 
soils, and in ocean and sea waters. 

SULPHUR 

Appreciable amounts of sulphur are present in all domestic phos
phate'rocks (tables 3,4,5, and 17). Of a given type of phosphate, 
the sumples relatively high in phosphoric acid usually contam the 
smallest percentages of sulphur. Florida hard-rock, soft, and waste
pond phospbates, pyrite-free Tennessee brown rock, and 110ntana 
phosphate consistently show less than 1 percent of total sulphur (as 
SOa), whereas Tennessee blue rock is much richer in this element than 
are any of the other types of phosphate for which data are available. 
The total sulphur content (0.56 percent S03) of Florida hard rock 
no. 932 (table 17) is unusually high for this type of phosphate. 
On three other samples the percentages ranged from 0.12 to 0.16, 
which is in good agreement with the results on four samples as 
reported by Olarke (32, p. 533). 
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TABLE 17.-Sulphur content oj phosphate rock 

Frectionai forms 01 sulphur as SO, 
l--~~--~--~~---I ToW

sulphur 
Total SuI- H,9 SuI- minuS 

8am· sul- SuI- phate evolved phlde sum of
pIe TYP6 or source of phosphate phate Insolu- . h msolu- {mchno. p ur soluble ble In WIt ble In tiona! 

as SO, In 1 to 4 1 to ~ 1 to 4 1 to 4 deter
hydro- hydro- hydrg- hydro- mina
chloric cbloric chl<!rlc chIorIc tlons 

acid acid aCId acid 

--1------------1---1------------
Per Per
cent cent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent

618 Florida land pebble_____________________ 30.53 La LU Q26 QM ~ 0.04617 do__________________________________ 30.70_~__ I.A I.W .U .M Q02 .12619 _____do_________________________________ 30.98 
1.~ 1.00 .m .M ~ .12 

9-17 _____do_________________________________-- 31.28 
910 _____do__________________________________ 31. 09 

I.M .~ .00 .00 ~ .02 
1.~ 1.09 .M .ro ~ .M

700 _____ do__________________________________ 31.40 1.~ 1.10 .00 .ro .00 .14 
LM .~ .m .00 ~ .21 

g~ =====~~==:::==:===:==::::==:===:~~====::= ~U~ .26 .26 .00 .05 <') .01932 Florida hard rock_______ . _______________ 35.99 .56 .m .00 .00 .00 .55 
'56 Tennessee brown rock___________________ 31. 28 2.69 1.24 .00 Trace 1.19 .26762 _____ dO _________________________________ 33.73 
906 _____ do_ ______________________________ ___ 34. 39 .n .n .00 .09 .00 .06 

.n .W .02 .00 .00 .10908 _____do_ _________________________________ 34.44 .N .68 .02 .00 .00 .06772 Tennessee blue rock _____________________ 30.45 7. 10 4.02 .06 Trace 2.71 .:n930 _____do________________________________ 30.97 
'1049 _____do__________________________________ 31.22 6.64 1.26 .Ol Trace 6.21 .16

1 4.07 2.00 (I) Trace 2. 02 .00448 ____do__ ________________________________ 32. 02 4. 04 2. 43 . 02 Trace 1. 37 .22449 _____ do__ • ________________________• ______ 33.65 4.37 1. 06 .00 Trace 3.19 .12 
916 Tennessee phosphatic limestone______• __ 11.22 2.~ 1.55 ~ Trace .W .00917 _____do________________________________ 11. 68 

~H 2.27 ~ Trace 2.D .05 
550 Idaho__________________________________ 32.21 L53 1.43 .00 .M .09 .05454 _____do______________________________•__ 32.24 

2.D 1.00 .00 .M .00 .81973 _____do__________________________________ 32.63 
2.~ 1.00 .M .10 .00 .63 

1009 Montana________________________________ 31. 39 .33 .H .02 .00 .02 .171010 _____do_________________________________ 37.47 .38 .26 .02 .00 .02 .M948 Wyoming_____________________..._______ 30.19 
~09 1.30 .M .09 1.30 .35 

1139 South Carolina land rock_______________• 26.92 2.51 1.74 .00 Trace .48 .~1138 ____ .do. ____________________•____________ 27.85 2.00 I.W .00 Trace .a .22552 Tunis, Oalss.___________________________ 27.55 ~53 2.~ .m .00 .00 .591162 Morocco________________________ •_______ 35.11 La L~ 0 .09 .00 .06 

I Not determIned. 
, Bureau 01 Standards standard sample no. 56. 
, Kidney phosphate. 

Previous data on the total sulphur content of Florida land-pebhle 
and Tennessee brown-rock phosphates have not come to the authors' 
attention. A few results for sulphur, presumably total sulphur, in 
several other domestic types of phosphate have been reported in the 
literature. Thus, the range of the results (SOa) on three samples 
from different localities in Idaho (99j 119, p. 210j 143) is 1.77 to2.74 
percent. Pardee (134) found 2.10 percent in one sample of Montana 
phosphate; Mansfield (119, p. 210) reported 2.34 and 2.98 percent in 
two samples of Utah rock; and the results on phosphate from South 
Carolina (126, 127,137) ranged from 0.25 to 2 percent, expressed as 
SOa. Small amounts of sulphur, 0.08 to 0.66 percent, have been 
reported in the phosphates from Johnson County, Tenn. (90), and 
traces have been found in North Carolina (40) and Oklahoma (179, 
180) phosphates. 

Relatively little information on the condition of the sulphur in 
phosphate rock is available. Published figures for sulphur trioxide 
ill Florida land pebble (58, p. 30) range from 0.42 to 1.60 percent, 
with an average of 0.86 percent. The average of Memminger's 
results for sulphate sulphur (80a) on four samples of commercial 
Tennessee blue rock (black phosphate) is 2.70 percent, the range 
being 2.30 to 3.32 percent (124). The same author's results for 

166350"-->13---4 
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pyritic sulphur in 14 samples of this material range from 0040 to 3.71 
percent in terms. of SOa, the average being 2.09 percent. In five 

1 . samples of commercial blue rock, Hook (81) reported quantities of 
pyrite equivalent to 0.99 to 2.71 percent SOa, with an average of 1.99 
vercent~ Jones (92) found 2.24 percent sulphate and 1.72 percent 
'Iron sulphide in a sample of phosphate from Woodruff Creek, Rich 
County, Utah. Shepard (182) stated that the South Carolina phos
phates rarely contain more than 1 percent of iron pyrites. 

Table 17 shows that a considerable portion of the total sulphur is 
present as sulphate in all phosphates analyzed, except Florida hard 
rock. Furthermore, the sulphur is usually present in more than one 
inorganic form. Small quantities of acid-insoluble sulphate fre
quently occur, particularly in Florida land pebble. On treatment 
with acid, measurable quantities of hydrogen sulphide were evolved 
from Florida land pebble, and somewhat larger amounts from Idaho 
and Wyoming phosphates. This form of sulphur was not found in 
Florida hard rock, pyrite-free Tennessee brown rock, Montana, north
African, and the island phosphates. Relatively large amounts of 
pyritic sulphur are present in Tennessee blue rock and phosphatic 
limestone. The range of results on the former, 1.37 to 5.21 percent 
in terms of SOa, is considerably higher than the range of previous 
figures for p,yritic sulphur in blue rock. Somewhat smaller ;percent
ages of aCId-insoluble sulphide were found in South Carolina and 
Wyoming phosphates and in one sample of Tennessee brown rock. 
Florida land pebble and hard rock, most samples of Tennessee brown 
rock, and the Montana, Idaho, and north-African phosphates do not 
contain significant quantities of acid-insoluble sulphide. 

A comparison of the results for total sulphur with the sum of the 
results for the four inorganic forms of sulphur (table 17) shows that 
not all the sulphur is recovered in the fractional determinations. As 
indicated in the last column of this table, the differences range from 
0.01 percent on Florida land pebble to 0.81 percent on phosphate 
from Conda, Idaho. Moreover, the greatest differences occur in 
material rich in organic carbon (table 18). In view of this and the .. 
fact that the organic material separated from several types of phos
phate is relatively high in sulphur (table 20), it is concluded that the 
figures in the last column of table 17, aside from the relatively small 
analytical errors accumulated therein, give a good indication of the 
amounts of organic sulphur present in these materials. It has been 
shown in a recent paper (14) that the figures for organic sulphur 
arrived at in this manner are usually in good agreement with those 
obtained for acid-insoluble organic sulphur, as determined by Eschka's 
method on the rock residue insoluble in hydrochloric acid (1 to 4). 

ORGANIC MATTER. NITROGEN. AND WATER 

The presence of appreciable quantities of organic matter in domestic 
phosphate rock is well known, but very few quantitative figures on its 
occurrence are available. Olarke (32, p. 553) reported 0.12 to 0.22 
percent of organic carbon in three samples of Florida hard rock. With 
the exception of these figures, the available data, so far as the authors 
are aware, are limited to qUalitative results and figures for tt organic 
matter and combined water," as determined from the ignition loss. 
The phosphates of Idaho, Utah, and Wyoming contain relatively 
large amounts of organic material, which in some instances is oil
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bearing (119, p. 211). Nitrogen, in amounts ranging from a trace t-o 
0.21 percent, has been reported in South Carolina phosphates (127). 

Results for organic carbon in 29 samples of phosphate rock, as 
determined by the combustion method, are given in table 18. Except 
the burning of pyrite-bearing materials at 6000 C., the combustions 
were made at 8000 C., and the figures thus obtained were corrected for 
any carbon dioxide evolved from carbonates during the heating. 
Elemental carbon, if present, is included with the organic carbon. 

TA.BLE IS.-Organic carbon, nitrogen, and total water in phosphate rock 

Sample P 0 Organic Nitro- TotalType or source 01 phosphateno. 2 I carbonI gen water I 

--'\----------------1,------ r-
p.,crnt Percent Percent Percent 

619 Florida land pebble_________________________________________ 30.98 0.33 0.018 2.71 
, 910 ____do____________________________________________________ 31.00 .33 .006 2. 67

947 ____ ________________~________________ ....____...._ ..__ 31.28 .29 .008 2.49~do 

439 __.._do.._____...._______.._ ..__ ...._ .._____..__..______ 33.22 _25 (.) L 88 
• 912 _____do_________________________________._______________________ 35.37 .38 .013 L 35 

771 Florida bard rock ______..________..______________ 31.25 .52 .018 3.40 
, 932 _____do_____.._________..___________________....___ 35.99 .18 .005 L 48 
2728 Florida solt __________.._______________________________.._ 31.80 .16 .018 3.85 
• 726 Florida waste pond.. _________.._______________________________ 23.48 .22 .024 6.81 

915 _____do_.______________________________________________________ 23. 63 .47 .0« 8.18 
~ 56 Tennessee brown rock________________________________________ 31.28 '.25 .023 11.66 
762 _"___ do_______________________________________________________ 33.73 .29 .016 L 39 

'906 _____ do_______________________________________________________ 34.39 .09 .006 1.29 
, 908 _____ do________________________________________________________ 34.44 .11 .004 1.31 

772 Tennessee blue rock ___________ .______________________________ 30.45 1.36 •OM I 1.84 
'930 _____do___________________________ .___________________________ 30.97 '.20 .021 11.06 

'.71049 _____do_____________________________ .__________________________ 31.22 11.46 .26 • 2. 42 
, 1048 Tennessee white rock_________________________________________ 30.20 .09 .016 1.55 
'1031 _____ do________________________________________________________ 35.80 .26 .033 2. 63 

454 Idnho, Conda________________________________________________ 32. 24 2. 29 .091 1.96• 973 _____ do________________.. _______________________________________ 32.63 2.35 .10 1.90 
'1009 Montena, Garrlson _______________________________________ .___ 31.39 .14 .008 1.10 
, 1010 _____do________________________________________________________ 37.47 .09 .008 .60
• 948 Wyoming, Cokevllle ___________________________________ ._____ 30. 19 , 2. 69 .11 '1.50 
1138 South Carolina land rock..____________________________________ 71.85 '.51 .051 '3.31 
552 'I'llnis, Gafsa_________________________________________________ 71.55 .86 .047 3.05 

1162 l\fOroeco-------------------------------------- •• --- ___ ._______ 35.11 .17 .018 1.44 
985 Curacao Island_____________________________________________ 38.59 .17 .013 2. 29 

'. '904 Connetable Islands_________________________________________ 54.51 .28 .049 1.68 
1 

I Including elemental carbon. 
I Unless Indicated otherwise, these figures nre Cor total water at 800° O. and do not Include water driven 011 

at 105° C. 
I .AJr-dried material. 
• Not determined. 
I Bureau 01 Standards standnrd sample no. W. 
, Determination ronde at 600° C. 
1 KIdney phosphato. 
I Crusbed rock dried In a coal-fired rotary kiln. 
I Hydrated aluminum phosphnte. Sample lost 22.58 percent wa\er wben hented to constent weight at 

105° C. 

It will be noted that the phosphates from Conda, Idaho, and Coke
ville, Wyo., are by far the richest in organic carbon. Whereas the 
carbon content of these samples ranges from 2.29 to 2.69 percent, the 
Tennessee kidney phosphate (no. 1049) is the only other sample that 
contains more than 1 percent. The results on the other samples of 
domestic phosphates range from 0.09 to 0.52 percent, and this range 
also includes the samples of Morocco and Curacao and Connetable 
Islands phosphates. 

Before being used in the manufacture of phosphoric acid by the sul
phuric acid process, the Conda, Idaho, rock is calcined at about 
7000 C. to remove the major portion of the organic matter, which 
would otherwise seriously foul the acid and apparatus (99). When 
Florida pebble phosphate is treated with dilute sulphuric acid for the 
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manufacture of phosphoric acid, the foam formed by the evolution of 
carbon dioxide is stabilized to such an extent by the organic matter 
present in the rock that it sometimes seriously interferes with factory 
operation. Formation of a stable foam may be prevented by adding 
small quantities of crude mineral oil to the mixing vessel (12). Some 
of the pebble-phosphate mining companies calcine the rock to remove 
organic matter and other volatile constituents (125). 

ThelIlaterials richest in carbon also contain the largest percentages 
of nitrogen (table 18). Thus, the nitrogen figures for Idaho and 
Wyoming phosphates are approximately 0.1 percent, and that for the 
sample of Tennessee kidney phosphate (no. 1049) is 0.26 percent, in 
comparison with a range of 0.004 to 0.051 percent for all other samples 
analyzed. As iridicated by its light color, phosphate from Paris, 
Idaho, carries much less organic matter than that from the Conda 
locality, and it may be noted in this connection that a sample of the 
Paris phosphate, not included in table 18, contained only 0.02 percent 
of nitrogen. 

Figures for total water, exclusive of moisture driven off at 1050 C., 
are given in the sixth column of table 18. The results were obtained 
in connection with the organic-carbon determinations and therefore 
include water derived from combustion of organic matter. Because of 
the uncertainty as to whether all the combined water is driven off at 
the temperatures employed in the carbon determinations, the figures 
may be somewhat low. Excluding results on the Florida soft and 
waste-pond phosphates, the results for total water range from 0.6 
percent in high-grade Montana phosphate (no. 1010) to 3.4 percent in 
low-grade Florida hard rock (no. 771). Tennessee brown rock con
tains, in general, less water than the other types of phosI?hate, except 
Montana phosphate. As would be expected, the FlOrIda soft and 
waste-pond phosphates show considerably higher percentages of water 
than do the rock phosphates. 

Organic carbon in several samples was determined by isolation and 
combustion according to the method recommended by Fieldner, 
Selvig, and Taylor (48) for the analysis of carbonate rocks. As 
pointed out. in a previous paper (14,), any soluble organic material is 
lost in the filtrates, and losses may also occur as a result of hydrolytic 
and oxidation processes during the digestion with acid and the sub
sequent filtratIOn and washing. In compariaon with the figures 
obtained by direct combustion of the rocks, the results given in the 
fourth column of table 19 indicate considerable losses of carbon in 
Florida land pebble and hard rock as a result of the isolation treat
ment. The results by the two methods are in very good agreement, 
however, on Tennessee brown and blue rock and Idaho phosphate. 
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TABLE 19.-Combined wat/!1' in phosphate. rock 

, Organi~ carbon 1___H...,.tO___1 

Equiva. Total 
From lent to g,Oby Com·Sample By By iso·Type or source oC phospbate combus· organic combus· binedno. direct latiou tion oC C Cound tion at H2Ocombus· and isolated by 800° C.tlon combus· organic directoCrock tion matter combus· 

tion 1 

----_.. ---------
PercUlt Percent Percent Percent Percent Ptrunt 

'910 Florida Innd pebble ••••.•....••.• 0.33 0.18 0.14 0.26 2. 57 2.31 
'912 •••••do•••.••.••.•••••.••••••••••• .38 .11 .12 .41 1.35 .114 

771 Floridn hard rock.••••.••.•.••••• .52 ,24 .16 .35 3.40 3.05 
'932 .....do........................... .18 .06 .04 .12 1.48 1.36 

'906 Tenncssee brown rock ........... .09 .11 .04 .03 1.29 1.26 

'908 .....do........................... .11 .14 .07 .06 1. 31 1.25 

'930 Tennessee blue rock ............. .20 .28 .16 .11 , 1.06 .95 


404 Idaho............................ 2.29 2. 33 .85 .84 1.96 1.12 

19TJ .....do......... __............__.. 2.35 2.22 .77 .82 1.00 1.08 


l Calculated on tbe ns,;umption that the ratio oC g,O to C Is the same in the isolated organic material as In 
that prosent in the originnl rock. 

, Air·dried material . 
• Combustion at 000° C • 
• CrUShed rock dried in a coal·fired rotary kiln. 

Assuming that the ratio of water to organic carbon is the same in 
the isolated material as in the organic matter originally present in 
the rock, the water equiyaleut to the organic: carbon found in the 
original rock by direct combustion may be calculated. If the figure 
thus obtained is subtracted from the total water found by direct 
combustion of the sample, a figure is obtained indicative of the 
amount of wateI' !lssociated with the inorganic constituents of that 
particular sample. The results for combined water &,iven in the last 
column of table 19 were obtained in this way. DespIte the accumu
lation of errors in these figures, as discussed elsewhere (74')' it is the 
opinion of the authors that they giye a good indication of the amounts 
of combined water which may be expected in the domestic phosphate 
rocks. Although these 1tnnlyses indicate a range of about 1.0 to 1.5 
percent in most types of phosphate, the lower grades of Florida land 
pebble and hard rock contain larger quantities of combined water. 

Large-scale separations of the organic matter were made on fiye 
representative samples of commercial phosphates, using the pro
cedure of Fieldner, SelYig, and Taylor (48). The greater portion of 
the quartz was remoyed by decantation during the early stages of 
the separations, and the isolated organic matter was dried at 105 0 O. 
The elementary analyses of the isolated materials (table 20) indlcate 
that the composition of the organic matter present in different types 
of phosphate rock varies within rather wide limits. In particular, 
the material obtained from Florida hard rock is characterized by 
relatiyely low percentages of carbon and nitrogen, and by very high 
percentnges of sulphur and ash. Furthermore, the results on the two 
samples of Florida land pebble indicate that the composition, espe
cially the carbon content, of the material isolated from different 
samples of the same type of phosphate may also be subject to 
considerable variation. In all cases, iron oxide was the principal 
constituent of the ash of the isolated materials. 
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TABLE 20.-Composition of organic material. isolated from phosphate rock 

Elementary analysis 
o[rock
Welgh~ 

Sample Type or source o. Color of organic.used In Iphosphate material~o. sepa· IAsh' 0 H N Sration 

- ----I--
P.r- Per- Per- Per- Per-

Gra1l18 unt cent cent cent cent 
910 Florida land pebble_______ 200 D~k brown__._______ 2. 60 63.3 6.26 3.41 7.32 _____ dD_____________________ _____dD________________
912 200 12.6 53.1 4. 39 1.88 10.2

FIO't1du: hard rock _________ Brownish black ______932 400 60.2 2. 08 .16 39.1 
908 Tennessee brown rock _____ 400 Dark browll.._________ 9.53 60.822. 6\ 3.41 3. IS 8.UIdaho_____________________ Black________________

'973 30 2.32 61.3 2.62 2.07 7.90 
1 

'PrinCipally iron oxides . 
• Crushed rock dried in a coal-fired rotary kiln; other samples were 8Ir-drled. 

The data in tables 3 to 6 show that, on a number of samples, 
figures for ignition loss are given instead of those for total water plus 
organic carbon and nitrogen. When corrected for the carbon dioxide 
present as carbonates in the original sample, the figures for ignition 
loss are often considered to indicate the amounts of combined water 
and organic matter present. It has been shown (14), however, that 
in the case of phosphate rock the value of this determination is 
vitiated by the volatilization of :f:I.uorine and silicon, which becomes 
serious at temperatures as low as 1,000° O. and progressively in
creases at higher temperatures; by incomplete decomposition of the 
carbonates at 1,000° 0., as much as 1 percent of carbon dioxide 
sometimes remaining in the residue after ignition to constant weight 
at this temperature; and by the erratic behavior of pyrite, which is a 
common constituent of some types of phosphate. The figures for 
ignition loss given in the tables have been corrected for the total 
carbonate carbon present in the original samples, but not for the 
volatilization of :f:I.uorine and silicon and for the carbon dioxide 
remaining after ignition. With samples containing pyrite, the 
figures for ignition loss have also been corrected for the oxidation of 
pyritic sulphur, as determined from analyses of the original samples 
and the ignition residues (14). 

Data on the percentages of moisture lost from various types of 
phosphates upon drying to constant weight at 1050 O. are given in 
table 21. Excluding the results on the Florida soft and waste-pond 
phosphates, the results indicate that the moisture content of phosphate 
rock usually ranges from about 0.30 to 1.25 percent. The range is 
higher in South Carolina land rock and lower in Montana rock.. The 
samples include both air-dried and commercial kiln-dried materials. 
On the basis of their moisture content, however, no distinction can 
be made between the kiln-dried and air-dried samples of a particular 
type of rock. When .rock that has been kiln dried by the customary 
commercial methods is allowed to remain in contact with the air 
until equilibrium with the atmospheric moisture is established it will 
contain approximately the same percentage of moisture as will an 
air-dried sample of the same rock. 
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TABLE 21.-Moi~ture content of phosphate rock 

H20 driven· off at 
1050 O. 

Type or source of phosphate Samples
analyzed 1----;----

Range Average 

Number Perce1lt Percent .. 
0.72~I~~lt h~~ ~2~f!~::::::::::::::::::::=:=::::::::::::::::=:::::::::: II 0: gg:~: ~ 	 .73Florida. soft____________________________________________________________ 4.4{-2. 80 
1.32 
3.07 . ~:s~~~~~n!ck:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ gt3: ~~ .65

Tennessee blue rock___________________________________________________ 5.46-2.34 1;07Tennessee white rock __________:________________________________________ 2.ao- .48 
.39

Tennessee phosphatic limestone________________________________________ 2.39- .52 	 .45Idaho___________"_______________________________________________________ 3.50-1. 'J:l .89
Montana_______________________________________________________________ a. 20- .42 	 .28 

.35~~~~~ofiiiaI;iiidrock::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ---:sQ:i:iiii- L35 

2.20t~~:~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::: i :::=~:=~: 	
.49 

.95 

1 Including samples from Christmas,.Ouracao, Nauru, and Ocean Islands. 

ACID-INSOLUBLE PHOSPHORIC ACID, ALUMINUM, IRON, TITANIUM, CALCIUM, AND 
MAGNESIUM 

Determinations of hydrochloric acid-insoluble phosphoric acid, 
aluminum, iron, titanium, calcium,and magnesium were made on 
several samples of the various types of phosphate rock. The insolu
ble residues were prepared by the procedure of Lundell and Hoffman 
(10;"), which involves treating 2.5 grams of the rock powder ina plati
num dish with 50 cubic centimeters of 1 to 1 hydrochloric acid and 
digesting on the simmering steam bath for exactly 1 hour. The 
residue was filtered off, washed with 1 to 20 hydrochloric acid, fused 
with sodium carbonate and potassium nitrate, and the solution of the 
melt was analyzed by the methods mentioned previously (p. 17). 

The results given in table 22 show that, with a single exception 
(Florida waste-pond phosphate no. 726), all the samples of domestic 
phosphate contained insoluble phosphoric acid in amounts rangjng 
from 0.01 percent in Tennessee brown rock no ..587 to 0.13 percent 
in Idaho rock no. 973. The majority of the samples, however, did 
not contain more than 0.02 percent, and the average for all samples is 
0.03 per cent of insoluble phosphoric acid. Lundell and Hoffman 
(104) state that Bureau of Standards standard sample no. 56 (Ten
nessee brown-rock phosphate) contains 0.02 to 0.03 percent of phos
phoric acid that is insoluble in aqua regia when the sample is digested 
according to the method of the Association of Official Agricultural 
Chemists (6, p. 15). Determinations on this sample by the authors 
gave an average of 0.02 percent of phosphoric acid insoluble in aqua 
regia, which is in exact agreement with the figure obtained for phos
phoric acid insoluble in 1 to 1 hydrochloric acid. Similar determina
tions were not made on the other samples. The state of combination 
of the acid-insoluble phosphoric acid is not kno~ 

http:2.39-.52
http:5.46-2.34
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TKBLE22.-cHydrocltloricacid"in.soluble 2)ho8phoric acid, aluminum, iron, and 
. . ". titanium in natural pho8phate8 

, p,o, AJ,O, Fe,Os 'riO. 
,Sam' .. ..
pIe Type or source of phosphate 
.110. !nsol· !nsol· Insot· Insol·Total Total Total Totalublo uble uble uble 

Per· P.,· Per· Per· Per· Per· Per· Per· ' 
cent cent cent Olnt cent cent Olnt cent

Florida land pebble •• __________••____ 0.02 2.59910 31. 09 1.11 0.07 0.03 0.072 0.035•____do_.________________ •_________
·947 31.28 .05 .97 .08 1.69 .00 .064 .026 _____do ______ •____________••_____ •__
790 ____ do • 31.40 .02 .99 .25 1.62 .00 .06 (.) 
439 33.22 .02 1. 01 .00 1.90 .2<l .05 .027••__do_________________••____________ I622 33.56 .04 .99 .00 .86 .U .03 .010 __._do___________________•__•_____•__
912 35.37 .05 1; 05 .02 _70 .16 .060 .020Florida hard rOciC__________•_____r· m 31. 25 .02 2.61 .00 1.83 .24 .06 (I) _____do_________________•______•_____932 35.99 .02 .52 .00 .69 .24 .039 .019 
727 Florida waste pond__•__________••__ 21.63 .03 13.73 3.73 2.57 .65 .22 (.) ___._do __________ •_____._._____•••_ .00 2.03 .55 (.)726 23.48 11.49 3.91 _36•___.do_____________._._____________•
915 23.63 .06 16.67 3.48 4.2" .33 .36 • OM Florida soft ••_._. ____________________1091 25.47 .03 10.49 .93 3.26 .21 .17 .060 

_~___do. _•_______ •____________________
580 29.4.9 .03 23.05 .00 3.28 .29 .19 .05()1 _____do _____••____________•••_________
728 3l.80 .02 5.82 .02 I.M .05 .11 (.) _____do_______________________•___ •__
443 34. 94 .02 2.08 .00 .86 .04. .05 .013:

Tennessee brown roelL _____________•587 30.17 .01 2.72 .59 3.43 .50 .16 .029·•____do ___•____._.______ ._•__________ .02 .86 .035 
762 33.73 .02 1.78 .05 2.25 .18 .05 (.) 

" 56 _____do_________________•__••_.__•__ ._ 31.28 3.06 3.30 .85 .08 
___..do_____._.._____________•________906 34. 39 .02 1.17 .19 3.42 .53 .05 .024;•___.do_.___....._____•______ • ____ •908 34,,401 .02 1.16 .40 2.52 .07 .07 .024: 

772 Tennessee blue rock ..._._.__________ 30.45 . 03 .72 .OS 3.M 1.33 .05 <.) 
...._do......_.___.....__.._..._____..930 30.97 .03 1.22 .53 3.42 2.83 .086 • Ol!~ _..._do____...._._____..___•__..______'1049 31.22 .04. 1.19 .30 1.79 1.28 .081 .010 ____.do____••_...____......__•••__•__448 32. 03 .03 .61 .05 3.30 .89 .05 .025 ..___do...________...____•__ •____•____449 33.65 .03 .99 .14 2.35 1.78 .06 .016
Tennessee whIte roeL________ •_____•1048 30.20 • 02 1.a9 .00 1. 75 .23 .075 .02 

917 Tennessee pb.:lsphatie limestone _____ n.68 .02 .27 .07 1.95 1.11 .038 .01Idaho, ParlS. __•_____ .._________._.__550 32.21 .02 1. 90 .41 .97 .27 .09 .019Idaho, Conds __•___..___•__________..973 32.53 .13 1.16 .27 .87 <.) .06 (I)Wyoming___________•________.._.__ ••948 30.19 .OS 1.19 .42 .87 .57 .10 .008
Connetable Islands __ ._..______..____"904 54. 51 .69 36.92 2.54 4. 43 .09 .16 .16 

. 
1 Not determined. 
" Bureau or Standards standard sample no. 56. 
• Kidney phosphate . 
• Hydrated aluminum phosphate. 

In the Florida waste-pond phosph&.tes, Idaho and Wyoming rocks, 
8nd some samples of Tennessee brown and blue rocks, a comparatively 
large portion of the aluminum is insoluble in 1 to 1 hydrochloric acid. 
On the other hand, Florida land pebble usually contains 'Very little 
acid-insoluble aluminum, and none was found in two samples of 
Florida hard rock. The insoluble aluminum is probably present in the 
form of complex silicates. 

Except in two samples of Florida land pebble, acid-insoluble iron 
was found in all samples analyzed, the amounts ranging from 0.03 to 
2,.83 percent Fe20a. The presence of pyrite accounts for a large portion 
of the insoluble iron in Tennessee blue rock and phosphatic limestone 
and Wyoming rock . 

.All the samples contained small quantities of acid-insoluble titanium 
(not more than 0.06 percent Ti02 b the domestic phosph!l.tes). 

Analyses of five samples showed the presence of not more than 
0.05 percent of insoluble calcium oxide (table 23). The insoluble 
magnesium content of these samples ranged from 0.06 to 0.13 percent 
MgO, or approximately 30 to 100 percent of the total magnesium 
present. 
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TABLE 23.-Hydrochloric acid-insoluble calcium and magnesium in ph{)sphatcrock 

Sam· 
pIe Type or source of phosphate 

'no.


---r----·-------------------------I 
790 Florida land pebble._________________________________ 
771 Florida hard rock_____________________________________ 
762 Tennessee brownrock________________________________ 
772 Tenuessee blue rock ________________________ •________.•
973 Idaho_____________________________ . ____. ____________ 

CaO 

Total Inscltib!e' 
Ptrce1lt Ptrce1lt 

47.37 0.05 
42.52 .05 
47.62 .04 
44.51 .01 
45.99 .OS 

MgO 

Total Insoluble 

PtrCf1lt Perct.1lt 
tJ.J4 0.00 
.21 .06 
.06 .06 
.30 .10 
.31 .13 

COMPOSITION OF BONE ASH 

The elements that occur in domestic phosphate rock usually occur 
also in bone ash. A comparison of the results of analyses (tables 3-6, 
and 8) indicates that bone ash usually contains higher percentages of 
magnesium, sodium, copper, zinc, and chlorine, and lower percentages 
of iron, potassium, titanium, manganese, chromium, vanadium, 
arsenic, silicon, eulphur, and fluorine than are present in phosphate 
rock. Aluminum was not found in the particular sample of bone 
ash analyzed. It should be borne in mind that this sample was a 
commercial product, and some of the elements found may owe their 
presence to contamination with foreign materials. 

It will be noted that the analysis on bone ash totals only about 99 
percent (table 6). This deficiency is attributed to incomplete e:.-pul
sion of the water at 8000 O. The total recovery was not improved by 
using, instead of the figure for total water and organic carbon, the 
figure for ignition loss (corrected for carbon dioxide) obtained by 
heating a sample to constant weight in a muffle furnace at 1,0000 O. 
When, however, a sample was heated to constant weight at 1,2500 O. 
in a tube furnace in a current of air dried by sulphuric acid there was 
a considerable increase in the ignition loss. Analysis of the ignition 
residue showed no significant loss of sulphur and alkalies. By using 
the figure for ignition loss at 1,2500 O. the total analysis of the bone 
ash was increased to 99.89 percent. These results show that a con
siderable portion of the water in bone ash cannot be driven off at 
temperatures below about 1,2500 0. 

COMPOSITION OF MECHANICAL SEPARATES FROM NATURAL PHOS. 
PHATES 

With the exception of some of the furnace processes, practically all 
methods of converting phosphate rock into fertilizer materials and 
other products involve grinding the rock at some stage of the operation. 
During recent years, considerable stress has been placed on the impor
tance of the fine grinding of rock that is to be applied directly to the 
soil as a fertilizer.. Inasmuch as phosphate rock is not a homogeneous 
material it is to be expected that the chemical composition of the ground 
material wilmot be the same in particles of difi'erentsizes, because of the 
differences in the hardness and the degree of resistance to grinding ex
hibited by the various individual components of the rock. Informa
tion on the composition of the mechanical fractions, not only of ground 
phosphate rock but also of the Florida soft and waste-pond phosphates 
ill their natural finely divided condition, is therefore important. 

MECHANICAL COMPOSITION OF NATURAL PHOSPHATES 

The samples of hard phosphates, except certain samples of Tennessee 
brpWll rock which wer!3 gro!illd on 11 commercial scale, were first 
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crnshed to about 10-mesh size and then ground to pass a 100-mesh sieve 
having ope~ 0.147 millimeter square. The grinding was done in a 
,small rotary-disk power mill; the entire sample was run through the 
mill and the 100-meshmaterial sieved out, the operation being repeated 
until the ,sample was completely reduced to the desired fineness. 

The Florida soft and waste-pond phosphates were obtained in the 
form of comparatively soft lumps, which were crushed to pass a 10
mesh sieve. Grinding during the crushing operation was avoided as 
much as possible, in order not to break up hard particles that mi~ht 
otherwise fail to disintegrate under the action of water and disperSIng 
agents alone. 

The mechanical composition of the samples was determined by 
the pipette method as modified by Alexander and Jacob (4) for the 
mechanical analysis of finely divided natural phosphates. The 
ranges of particle size were the same as those customarily used in the 
mechanical analysis of soils in the United States; namely, (1) particles 
greater than 50JL in diameter; (2) particles from 50JL to 51t; and (3) 
less than 5JL. Following the terminology used in soil analysis, the 
material comprising these classes will be designated as (1) flsund", 
(2) "silt", and (3) "clay". It should be noted, however, that these 
terms are used in this bulletin only for the sake of convenience, and 
in order to avoid any implication that the chemical composition of the 
material is similar to that of soil they will always be inclosed in quo
tation marks. 

The results of the mechanical analyses (fu.ble 24) show that none 
of the waste-pond phosphates contained significant quantities of 
particles coarser than 50JL in diameter. The"sand" fractions, whicb 
were separated from the fine material by wet sieving, usually con
tained considerable or~anic matter in the form of rootlets end other 
fibrous vegetative resldues. The soft phosphates contained mucl) 
higher percentages of material coarser than 50JL than were present in 
the waste-pond phosphates and, as would be e).."pected, the samples 
showed, in general, considerable differences in theirmechanicru 
composition. 

TABLE 24.-,Mechanical composition of finely divided natural phosphates as deter
mined by the pipette method of analysis 

Sam· 
pIe Type or source oC phosphate 1 

no. 


Percent Percent Percent Percent 
725 Florida waste pond._ •••_ •••••••••••_•••••••••••••_ ••• 0.3 15,9 83.3 72.3 
726 •••••do._••__•••_ .••••••______••••••••••••••••••••••••• .4 11. 7 88.1 72. 3 
727 ._._.do•••••••••••••"••••••••••••••••••••_.•••••••••••"_ .5 10.1 89.1 78.9
824 ___.uo.__._.___._._......_....••.•_..._•... _ .•_._...•.•• 2.2 15.9 82. 6 70.8
825 •••_do••__••_._•••__••••_..........__••••••_._•••••••• 2.2 15.9 81.8 70.6 
826 ••__do•••_•••••••••••••••••_.__•••__••••__.............. 1.0 19.5 SO. 7 69.S
827 ___ .do....__...__..___•••••••••••_•••_.••••••••••_•••_•• .2 9.0 91.~ 83.0
828 ••_••do.••••••_.................__••_••___••_••••••_._••• .1 12.8 87.0 75.4

915 __.._do••••••__........_•._•••_•••_....._•••••••••••••••_ 1.7 13.9 84.0 71.9 

443 Flotilla soCt__•••_...._._••_._..................__...._. 52.1 18.7 29.1 21.4 

580 ._••do•._..._••••__._••_•••••••_........................ 40.0 5.2 54.8 54.5

728 •••••do••••_ ........_••••••_.__••__........._._._••__.. 32.5 15.7 51.3 40.3 

910 Florida land vebl>le ••_•••••.•••_••••••••••••••••_...... 42.1 45.5 12. 4 8.2

912 .._••do.____....._ ••••••_....___._•••••••__•••••••••••• 35.4 45.5 10.0 13.6
947 •••••do._.__••__••_••_._. ____••_••••_••••_••••••._•••••• 47.7 42.8 9.4 6.2ro2 Florida hard rock•••_.......___•__••__........, •••••••• 33.2 43.9 22.8 17.7 
00ti Tennessee brown rock ....._____••••••_................. 47.0 37.2 15. 7 11.4 
008 ..._.do•••__•••••••_•••••__••••••••••••••••••••••_•• _ ••_. 36.7 46.4 16.4 1L4roo Tennessee blUe rock. __••_•••• , __••••_._••__._•••••____• 35.7 54.1 9.2 1.6
973 Idaho••__••____• __••_._........_..............._••__• 25.6 24.4 •
~0.8 ·17.7
948 Wyomlng••______••••_.........................._•••• SO. 1 40.6 8.9 5.a 


--------------~----~----~--~-----
1.The soCt and waste-pond phosphates were crushed to pnss a IO-mesh sieve. The other snmplet were 

,,'ound to pass a l00-mesh sIeve having openings 0.147 millimeter (1471') squaro. 
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The ~echanical analyses of the ground phosphates show a con
siderable v.ariation in the distribution of particle size with the differ
ent samples, particularly between the ((sand 11 and "clay" fractions. 
This is owing not only to variations in the physical character of the 
phosphates themselves but also to the presence of variable quantities 
of admixed materials, such as quartz and silicates. 

Mechanical analyses were also made on four samples of Tennessee 
brown-rock phosphate, which had been ground to different degrees 
of fineness as determined by screen analysis. These samples, which 
were prepared from a regular commercial grade of washed and kiln
dried rock taken from one deposit, were ground experimentally by 
one of the large _phosphate-rock mining companies in a commercial 
ring-roll t)1le mill equipped with an air-separator. The results of 
the mechamcal analyses by sieving and by the pipette method, which 
are given in table. 25, show that increasing the fineness of phosphate 
rock from 74.0 percent to 91.5 percent through a 400-mesh sieve does 
not result in an important increase in the amount of material finer 
than 5JL in diameter. The principal effect of the finer grinding is 
to decrease the amount of material coarser than 50JL in diameter. 

TABLE 25.-1'.:fechanical compO/lition of Tennessee brown-rock phosphate ground to 
different degrees of fineness 

Sieve annlysis,l materinl through- Mechanlcnl ennlysis by pipette method 

t'Sand" "Clay" 
"Silt" SOl'100 mesh 200 mesh 300 mesh 400 mesh to 51' 

>1001' 1001' to SOJ,t <61' <21' 

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent P~ctnt Percent Percent Percent 
00.0 91.0 7Il.3 74.0 2.2 16.3 62. 6 19.6 13.2 
98.7 9-1.0 83.6 i7.5 1.0 0.9 68.0 20.7 14.2 
00.7 98.0 92.1 !lIi.3 .7 6.2 72. 2 20.6 14.9 
99.S 99.0 95.7 91.6 .3 2.7 7LS 24. S 17.2 

lAnnlyses supplied by company furnishing the samples. 

PREPARATION OF MECHANICAL SEPARATES 

In order to obtain sufficient material for chemical analysis, me
chanical separations into "sand,""silt," and IIclay '; sizes were made on 
SOO-gram samples of the phosphates, prepared as described on pages 
57 and 5S. The method used for the separations has been described 
in detail by Alexander and Jacob (4-), who have also discussed the 
preparation of the separates used in the present study. 

A comparison of the results obtained by the large-scale separations 
with those obtained by the pipette method of mechanical analysis is 
given in table 26. In general, the results obtained by the two 
methods agree very closely. Duplicate determinations by the pipette 
method do not give results that will check more closely than those 
obtained on the Florida land-pebble and hard-rock phosphates by 
the large-scale separations and by the pipette method, respectively. 
The large-scale separation on waste-pond phosphate no. 726 was not 
performed so carefully as with the other samples, and quantitative 
figures were not obtained. 
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TA"BLE 26.-00mparison of results of large-scale separations with analyses made by 
the pipette method 

I
Solution nnd"Sand"; >SOI' HSnt U 

, 50", to "Clay", <51' mechanicnlby- 5l'by- by losses by- "Clay"
Bam· <21'Type or source orpIe byphosphnteno. Lnr~e· La~e· Lnrj!e- Lnrge-I pipette 

senlo Pipette senle Pipette senle Pipette senle Pipette method 
sepa· method sepa· method sepn· metbod sepa· mr-tbod 
ration ration ration ration 

PerCtnt Percent PerCtnl Percent Percent Percenl Paunl Percenl PerCt7it 
7Zi Florida \V"aste pond __ 0.2 0.5 12.0 10.1 85.3 89.1 1.6 0.3 iR.O 
915 ••••. do................ 5.1 1.7 19.5 13.9 75.1 84.0 .2 .4 71.9 

728 Florida solt.......... 30.4 32.5 20.9 15.7 48.7 5L3 .0 .5 40.3 

910 Florida land pebble.. 41. 7 42.1 43.3 45.5 11.8 12. 4 13.2 .0 8.2 
912 _ •••do.._ .........___ 35.1 35.4 45.4 45.5 19.2 19.0 .3 .1 13.6 
947 .... do..............__ 48.2 47.7 42.0 42.8 0.6 0.4 .2 .1 6.2 
932 Florida hard rock..__ 33.7 33.2 43.8 43.9 22.3 22.8 .2 .1 17.7 
906 Te!lDes.~ee brown rock 46.2 47.0 38.8 37.2 14.0 15.7 1.0 .1 11.4 

'008 .....do__......__.... 37.6 36.7 46.8 46.4 13.9 16.4 1.7 .5 11.4\\'!ioming••__________, 948 49.8 SO. 1 43.6 40.6 6.6 8.9 .0 A 5.3Idaho___.._..____..__973 26.0 25.6 45.5 49.8 27.9 24.4 .6 w2 17.7 

-
I A small portion oC the "slit" and "clay" was accidentally spilled in this separation. 
J Lithium oxalate used as a dispersing agent in the large·senle sepnration. 

In addition to the large-scale separations into It sand," "silt," and 
"clay" fractions, quantities of colloidal material were also extracted 
from Florida soft and waste-pond phosphates and ground Tennessee 
brown-rock phosphate by means of the supercentrifuge. For this 
purpose, the soft and waste-pond phosphates were crushed to pass a 
10-mesh sieve. The Tennessee brown rock was a commercially 
ground material prepared from washed and kiln-dried rock, and had a 
fineness of approximately 100 percent through /1. 11)0-mesh sieve. 
The method of separating the colloidol materiol, which has been de
scribed by Jacob, Hill, and Holmes (85), was the same as that outlined 
by Gilo. and coworkers (55) for the separation of colloid from soill:', 
except that in no case "was it necessary to use fl. dispersing agent. 

As sho"m in table 27, the amounts of colloidal material obtained 
from the Tennessee brown rock and the Florida soft and 'waste-pond 
phosphates were 11.5, 38.6, and 60.1 percent, respectively. These 
figures are in fair agreement with the percentflges of colloid indicated 
by the results of mechanical analyses and of water-absorption experi
ments. The mechanical-analysis figures are those obtained for 
"clay" finer than 2Jl, and may be expected to be somewhat high, 
since it is hardly probable that all the particles finer than 2Jl are col
loidal. The size of the colloidal particles extracted from the phos
phates was not determined, but, with the method of separation used, 
Itls unlikely that very many, if any, exceeded 1Jl in diameter, and the 
majority were probably 0.3Jl and less in diameter. In estimating the 
percentage!, of colloid from the results of water-absorption experi
ments, the equation worked out by Robinson (161) for estimating the 
colloid content of soils has been used. In considering these results 
it is necessary to assume that the physical properties of the colloidal 
material in finely divided natural phosphates are similar to those of 
soil colloids. Unpublished data obtained in this bureau indicate that 
such an assumption is not far-fetched. 
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TABLE 27.-Colloidal material in finely divided natural phosphates 

Colloid content 

Sam. As Indicated by
pIe Type oC pbospbate Extracted J------;,----
no. by means 0 

superct:n· 1vfechan· 'Vater abotriCuge leal anal· sorptionysls 

Percent Percenl Percent 
1726 Florida waste pond••••••••••_.............................. 60. t 72.3 $.4 

'728 Florida soCt._ ........................ __ ••••••••••••.•.•••••• 3H.G 40.3 41.3 

'762 Tennessee brown rock ................................._••••• 11.5 13.4 14.4 


I 20() grams nsed Cor extraction oC colloid . • 1,000 grams used Cor extraction oC colloid. 
• 300 grams nsed Cor extraction oC colloid. 

, CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF SEPARATES 

Data on the chemical composition of the mechanical separates are 
given in tables 28 to 30. In the case of the Florida soft and waste
pond phosphates, the results show that the Itsilt" fractions contain, 
as a general rule, higher percentages of calcium, phosphoric acid, and 
fluorine, and lower percentages of silica, total iron, and aluminum 
than do either the original materials or the other fractions. The silica 
tends to concentrate, either in the "sand" fractions as relatively 
coarse quartz grains, or in the HeIay" and colloid fractions as amor
phous silica and silicates. The aluminum in the waste-pond phos
phates tends to concentrate in the "clay" and colloid fractions, 
whereas in the soft pbosphate it is concentrated to a considerable 
extent in the" sand" fraction. In general, iron tends to concentro.te 
to a slight extent in the "clay" fractions. 

http:concentro.te
http:PHOSPHA.TE
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0)TABLE 28.-Chemical composition of "sand", 1/ silt" J and 1/ clay" fractionf! of Florida phosphate& 	
.~ 

LAND·PEDDLE PHOSPHATE 

Bam· 	 Insoluble ~.IgnItion F 001pIe Mechimlcal fractlon P,O. OnO MgO AhO, FIlJO,· TIO, 00, F BIO,' In 1:1 
no. 	 HO! loss' F.Oi PIO -:: l 

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
1110 	 OrIginal materlaL. ______••••••_._•••••_._ 31.00 46.57 0.2.'i 1.11 2.50 0.072 3.76 3.04 6.04 0.56 6.10 0.127 ().


"Sand". 147" to 561' ••••_••__••_._••_•••__ 30.28 ~5.10 .23 .76 2.51 .064 3.52 3.70 0.05 9.57 S.7. .122

"SilL"l 50" to 5"••_•••_____••_.___ •__•__ • 32.02 47.64 • 26 1.01 2.50 .008 3.65 3.80 4.47 ~.90 6.12 .121 b:j"Clay I, <5,,__._.__ •____._._____••••_... • 

I 
32.06 46.36 .32 2.23 3.72 .085 3.26 3.91 2.20 2.78 6.80 .122 02 

1112 	 OrIginal materlaL...................___• 35.37 49.05 .08 1.05 .70 .000 1.48 3.95 6.34 6.70 2.79 .112 2 

•• Sand", 147" to 50"....__........___..... 33.85 47.38 .06 .85 .50 .054 1.45 3.70 11.13 11.52 2.45 .100 3 

"Slit", 50" to 5/1••______...._............ 36.01 40.30 .00 .94 .65 .056 1.38 3.82 ~.88 S.19 3.02 .100 038
"Clay'. <51'.__•____•___•••_. __ •__ ...____ 	 ~ 

36.10 50.40 .15 1.97 1.06 .002 1.51 3.02 1.84 2.10 3.02 .100 042 
947 	 OrigInal materinl ......_. __ .._______ ••••__ 31.28 47.20 .20 .97 1.60 .064 3.70 ~.04 6.52 6.74 5.90 .120 8 


"StIDd", 147" to 561'......__ ••••••____.... 30.07 .5.06 .26 .87 1.S7 .064 3.57 3.84 0.45 9.72 5.71 .124 5 ~ 

"Silt", 50" to 51'._.___._.____ •__......... 31.93 48.07 .26 .88 1.08 .072 3.74 4.08 •. 77 5.03 6.52 .128 7
"Clay', <51'..____•_________....____•___ 	 c:.:>31.98 47.69 .30 1.60 2.34 .062 3.37 3.84 2.55 2. 48 7.08 .120 05 

C> 
-~ 	 --_._- ------ --~-.-- ~~ 

HARD~ROCK PHOSPHATE 	 q 
~ 

932 I Original materlaL.___ ........__ ......... 35.90 51.08 0.05 n2	 0.061 t::t

"Snnd", 1471' to 501'...___••__..__.....__ • 	 0.60 \ 0.039\ 2.10 \ 3.91 \ 4.11 \ 4.56\ 3.07\ 0.100 \ 35.57 50.00 .06 .41 • 51 .033 1.93 3.81 7.20 7.74 2.04 .107 .054 t!l0. 1
:;~~nt"h 50}.' to 5p. .. __ .,. ____ .._..... ___ ..... _............_ 37.00 51.69 .06 .51 .69 .035 2.02 3.88 3.48 3.89 3.35 .105 .054 


U!sy , <51'._._ ....................__... 37.13 51.14 .09 1.15 .09 .043 1.92 3.90 .63 1.12 3.88 .107 .052 
 ~ 
0 
"':lSOFT PHOSPHATE 

'., ...:. 

728 I Original materiaL_____•__•___.._.__.._._1 	 0.105 I 0.05982 54
.. Sund". >501-'••••••• _______.. ____._.___• 31.80 1 41.61 1 	 0.11 \ 1.87\ 3.33\ 9.80 \ 9.67\ 5.75\ ~ 31.51 1.20.54 	 5.9.74 1 1.36 1 .08 (I) 2.62 18.76 19.23 7.01 .089.00 ________"SIlt"t 501' to 51' •• ________________...._._ 	 a30.33 48.65 3.40 .83 	 3.75 2.56 2.71 ~.04 .103 
II Clay', <51'..___• __ ._.._____• ___.._____.1 32. 90 44.58 1.18 .10 •___.... 	 -~ :;~5.17 	 3.18 6.77 7.00 5.44 .007rrl 	

~ 

I 
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WAS'l'E·POND PIIOSPJIATE 

726 

727 

1116 

Orlginn! mnler.lnl ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
uSllud" 1>5011..... --............._- ..........---...  ..... - .... 
"SilL"\ :)Op to 5/l......................... 
"Clny" <5u• ........................... 
Orlginnl mnlcrinL ........................ 
"Sand", >50/l........................... 
"Slit". :)O/l to 51'-.......--.....'--'"--''' 
.. ClIaY"j <5J,.__ ••••••••••__•••••••••••"•• 
Orlginn nlOterinl ........__ •__..........__ 
n Sund", >501'-.... __ ................ "' ......... .,"' ............__ ... _"Silt", 5O/l to 5/1 ____._._____ •____ •___..___ 
"Cl~y", <5/1...__________......_____••__ • 

23.48 
H.2O 
29.00 
22. Of 
21.03 
10.4U 
"27.00 
21.00 
23.03 
10.47 
27.60 
23.38 

30.89 
('l
38.,6 
29.55 
28.70 
5.72 

lH.07 
27.65 
25.20 
·.n.ill 
31.10 
24.10 

0.55 
('l
('l
('l
.81 

('~ 
~:, 
.21 
.07 
.01 
.20 

11.49 
('l

7.45 
12.85 
13.73 
10.8:l 
\l.00 

13.56 
10.67 
12.2'~ 
12.20 
17.12 

3.01 
(')
3.0l 
4.23 
2,57 
7.42 
2.16 
2.71 
4.25 
3.78 
3.5S 
4.70 

r~·30 
:~ 

.22 

.17 
.2·\ 
.20 
.30 
.23 
.29 
.33 

1.70 

--Too' 
- ... "' .. - .... 
............-
...... - ......... 

1.26 
.....-"'-_ .. 
.... _-......... 
- .............. 

'2.08 
.51 

'2.76 
'2.10 
'1.1).1 
('l
• 2.40 
• 1.07 
'1.84 
'1.53 
' 2.37 
11.73 

18.10 
(Il 
10.61 
19.47 
22.94 
16.60 
10.10 
2·1.36 
16.34 
29.32 
12.08 
16.37 

20.02 

m 
27.47 
2'1.3.1 
IS, 21 
29.32 
10.·10 
39.111 
13.82 
19. Ul! 

7.34 

~:l 
6.86 

21).37 
6.01 
7.13 

10.60 
10.73 

e.71l 
10.81 

0.089 
.036 
.005 
•005 
.000 

......... _-.. --
.089 
.003 
.078 
.07\} 
.086 
.074 

0.072 
.................~ 
- ... -,. .......... 
...-................. 

•(}IO 
.. ... _....__ ....
...._................ 
... ..........----

.053 
.. -- .._........ 
- .. _............ 
-----.-....... 

(") 

~ 
0 

~ 
l2l 

I Total Fe. 
J Without regnrd Cor F. 
~ Constant weight nL 1,000· O. aCter drying at 100·. 

I Not determined. 
I Not determined on mechnnlcnl Cmotions or son nnd wuste-pond phosphates, 
• Determined by tbl) {uslon·acid extrnction method (ISO), 

~ 
t::I 
Ii1 

m 
~ 
l2l 
0 
I:J 

~ 
0 
I1l 
I-d 

~ 
~ 
0 
(") 

~ 

0) 
~ 
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TABLE 29,-Ghemical composition 01 "sand", "silt", and llclay" jracti01ts 01 'l'cnnc88ee, Idaho, and lVyoming phosphates 0) 
~ 

TENNESSEE BROWN·ROCl{ P110SPllA'I'F.: 

Sum· 
pIe 
no. 

,
006 

!lOS 

__ 

McchnniClil frnction P,O, 

. IPercent 
OrIginal materiaL.......... ..................... 34.39 
.. Sand", H7/> to 501'....... •••••••••••••••••.•. .1 3·1. 77 
"Sin". 501' to 5".............................. ,,-" :15.06 
.. Clay", < 51'............. .......................) 3t 69 
Original mBleriIlL ......"""'...................... :H.H 
"SantI", 1471' to 50"...... ., .....................j 34.40 
"Silt", 501' to 51'.................................. 3,1.85 
.. Cloy", <51'. __................. ••.•=.........1 32. 35 

j I I Insoluble 19n1tlon F CO,
CnO MgO AhO. i [~~,O,lj TW, CO. I ~' SIO,' inl:l 1',0, }',U,

I ! 11el loss , 

-- --------------'~-~I ..--. ---I -- .. -- .--
P~rctnt Percenll Parmi! perr~nll Pactnl Perullt Percent Percent Percent I'tTtCnt 

47.61 0.10 1.17l :1.42 0.05 1,31 3,77 4.80 5.71 3.C·1 0.110 O. 03.~ 
4S.30 t .;'l, 3.11 I ('l • &l 3.78 5.56 5.02 2.28 ,100 ,025 
4S.39 I) I. O!J I 3. 2·1. (OJ 1. 2:1 3.84 4.20 -4.54 2.40 .110 .035 
43.80 I) 3.79 '1.74 I (I) 1.13 3.30 6.83 7.05 3.80 .106 .036 
40.10 .02 I. In 2.521 .07 J.UO a.Sl 4.75 5.46 2.00 . III .0,17 
49.68 .01 •,0 2. 10 , .05 1.30 3.77 5.56 6.02 2,62 .100 .0-10 
50.23 .01 .j' 2.36 I .07 1.50 I 3.77 4.51 5.04 3.1.1 • lOS .043 
40.27 .O~._::02J :1.67 .12 I 1.27 3.60 5.60 6.06 ·1.36 .168 .030 

~ 
(") 

~ 
~ 
to 
~' 

8 
fj<j 

~ 

073 

-
918 

.,,--,-- ..,.._. 
Original materia1. ................................j
"Sand", 147p to 50" ............................ 
"Slit", 501' to 51' .........." ................. .... ' 
"Clay", < 5.u ....... --.. .. -~ .. ~~=~='-- ...... ~.1 
Original material. ................... : ............\ 
"Sond", 147p to 501'............................ '1 
"Silt", 50# to 5"'.. __............... ~ ... ~ .. ~_~ ......__ .._.. _._ .....,. 
"Clay" <5 ' , 1'··....••.... · ..• ............•••..• ..1 

1 Total Fo. 
J Without regard Cor F. 

32.5.1 
35.60 
32. 00 
28.60 

30.10 
33.41 
20. i3 
23.0i 

IDAHO PllOSPIIA'l'g 

,,.1 .':1 O.SO I45.00 0.31 I 0.06 1.72\ 3.33 6. 
02 151.25 .01 .17l .10 .03 1.62 3.55 1.G5 

2.:lS I45.13 0" • G:J , .40 .OS 1.5U 3.40 7.07. 8.48 
30.20 .17 , 3. W! 2.01 .15 .86 . 3.01 0. 69 1 12. 40 

I 1 

WYOMING PIJO~l'nA'I'g 

40.221 

..~~ ..,.~~ 

o. to I1. IJ i O. ~i i0.08 ! 4.13 3.51 5.69 
7.51 I40.4t .09 .4Q! .40 I .061 3.:15 3.62 3.11 3.00 

42.S1 I .03, 1.5D 1. II I .[.1 I 3.41 3.20 n.sn lL 77 
37.28 .15 ,1.4. j 2.22 .15 1.05 2.03 9.70 H.OS I 

, C()n~tant weight ot 1,000· C. IIftcr drying at lOS· C. 
I Not dot~rll1inod. 

5.80 
5.25 
5.36 
8.55 

O. is 
5.81 
5.8.1 

15.22 

0.102 
.000 
.106 
.105 

O.l1i 
. lOS 
.12'J 
.124 

0.053 
.045 
.0·18 
.030 

0.13. 
.100 
.128 
.044 

<:0: 
0> 
Il'o-
~ 
in 
t:1 
t:;j 
"d 
!"3 
0 
";l 

;.
101 
::=.... 
(") 

c::: 
~ 

, 

, 

g 
t:;j , 

. 
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m 
~ 

t SflIllple analyzed 1P.O. 

Percent 
Orl~lnal material. 31.80Col old ••••_______ 31.43 

Orllllnnl maturial. -I 23.48
Col1old._. ______•• 18.12 

Orlglnlll malerlal 
Colloid ........... 


TABLE aO.-Chemical composition of colloidal material extracted from natural ph08phcUea 

FLORIDA 80FT PHOSPHATE NO. 728 

CuO 

Percent 
41.6! 
41.76 

MgO AhO, Fo.O, 1 

------'---
Perctill Percenl Percent 

0.551 11.4°130.23.73 
80 1 •70 :~.87 

0.00 \ 1.78 '\.05 0. 07 

1 Total Fe. 
''l'otal SI. 
I Totnl Bljlphur. 

0.22 5.82 
.30 6.37 

1 

1.&1 
1. 60 

TIO. NII,O 

Ptrc.,lt Percent 
0.11 	 0.26 
.23 .13 

K,O MnO CnO, V.O. 810,' 

Pucent Percent Percerll Percent Perunl 
0.14 0.014 0.018 0.00 10.117 

30 .023 ,016 (6) 10.60 

FI.ORIDA W.\STE·POND PIIOSPHATE NO. 726 

~ 
Total 

CO. F CI 80,' 
Ignl·
tion 
loss • Uncor· 

rected 
Cor· 

reoted' 

~ o 

--  --  --  ---  --  ---  ---  ~ 
Percent 

1.87 
Percent 

3.33 
Perelnt 
Trncn. 

Percent 
0.17 

Percent Percent 
5.75 103.32 

Percent 
100.05 ~ 

1.14 12.99 (6) .01 5.81 103.31 100.31 

~ 
0.36 0.471 0.022 o. 021~~' 78--1 1.70 	 7.341-102.4;-1 00. SO3.915.12 1 .53 0.20.12 1 .05.048 0..038 

028 1 (6) 26.20 .97 	 8.35 102. 07 100.42 I
'l'ENNESSE1!: llHOWN·ROC'K l'lIOSI'IIA'l'E NO. 762 § 

05 0.27 	 0.81 00.7025 1 0.14\ 0.31 I 	 7.401 1.71\ 3.871-0.00512. 0.	 ~ 4.57 .23 1 .31 1.10 .67 10.48 1.17 12.64 (6) .10 100.07 

,----~---~--~~-~- -~!----~---,--~---- ~ • Corrected Cor CO, lind 0 equivnlent oC F and Cl. 
I Not determined. 

I Determined by fuslon·aeld extrtlction method (160).


I Constant weight at 1,0000 C. nftGr drying at 1050 O. ~ 

~ 

~ 
~ 
~ 

g; 
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The data given in table 28 show that the silica in the ground Florida 
land-pebble end hard-rock phosphates concentmtes to a marked ex
tent in the "sand" fractions, and that there is a progressive and sig
nificant decrease in the percentage of silica as the particle size de
creases. This is undoubtedly because of the presence of considemb]c 
quantities of quartz, which, in comparison with the phosphate, is 
relatively difficult to grind. In general, iron !lnd !l]uminum tend to 
concentrate in the II day" fractions, whereas calcium and phosphoric 
acid concentrate to a small extent in the Ilsilt" and "clay" fractions. 

Contrary to the results obtained on the Florida phosphates, there 
is no very considerable v8.1iation in the silica content of the "sand," 
"silt," and "clay" fractions separated from the Tennessee brown
rock phosphates (table 29), although the silica tends to concentrate 
somewhat in the Iisand" and "clay" fractions. On the other hand, 
silica concentrated to a very marked extent in the colloid fraction of 
no. 762 (table 30). The percentages of iron and aluminum in the 
fractions increase with decrease in particle size, the aluminum, in par
ticular, concentrating to a marked extent in the C/ clf~Y" and colloid 
fractions. Calcium and phosphoric acid tend to concentrate to a 
slight extent in the C/ silt" fractions, whereas the "clay" fmctions 
contain decidedly smaller percentages. There was a very marked 
decrease in the percentages of calcium and phosphoric acid in the 
colloid fraction as compared with those in the original material. 

In the Idaho and Wyoming phosphates (table 29) the percentages 
of silica, iron, and aluminum increase considerably as the particle 
size decreases, the iron and aluminum concentrating particularly in 
the "clay" fractions. The percentages of calcium and phosphoric 
acid decrease to a significant extent with decrease in particle size. 

A.s a general rule, the fluorine-phosphoric flcid ratios are approxi
mately constant in the mechanical fractions of a particular sample 
and are close to the ratio in the original phosphate. There is some 
variation from this rule in certain of the soft and waste-pond phos
phates. This is probably because of the presence of aluminum phos
phate in these sampl'<!s (p. 75). 

There is, in ~eneral, a fair degree of constancy in the carbon dioxide
phosphoric 'aCId ratios in the mechanical fractions of a particular 
sample. It will be noted, however, that the ratios in the fractions 
are almost invariably lower than the ratio in the original phosphate. 
Inasmuch as large volumes of water were used in making the mechani
cal separations, it is probable that the lower ratios in the mechanical 
fractions am caused, at least in part, by the dissolution of calcium 
carbonate during the process of separation. 

AMMONIUM CITRATE- AND CITRIC ACID-SOLUBLE PHOSPHORIC 
ACID IN NATURAL PHOSPHATES 

In fertilizer-control work in the United States, the neutral ammo
nium ci trate method is used for the laboratory- determina tion of a vail
able phosphoric acid in all phosphates and phosphatic fertilizers except 
basic slag, which is evaluated by the 2 percent citric acid method. 
Although the direct use of ground phosphate rock as a fertilizer is 
limited, in the United States, to about 30,000 to 40,000 tons annually, 
principally Tennessee brown rock, comparative data on the solubilities 
of the different types of domestic phosphates in neutral ammonium 
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ci~rate and 2 percent citric acid solutions are, nevertheless, of general 
interest. 

Citric ,acid-soluble phosphoric acid was determined by the method 
of the Association of Official Agricultural Chemists (6, p. 27), as de
'Vised for the evaluation of basic slag. Ammonium citrate-soluble 
phosphoric acid was determined by the former official method (6, p. 
17), using 2-gram samples and di~esting with 100 cubic centimeters 
of neutral ammonium citrate solutIOn for 0.5 hour at 65° C. Shortly 
after this study was completed the official method for citrate-soluble 
phosphoric acid was changed to specify the use of I-gram samples 
and. the time of digestion was increased from 0.5 to 1 hour (89j 
98, p. 66j 166; 167). The modified method when applied to such 
materials as dicalcium and tricalcium phosphates and raw, steamed, 
and naphtha-extracted bones (84, 86, 87, 167) gives significantly 
higher percentages of citrate-soluble phosphoric acid than does the 
old procedure, but with mineral phosphates and bone ash the results 
by the two procedures do not differ greatly. For example, with sev
eral samples of phosphate rock, apatite, and bone ash, the average 
increase in citrate-soluble phosphoric acid obtained by the modified 
method amounted to only 0.97 percent on the sample, or 2.3 percent 
on the total phosphoric acid. Although this increase is insignificant, 
the effect of the change in the method should be borne in mind in 
connection with the results for citrate-soluhle phosphoric acid given 
in this publication. 

AU samples used in the ammonium citrate- and citric acid-solu
bility determinations were ground to pass a IOO-mesh sieve. The 
ammonium citrate extracts were filtered bv means of short Pasteur
Chamberland tubes (grade F), in order to ~obtain clear filtrates, since 
cloudy filtrates were usually obtained when the extracts were fil
tered through papers, even those of the closest texture. Neutral 
ammonium citrate solution was prepared by the official method (6, 
p. 17), using phenol red as an indicator, the pH values of the 
several solutions used during th~ course of this work ranging from 
6.9 to 7 11S determined potentiometrically by means of the hydrogen 
electrode. 

The lesults of analyses (tables 31 and 32) indicate that the citrate
soluble phosphoric acid ('ontent of the domestic commercial types of 
phosphate rock ranges from about 0.3 to 2.5 percent on the sample 
or about I to 8 percent on the total phosphoric acid. Despite the 
fineness of the individual pfirtic1es, Florida waste-pond phosphates 
contain, in general, smaller percentages of citrate-soluble phosphoric 
acid than do ilny of the domestic phosphate rocks, except the rock 
from Cokeville, Wyo. The Florida land-pebble and hard-rock and 
the South Carolina phosphates average highest in citrate-!'ioluble 
phosphoric acid, followed in descending order by the Tennessee white
rock, Florida soft, Idaho, :Montanil, Tennessee blue-rock and brown
rock, Florida waste-pond, and '''yorning phosphates. The lower 
grades of Florida land pebble contain, in general, somewhat larger 
quantities of citrate-soluble phosphoric acid than do the higher grades, 
whereas the reverse is true with the Tennessee brown rock. In the 
other types of phosphate, there seems to be no definite ~ulation be
tween the grade of the rock and its citrate-soluble phosphoric acid 
content. As compared with the phosphate rocks in general,fluorap
atite is very low in citrate-soluble phosphoric acid. 
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TABLE 31.-Ammonium citrate- and citric acid-soluble phosphoric acid in Florida 
phosphates 

LAND-PEBBLE PHOSPHATE 

CitricCltrateTotal acldSample no: solubleP,O, solubleP,O,' P,O,' 

618______________________________________________________________________ _ Percent Percent Percent 
617______________________________________________________________________ 30.53 2.53 6.53 
619___________ .__________________________________________________________ _ 30.70 2.56 6.14 
910 ____________________________________________________________ ._. _______ _ 30.98 2.'45 6.55 
947________ • __ •___________ • _________________________________________ ••_._ 3I.O'J 1.55 7.17 
790_ •________________ •___• ______________ •_______________________________ _ 31. 2!i 1.71 6.59 
439 ______________________________________________________________________ _ 31.40 2.25 6.77 
622___,_______ •____•_____________________________________ •______ ••________ _ 33.22 2.42 6.68 
627_________••______ • _______________._._____________ •• ___________________ _ 6.3833.56 1.60 
912_______________________________________________________________________ 33.70 1.62 6.08 
898_______________________________________________________ •_______________ 35.37 .77 6.67 

35.55 1.18 6.25 
A verago __ ••_____..____..__________________________________________ _ 

32.49 1.88 6.53 

H..UW·ROCK PIlOSPllATE 

771- ____________________________________________________________________ __ 
589_______________________________________________________________________ 31.25 2.13 6.87 
434___________________________________________ •_________________________ __ 34.68 .90 6.40 
932_____________________________________________________________________ __ 35.33 2.00 6.50 

35.99 1.~Q 7.23 
A ycrage__________________________________________________________ __ 

34.31 1.73 6.75 

SOFT PHOSPHATE 

'i091____________________________________________________________________ __ 
580_______________________________________________________________________ 25.47 2.11 8.02 
728 _____________________________________________________________________ __ 29.49 .79 5.82 
443 ___________ • _________________________________________________________ _ 31.80 1. 50 7.12 

34.94 1.94 7.26 
A verngc _____________ -- --________________________________._..______ _ -------- 

30.43 1.59 7.00 

Wl.STE-POND PHOSPHATE 

826 _________________________________ •_________________ • _________________ __ 

828_________________________ -- _-'" _____________________________________ __ 0.09 1. 21
15.34/ .64 7~991U.83727. ________ .._______________ ........_..________________________________ __ 


21.63 .75 6.35827________________________ - -- ---- ________ --- -- - ___ .,- - _________________ ._ 22.29 7.28726. __________•_____ •____ •••___________ •____________ •_____________________ .37 
82.5.._____ •_________ .. __ •________________ •__ ..____________________________ 23.48 .97 7.12 
915____________________ " _____ •__________ •_______________________________ _ 23.48 .18 7.16 
824 _________________ . ___ ..__ •_______________________________________--____ 23.63 .34 7.50 
725______.. __ • _______________________ •_____________________________• ____ __ 7.2424.24 .56 

25.31 1.31 6.88 
A "crngo. _________________________________________________________ __ -------- 

22.14 .58 6.53 

I 2·grom samples digested (or 30 minutes at 65° O. With 100 cubic ccntimeters of neutral ammonium 
citrate solution • 

• 2·grllm samples sbaken (or 30 minutes with 200 cubic centimeters of 2 percent citric acid solution. 
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'tABLE 32.-Ammonium citrate- and citric acid-soluble phosphoric acid in Tenne8see 

and other phosphates 

Citric'CltrateTotal acldSample no. Type or source of phosphate solubleP,O. solubleP,O.' P,O. ' 

Percent Percent Percent ' 587______________________________ Tennessee brown rock___ •____________ _ 30.17 0. SO 5.84, 
564 ___________________________________ do______________________________ _ 
, 56______ "___'_________________________ do_________________________________ 

31.28 .77 5.74· 
762___________ • ________________ • ______do________ • ________________________ 32.B5 .84 5.00 
906___________________________________do_______________________________ 33.73 1.10 5. SIt 
903___________________________________do_________________________ •______ _ 34.30 1.20 5.67 

34.44 1.14 6.2ii 
A vcrage_. ____ •___ . _________________ •___________..______ •____ • _____ _ 32.81 .00 c;SS 

712 ____________ ._________________ 'renncssee blue rock__ •• _____________ _ 30.45 1.83 4.75930._. _____ '" ____ • _______________ .•__ .do_._____ . _____ ...______ . _________ _ 
1049_______________________ ' • __ . _••____ do______ • ___________ ' ____________ ._ 30.97 1.26 6.90 

31.2'2 .54 5.42448. __ •• ___ •__ "____ . _______________ .--do.________ • _______________________ 

449 _ • __________ . _________________ . _ • __do____________________________ • __ _ 
 32.03 1.00 6.43 

33.65 1.15 6.98 
A ,"cragc.__ ._ ___ __ ______ ____ . ___________ . ___ .--_____________________ -------- 

31.66 1.16 6.10 

100IB. _______________,.____________ Tennessee white rock_. ___ •__________ _ ---= = 
30.20 1.64 5.941031 ___ . _ ___ ____ ___ ________ _____ ••• ___ do ____________________________ • ___ _ 
35.80 1.70 7.35 

A vcragc••___ •• ________ •___ • __________________________________ •___ ._ 33.00 1.71 6.&1 
ll30._______ •_____________________ South Carolina land rock._____ ._._____ = ---= 26.92 2.51 7.83 

27.B5 2.43 B.05 
A verage._ ._....._____________ .. ______________________________________ _ -------- 

1138______________ •______________ ' _____do._________________________ • _____ _ 

27.38 2.47 7.94 
550__ • ___________________.- __ __ __ Idaho________________________________ • 

32.21 1.21 B.16454 ____________________________.- ___ ' _do. ___________ • ______ ._.___________ 
073 _____• _______ •. _____ • __ •• __________ do_________________ - ________• ______ 32.24 .B7 5.05 

32.53 1.56 6.05 
.A,"crage_. ______________ .__ _ . ___________________ • __________________ _ -------- 

32.33 1.21 6.72 

1099______________________________ :r.fontana__ •__________ • _______________ _ = = 
31.30 1.02 4.B7J010______._.___ •_____ • _________ •• . _. _. do_________ • _. _._ • _________ • __ ••__ _ 37.47 1. 35 5.54 

A 'V'er.1~e______ ...... __ ....__ ........ M " .. __________________ .. _ ........ ,. .... __ ...... _ .. __ .... 
 3·1.43 1.1B 5.20 
IHS __ •• ____________ •______ .______ ·Wyoming••• _.___ • ____________ •• ____ .• 30.10 .33 4.151162_____________ •• _•••_________ .• Morocco_. ________ • _______ ._._ •••_. _ •• 35.11 2.75 1l.2ii552. ___________ ,., ..._______________ 'ruuis, Gnfsll______________ " ____ .. ~ .. *_,., .. 27.M 2.21 10.08985 ______________ • ___....______ •• Ouracao fsland •._______ •• _.,. ___"'_.' 38.59 2.92 13.74005. _ • _______________ • _____ • ___ ._ Fluornp~tite._. _______ • _. __ •.•• _.____ _ 40.30 .67 2.18071 ____________ • ___ •___________ •. ,uone ash___ ••••_., _ •• ,_._,_ •.•• ______ _ 40.36 3.31 11.29•om.______. ____.._____ •.• ___ .___ __ Connctable Islands.....__ • __ :_. __ •• _.• 54.51 3.36 .32

1 
~----~----~--~----

'2-gram samples cllgested lor 30 minutes at 65° C. with 100 cnblc centimeters of neutral ammonium 
citrate solution. 

J 2.gram samples shaken for 30 minutes with 200 cubic centimeters of 2 percent citric ncid solution, 
I Bureau of Standards standnrd sample no. 56. 
• Hydrated aluminum phosphate. 

The percentuges of citric ucid-soluble phosphoric ucid in the vurious 
types of phosphute rock tend, as u geneml rule, to run pUl'nlIel to the 
percentages of citrate-soluble phosphoric acid, The results (tables 
31 and 32) indicate that the citric ucid-soluble phosphoric acid content 
of the domestic rocks ranges from about 4 to 8 percent on the sumple, 
or 14 to 29 percent on the totul phosphm:ic acid. The Floridu soft 
and waste-pond phosphates contain, in general, somewhut higher 
percentages of citric ucid-soluble phosphoric acid than Me found in 
the majority of samples of hurd phosphates. It will be noted thut 
the Curacao Islund, Morocco, nnd Tunis phosphates are more soluble 
and fluorapatite is less soluble in 2 percent citric acid than are uny of 
the domestic rocks, The aluminum phosphate from the Connetuble 
Islands is practically insoluble in citric acid, Unlike the calcium 
phosphates, the phosphates of iron and aluminum are more soluble 
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in ~eutral ammonium citra-tesolution than in 2 percentcitrica-cid (87). 
~ufuerous results on the solubility of phospha-tes in citric acid solu
tions have appeared in the literature during the past 17 years (2,3, 
87, 107, 109) . 

.The data in table 33 show that the percentages of ammonium citrate
.and of citric acid-soluble phosphoric acid in the mechanical fractions 
·of the ground phosphate rocks increase with ·decrease in particle size. 
In .ammonium citrate-soluble phosphoric add, the average increase 
in going from the II sand" to the "cle,y" fractions amounted to 1.58 
percent on the sample, or 4.9 percent on the total phosphoric acid. 
In citric acid-soluble phosphoric acid, the average increase amounted 
to 1.91 percent on the sample, or 7.2 percent on the total phosphoric 
acid. The low ammonium citrate solubility of the phosphoric acid 
in the original sample of Wyoming phosphate follows through into 
the mechanical fractions. The percentages of ammonium citrate
and citric acid-soluble phosphoric acid in the Florida soft and waste
pond phosphates show no regular changes with decrease in particle 
size. The phosphoric acid in the "clay" fractions of these materials 
is, in general, les& soluble in citrate solution than is the phosphoric 
acid in the II clay" fractions of the ground phosphate rocks. 

TABLE 3a.-Effect of particle size on the solubility of natural phosphates in am
monium citrate and citric acid solutions 

FLORIDA LAND-PEBBLE PHOSPHATE 

CitricCitrateSample Total acidMechanical (ractiGn solubleno. P,O, p,o, , soluble 
P,O,' 

Percent Percent Perant910 Original materlal _______________________________________________ _ 31.09 1.55 7.17
U Sand" ________________________________________ . _______________ 

30.28 .35 6.56 
U Silt" .... 

~ 

________________________________________________________ 32.02 1.71 7.T{., Clay" _____.._________________________.____ .. _______ .. ____________ 32.06 2.60 8.80912 Original material _______________________________________________ _ 35.37 .77 6.67",Sand" ________________________________•________________________ 33.85 .51 6.21"Slit"_________________________________________________________ _ 36.01 .60 6.71U _ 
36.10 1.14 7.46

Clay" ...._______________________________________________________ 
947 Original materlaL______________________________________________ _ 31.28 1.71 6.5!!"Sand " _______________________"-_______________________________ _

(, Silt" _________________________________________________________ _ 30.97 .50 5.81 
31.93 1.51 6.87 

~_.u Clay" __ .._____ ________________ ,____________________________ 
31.98 2.57 8.59 

FLORIDA HARD-ROCK PHOSPHATE 

_____ -------------------- ---- _932 origlnal.materialIf Sand ii'._______________________________________________________--- --- --- ----- _____.1' 35.99 1.89 7.23 
35.57 .98 6.12 

" Clay" _______________________________________________________ 
.. Slit"________________________________________________________ 

37.09 1.87 6.93 
37.13 2.41 8.20 

FLORIDA SOFT PHOSPHATE 

<, 


728 Original material ________________________________________________ 
31.80 I 1.50 I 7.12u S1l!ld"__.._______________________________________________.._____ 

13 6.36." BUt" __________________________________________ •_______________ 
~u Olay"__.....__ .. ________________ ________________________________ ~:~I 1..72 1 7.84 

32. 90 .96 7.BtCollold ___________________________________________________ _ 
31.43 .68 7.66 

I 2,gram samples digested (or 30 minutes at 65° C. wjth 100 cubic centlm~ters o( neutral ammonium 
citrate solntlon. 

S .2-gram samPles shaken (or 30 minutes with 200 cubic centimeters o( 2 percent citric acid solution. 
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T.A.1!LE a3.-Effect oj particle size on the solubility of natural pho8phates in a~ 
monium citrate and citric acid solution8-Continued 

FLORIDA WASTE·POND PHOSPHATE 

I 	 CitrioCitrateSBmJ:!le 	 Total acid·Mechanical fraction 	 solubleno. 	 P,O, p.o, solubl~ 
p,O, 

----·1-----------------------------------1--------------
P<rctnt P<rctnt Ptrcem 

726 23.48 0.97 7.12 
., Silt" l?~~~d~!.~~~=~i~===========================:===:~:=====::=.. ______________________________________ _ 14.20 1.57 _______________ 	 <') 
., Clay" ______________________________________________________ _ 29.00 L8I 6.74 

22. 01 1.65 7.30Collold•••.••.__••••••__._.________•.______••___••___•________ 18.12 .Bi 7.20 
'727 21.63 .75 6.35 

27.05 .45 6.80 ___..___________________________________________________ _"Clay"l?~~~~~:~~~::=============:========:============--=:===== 21.09 .00 7.45915 	 Original materiaJ_____________________________•___________••__ 

U Sand " __ •_______________________ .. _____________________________ 
 23.63 .34 7.50 
II Silt" _____________ __________________________________________.. 19.47 .48 7.25 
.~Clay" ________________________________________________________ 27.60 .11 7.08 

23.33 .88 7.52 

TENNESSEE BROWN·ROCK PHOSPHATE 

33.73 L19 6.88 
762 Original material.____•______________________•______•___________g~w~r£.~~~~~~!===========:===::=================:==:====== 25.02 2.06 7.70906 	

"Sand,t_____________________________________________________ 34. 09 1.20 5.67 
U Silt" ________________________________________________.. ____... __ 34.n .69 6.57 

35.06 1.28 6.07 
908 "Clay" ----'--------------------------------------------------____ ____ ______________ ________________ ___ 31. 69 2.04 6.117Original materlaL • • • • ._ 34.44 L14 6.25 

" Silt" _ .. ________________ .. _____________________________________ 
"Sand t,__________ ...______________________________________________ 

34. 49 .26 5.95 
"Clay" ________________________________________________________ _ 34. 85 .97 6.M 

32. 35 1.62 7.70 

IDAHO PHOSPHATE 

973 	 Original material__________________••_____ •__ • ____••__________._ 32.53 1.56 6.00 
It Sand " _____ .._______________________ ..__________________________ _ 

35.69 .13 5.87 
U Clay" _____________..... _____________..______ .. _____________________ 
"Silt. " _________________•________________________..... _____.. ______ _ 

32. 96 1.09 6.45 
26.60 2.63 7.31. 

WYOllUNG PHOSPHATE 

19 0.33 4.15 
30..948 	 j, Sil~' I _______________________________ .. _________________________ _ 33.41 1 .16 4..14l?~~~~~!_~~~=~~!~==:===:=:==:======::====::::===:=======:::==: 
26.73 .06 4.82" Clay" ________________ .. ___________________________________.. ___ _ 
23.67 .91 6.42 

i 

• Not determined. 'Insuflicient quantity oC "sund" fraction for analysis• 

COMPOUNDS PRESENT IN PHOSPHATE ROCK 

The compounds present in phosphate rock may be divided into 
two classes, phos.phatic and nonphosphatic or aamixed materials. 
Identification of all the compounds comprised in these classes remains 
to be accomplished, but progress in this direction has been made by 
means of careful studies of the combined results of microscopical, 
X-ray diffraction, and chemical examinations. 

Numerous difficulties arise when these methods of attack are applied 
individually to such a material as phosphate rock. Microsccpical 
examination is of great value in the identification of minute quantities 
of crystalline substances, but the very fine particle size of most of the 
compounds in phosphate rock limits the applicability- of this method. 
X-ray diffraction photographs are of some value III the. identifica
. tion of impurities present in amounts greater than about ~ percent, 
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but they are of far greater value in characterizing the principal con
stituent ill the material under examination. However, several 
phosphate compounds that may be present in phosphate rock have 
very similar structures and give almost identical diffraction photo
graphs. Furthermore, these compounds seem to be able to form a 
rather extensive series of solid solutions. Therefore, extreme care 
must be exercised in interpreting the photographs. Chemical analysis 
is of value in detennining the amounts of the various elements and 
certain of the radicals in phosphate rock, but it is not possible from 
such results alone to distribute correctly these elements and radicals 
among the compounds that may be present, for example, to distribute 
flu.orine and carbon dioxide among the phosphate minerals and possible 
fluoride and carbonate impurities. 

PHOSPHATIC COMPOUNDS 

Except in rare instances, the calcium phosphates present in phos
phate rock have complicated structures, which, in general, may be 
represented by the type formula 3Ca3(P04)2.CaX, or Call)X(PO.)e, 
where X may be one or more negative radicals such as halogens, car
bonate, hydroA-yl, etc. Fluorapatite, CatOF2(P04)6, is the best-known 
crystalline representative of mch compounds. Other compounds of 
this type, which are known to exist in nature or have been prepared in 
the laboratory, are hydroA-yapatite, CaLO(OHMPO.)6; chlorapatite, 
CalOCI2 (PO.)6; and carbonate apatite, Cato(C03)(PO.)6, which prob
ably carries one molecule of water. Owing to the similarity in their 
crystal structures as shown by X-ray diffraction studies (64,65), the 
formation of solid solutions among these compounds is to be expected. 
The presence of solid solutions would eA-plain, in a large measure, the 
variable compositions of many of the poorly defined minerals de
scribed as occurring in phosphate rock (39, p. 768; 78). 

The possibility of the presence of significant quantities of chlor
apatite in the domestic phosphate rocks is eliminated by the fact that 
these materials usually contain less than 0.02 percent of chlorine. 

The universal presence of comparatively large percentages of 
fluorine in phosphate rocks, particularly those from the continental 
deposits, led more than 40 years ago to the conclusion that phosphate 
rock is essentially fluorapatite (101). This conclusion is supported 
by the recent X-ray diffraction studies of Hendricks and coworkers 
(64). The results of these studies show that fluorapatite is the pre
dominating constituent of all the commercial varieties and grades of 
phosphate rock produced in the United States. On the other hand, 
X-ray analysis indicates that hydroxyfiuorapatite, Calo(OH, F)2 (PO.)6' 
is an important constituent of the Nauru, Christmas, and Ocean 
Island phosphates. So far as is known t;Q. the authors, fluorapatite 
is the only coarsely crystalline calcium phosphate mineral that has 
been identified with certainty in the commercial types of domestic 
phosphate rock by means of the microscope, and this only in rare 
mstances. In the present investigation, macrocrystalline fluorap
atite Was found in only two samples, namely, no. lOll (table 5) 
from Garrison, Mont., v,nd no. 910 (table 3) from Mulberry, Fla. 
. Chemical analyses (tables 9-12) show that the domestic types of 
phosphate rock, excluding the Florida soft and wfi,ste-pond phosphates, 
usually contain about 20 to 35 percent more fluorine than is theoreti

,eallyrequired to combine with the phosphate for the formation of 

:. 
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fluorapatite, the excess running as high as about 55 percent in 
Oklahoma phosphate and in certain samples of Florida land pebble 
and South Carolina land rock. Satisfactory proof of the exact state 
of combination of this excess fluorine has not been obtained. Micro
scopical examination showed the presence of coarsely crystalline 
calcium fluoride (fluorite) in only two samples (nos. 1011 and 1012, 
table 11), which were exceptionally high in fluorine. The X-ray 
diffraction photographs also showed the presence of calcium fluoride 
in these samples, whereas they gave no indication of its presence in 
other samples. Fluorite has previously been identified in phosphate 
rock from western United States (51; 119, p. 1&13) and Palestine (5). 

According to Bredig and coworkers (14-), fluorapatite can take into 
its lattice excess calcium fluoride to the extent of approximately 70 
percent of that theoretically required by the formula CaloFz(P04)e 
without causing more than a very slight broadening of the lattice. 
The same authors offer this as an explanation of the presence of the 
excess fluorine usually found in continental phosphate rocks and 
frequently in coarsely crystalline fluorapatite. Although further 
work in this direction is needed, it should be pointed out that, with 
the exception of the samples in which the presence of fluorite was 
detected, none of the domestic phosphates analyzed in tlus investiga
tion contained more fluorine than corresponds to an excess of 70 
percent over that required to form fluorapatite with all the phosphoric 
acid present. The excess fluorine in several samples of Russian phos
phate (table 13), which were not examined microscopically for the 
presence of fluorite, slightly exceeded this figure. 

Conclusive evidence of the presence of carbonate apatite, CaIO(C03) 
(H20)(PO~)6' in domestic phosphate rock has not been obtained. 
This compound, which seems to be the essential phosphatic compo
nent of fresh bone (64-, 65, 164-), is probably a constituent of certain 
insular phosphate rocks, but X-ray data indicate that there is no great 
displacement of fluorine by either carbonate or hydro).-yl groups in the 
apatite mineral that is predominant in domestic rock (64-). Micro
scopical examination of phosphate rock usually shows the presence of 
calcite, often in sufficient quantity to account for all the carbon 
dim.ide. Hendricks and coworkers (64-) have pointed out, however, 
that in some samples, particularly certain of the Florida land-pebble 
phosphates, the amount of calcite is markedly lower than is indicated 
by the co.rbon dioxide content. In such samples, the X-ray dato. also 
indicate tho.t crystalline calcium carbonate is not present in amounts 
greater than about 2 perr.:ent. These samples do not contain sufficient 
magnesium carbonate to account for the discrepo.ncy. It is possible 
that the excess carbon dioxide is present as very finely divided calcium 
carbonate in quantities too small to be determined by microscopical 
and X-ray analyses. It is also possible that at least a part of this 
carbon dioxide is present in the form of carbonate apatite or of solid 
solutions of carbonate apatite and other apatites. Finally, there is 
the possibility that carbon dioxide has gone into the fluorapatite 
lattice as calcium carbonate in the manner postulated by Bredig and 
coworkers (14-) to explain the presence of ex0ess fluorine in phosphate 
rock. In this connection, it should be noted that coarsely crystalline 
fluorapatite very frequently contains significant quantities of carbon 
dioxide (39, p. 765). 

The properties of the submicrocrystalline carbonate present in 
phosphate rock are somewhat different from those of coarsely crystal
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line calcite. For example, it has recently been pointed out (74) 
that complete removal of the carbon dioxide by heating at high tem
peratures is more difficult with ph9sphate rock than with either 
dolomite or high-calcium limestone. Schucht (172, p. 311) and 
Gale and Richards (51) state that certain samples 01 Florida and 
Utah phosphates contain carbon dioxide ,,,hich is not liberated on 
treatment 01 the rock powder with cold dilute acetic, phosphoric, or 
hr.drochloric acid, but comes off when the sample is treated with hot 
dllute phosphoric or hydrochloric acid. Since calcite is completely 
decomposed by dilute acetic acid, these authors suggest that the diffi
cultly soluble carbonate may be present as a carbonate phosphate. 

The results of experimental work on the purification of phosphate 
rock by the flotation process indicate that coarsely crystalline calcite 
may be readily removed by this method, whereas the remainder of the 
carbonate is removed only in part, if at all, even though the rock be 
ground to a fineness of 200 mesh.12 This behavior may be due 
either to carbonate apatite or to calcium carbonate in the fluorapatite 
lattice, or to the presence of free calcium carbonate so thoroughly 
disseminated throughout the phosphate particles that separation by 
flotation is impossible unless the rock be ground extremely fine. 
While these observations do not prove the presence of carbon. ate 
apatite, they show that at least a part of the carbonate manifests 
properties unlike those of calcite. 

As further evidence of the presence of carbonate phosphates in 
phosphate rock, Matson (122, p. 86) has reported that Florida phos
phates contain a mineral having optical properties corresponding to 
those of francolite or stafi'elite, 3Ca3(PO~)2.CaC03.CaF2.H20 (95; 96; 
169, p. 89-100). Correlating the results of his microscopical examina
tion with the chemical ana.1yses reported by other investigators, 
:Matson suggests that the Florida phosphates arC' mixture::; of franco
lite and fluocollophanite, 3Ca3(P04)2.Ca(F2,COa).H20 +nH20. Aside 
from the optical data, thissuggestion is based largely upon the molecu
lar ratios of total calcium oxide, phosphoric ncid, carbon dioxide, 
and fluorine calculated 1rom the chemical analyses. It should be 
pointed out, however, that the fluorine figures on the majority of th'3 
samples were unquestionably much too low, and that Matson failed 
to takeinto 60nsideration the fact that in most samples a portion of the 
carbon dio:l.-iJe is undoubtedly present in the form of calcite (64). 

As in the C1.1Se 01 carbonate apatite, there is no direct evidence 01 the 
presence in domestic phosphate rock of hydroxyapatite, either as the 
mdividual compound or as solid solutions \,,-ith other apatites. The 
microscopical and X-ray diffraction examinations do not throw any 
light on this subject, but the chemical analyses (tables 3-6 and 17) 
indicate that many samples may contain small quantiti<1s of calcium in 
combination with the hydro).-yl group. 

Thus, most phosphate rocks contain appreciable amounts of calcium 
in excess of that required to combine with the fluorine, carbon dioxide, 
and the acid-soluble sulphate rudical, and with the phosphoric Iwid 
in the ratio required by the calcium phosphate portion of the apa
tite formula. For example, the excess calcium in the samples of 
Christmas Island, Nauru, and Ocean Island phosphates (table 6) 
ranges from 2.53 to 3.73 percent CIlO. The X-ray data indicate that 

II Private communication Crom Chillies E.IIelnrlchs, oC the Phosphate Recovery Corporation. 
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these phosphates contain hydroxyfluorapatite (64). Likewise, in 15 
samples of various types of domestic phosphates theexcess calcium 
ranged from 0.22 to 2.11 percent GaO, the average being 0.95 per
cent. It is hardly possible that analytical errors, which accumulate 
in the results for excess calcium, can accounli for the rather large 
values obtained in many cases. The presence of dicalcium phosphate 
and of phosph0ric acid, fluorine, carbon dioxide, or sulphuric acid 
in combination 'with elements other than calcium would only serve 
to increase the excess of calcium. Except for the presence of insignifi
cant quantities of acid-insoluble calcium (table 23), there is no direct 
evidence that calcium occurs in domestic phosphate rock ill combi
nation with acid radicals other than those mentioned, although 
Schucht (172, p. 74) states that calcium silicate occurs in Algerian 
and Belgian phosphates. On the basis of the information available 
at present, it does not seem unreasonable to postulate the existence 
of at least a portion of the excess calcium in the form of hydroxy
apatite, or solid solutions of this compound with other apatites, or as 
calcium hydroxide within the lattice of fluorapatite. 

There is no evidence that dicalcium and tricalcium phosphates occur 
in any of the varieties of domestic phosphates. Hendricks and co
workers (64) have sho,,,n, however, that Curacao Island phosphate 
contains a compound which gives the same X-ray diffraction pattern 
as does anhydrous tricalcium phosphate. Dicalcium phosphate has 
been reported to occur in isolated masses on the islands of }.IIoneta and 
Mona, West Indies (39, p. 784). 

Microscopical eXllmination has not revealed the presence of iron 
or aluminum phosphates in the samples used in this investigation. 
The occurrence of vivianite, Fea(P04)2.8H20, has been noted in 
several localities in the Florida land-pebble district (122, p. 85), 
particularly in a phosphate rock deposit near Plant City (203). 
Larsen and Shannon (100) reported the presence of complex phosphate 
minerals containing cnlcium, aluminum, and, in some cases, sodium 
in a deposit near Fairfield, Utah. Mineralogical evidence of the 
presence of these or of any other iron and aluminum phosphates in the 
commercial grades of domestic rock hns not come to the attention of 
the authors. The results of chemical analyses, however, give 
evidence of the presence of iron or aluminum, probably the latter, 
combined with phosphoric acid in certain samples of the Florida soft 
and waste-pond phosphates. 

Thus,. the soft phosphates nos. 580 and 1091, and the waste-pond 
phosphate no. 915 (table 3) contuin less calcium (2.92 to 19.12 per
cent CaO on the samples) than is required to combine with the 
fluorine and carbon dioxide and with the phosphoric acid in the ratio 
required by the calcium phosphate portion of the fluorapatite formula. 
In soft phosphate no. 580, the marked deficiency of calcium (19.12 
percent CaO) together with the high alumina (23.05 percent) B.nd the 
low total iron (3.28 percent Fe20a) gives conclusive evidence of the 
presence of considerable aluminum phosphate. A deficiency of cal
cium also occurs in the 1I sand" fractions of soft phosphate no. 728 
and waste-pond phosphate no. 727 (table 28). Since the original 
samples of these materials are not deficient in lime, it may be con
cluded that concentration of the iron or aluminum phosphate has 
occurred in the rt sand lJ fractions. Similar calculations Oll the original 
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samples and the mechanical fractions of the other types of domestic 
phosphates give no indication of the presence of iron or aluminum 
phosphates. 

NONPHOSPHATIC COMPOUNDS 

The occasional occurrence of fluorite and the frequent occurrence 
of calcite in phosphate rock have been pointed out on page 73. 

Microscopical examination usually indicates the :presence of gypsum 
(64-) in sufficient quantity to account for the aCId-soluble sulphate 
in domestic phosphate rocks (table 17). Gale and Richards (51) 
reported the presence of both gypsum and anhydrite in low-grade 
phosphate from the Crawford Mountains, Utah. The acid-insoluble 
sulphide, found in significant quantities in Tennessee blue rock and 
phosphatic limestone, South Carolinalllnd rock, rock from Cokeville, 
Wyo., and in. one sllmple of Tennessee brown rock (table 17), is 
present principally in the form of pyrite (FeS2). All sllmples of phos
phate examined during this investigation also contllined organic 
sulphur, the quantities running as high IlS 0.8 percent S03 in rock 
from Conda, Idaho. 

The state of combination of the iron may vary considerably in 
different vllrieties of phosphate. As pointed ou t in the preceding para
graph, pyrite is an important constituent of severlll of the domestic 
types of rock. Analysis of the orgamc material isoillted from several 
samples also indicates that iron may be present in organic combination 
(tllble 20). According to Matson (122, p. 84-), limonite, 2Fe203.3H20, 
is the most common iron-bearing mineral in the Florida phosphate 
deposits, though glauconite is a constituent of the "bedrock" in tha 
pebble-phosphate region. Matson also stlltes that in many of the 
deposits iron probably occurs in the form of ferrous silicate at depths 
where oxidation has not been very effective. The color of Tennessee 
brown rock and of Conda, Idllho, rock indicates the presence of ferric 
oxide. 

Aside from that occurring as the phosphate, the greater part of the 
aluminum is probably present in the form of silicates, principally in 
the submicrocrystalline condition. Microscopical examination of 
Florida land-pebble phosphate no. 790 by W. H. Fry, of the soil 
cbemistry and physics division of the Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, 
showed the presence of very small quantities of orthoclase and micro
cline. Traces of plagioclase were found in Florida land-pebble phos
phates nos. 910, 912, and 947, and no. 912 contained very small quan
tities of muscovite and tourmaline. Mica was identified in Florida 
hard-rock phosphate no. 771. Coarsely crystalline silicates were 
not found in samples of the other types of rock. Gale an.d Richards 
(51) reported the presenee of kaolm in samples of phosphate from 
Idaho, Utah, and WYOlning, and Matson (122, p. 84-) stated that 
kaolin is the most prominent aluminum-bearing mineral in the Florida 
phosphates. 

The nature of the compound or compounds accounting for the 
presence of sodium and potassium in natural phosphates has not been 
definitely established. The studies of Hausen (59) and Borgstrom 
(10) indicate that at least a portion of the sodium may have replaced 
calcium in the complex apatitelike compounds which nre the principal 
phosphatic components of natural calcium phosphates. As pointed 
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out by Hendricks and coworkers (64), a partial replacement of cal· 
cium by sodium is structurally possiblEl because tll.:- ionic radii of 
sodium and calcium are nearly the same. On the other hand, there 
is 8. considerable difference in the sizes of the potassium and calcium 
ions and, consequently, replacement of calcium by potassium in the 
apatite complex would seem to be improbable. Alkali aluminum 
silicates account, no doubt, for at least a portion of the sodium and 
potassium present in many phosphate rocks. 

Matson (122, p. 85) suggests that the magnesium in the Florida 
phosphates probably occms most commonly as magnesite. Results 
obtamed on samples of Florida, Tennessee, and Idaho phosphates 
(table 23) show, however, that approximately 30 to 100 percent of 
the total magnesium is insoluble in hot 1 to 1 hydrochloric acid. This 
indicates the presence of magnesium-hearing silicates. 

Quartz is a common constituent of all types of phosphate rock. 
Most types also contain silica in the form of silicates. 

Not enough information is available to justify conclusions as to the 
states of combination of the small quantities of titanium, manganese, 
chromium, vanadium, copper, zinc, and arsenic that are present in 
nearly all types of phosphate rock. 

SUMMARY 

A brief review of the phosphate deposits and the production and 
reserves of phosphate rock in the United States is given. The flota
tion process of concent.rating low-grade phosphate ores is discussed 
with reference t.o its value in the conservation of the phosphate 
deposits in the southeastern part of the United States. 

The results of an analytical study of 46 samples of mineral calcium 
phosphates representing nearly all of the more important domestic 
types and sources of this materjal are presented. Data are also given 
on the composition of 11 samples of bone ash, apatites, and foreign 
phosphate rocks, and on the percentages of fluorine and phosphoric 
acid m a large number of additional samples from deposits throughout 
the world. 

Phosphoric acid; lime, alumina, iron, silica, carbon dio}':ide, fluor
ine, and, in most samples, sulphate are the predominating constit
uents of domestic phosphate rock. Magnesium, titanium, sodium, 
potassium, manganese, chromium, copper, zinc, arsenic, chlorine, 
and iodine are present in nearly all samples, but only in comparatively 
small quantities. Small percentages of vanadium are also present in 
many samples. 

Phosphate rock from continental deposits usually contains 3 to 4 
percent of fluorine, whereas that from insular deposits contains 
smaller quantities. As a general rule, the fluorine-phosphoric acid 
ratios in a particular type of rock .are approximately constant. Al
though fresh bones are very low in fluorine, fossil bones frequently • 
contain high percentages of this element. Evidence is presented to 
show that the fluorine in phosphate rock and fossil bones originates 
principally from contact of the phosphates with fluorine-bearing 
waters, and that, to a certain extent, there is a rough correlation 
between the fluorine content and the geological age of these materials. 

The commercial types and ~rades of domestic phosphate rock con
tain appro:l.-imately the folJowmg percentages of minor constituents
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MgO, 0.0 to 0.5; Ti02, 0.03 to 0.15; N8.:!O, 0.1 to 0.8; K 20, 0.05 to 
0.65; MnO, traces to 0.3; Cr203, 0.00 to 0.15; V20 3, 0.00 to 0.40; CuO, 
<0.0005 to 0.01; ZnO, <0.0005 to 0.025; AS20 3, 0.001 to 0.015; and 
Cl, 0.00 to 0.10. The iodine content ranges from approximately 1 to 
130 parts.per million. 

Pyrite is a common constituent of Tennessee blue rock and phos
phatic limestone, South Carolina land rock, and rock from Cokeville, 
Wyo. 

The organic matter isolated from phosphate rock carries high per
centages of nitrogen and sulphur, and the ash of this material is rich 
in iron. 

In comparison with the other types of domestic phosphate rock, 
Tennessee brown-rock phosphate is characterized by the presence of 
high percentages of aluminum, iron, and manganese, and by the 
absence of vanadium. It usually contains more potassium than 
sodium, whereas the reverse is the rule with the other types. 

Tennessee blue-rock phosphate is similar to Tennessee brown rock 
in that it is comparatively high in iron. It is also high in acid-soluble 
sulphate, but its outstanding characteristic is its high conten t of acid
insoluble sulphide, principally pyrite. 

Florida land-pebble phosphate has no outstanding chemical char
acteristic. The percentages of fluorine in the different commercial 
wades of this material are, however, approximately constant, whereas 
m the other types of phosphate rock the fluorine content varies, as a. 
general rule, directly with the phosphoric acid. 

Florida hard-rock phosphate is characterized by its comparatively 
high content of iodine and low content of sulphate and chlorine. 

In general, the phosphates from deposits in the Rocky Mountain 
States are comparatively high in chromium and vanadium, and low 
in iodine. Certain samples, notably those from deposits at Conda, 
Idaho, and Cokeville, Wyo., are exceptionally high in organic carbon 
and organic sulphur, whereas rock from the Garrison, Ivlont., deposit 
is low in organic carbon and in total sulphur. 
. In c?mparison 'Yith phosphate ro~k, Flori~a ,,:"ast~:pond phosp~ate 
IS low m phosphoric aCId and exceptIOnally hIgh m silIca and 1l1umma. 
The composition of Florida soft phosphate varies considerably with 
different samples. 

Nearly all of the elements present in phosphate rock occur also 
in bone ash. 

Analyses of the mechanical fractions separated from samples of 
ground phosphate. rock and from Florida soft and waste-pond phos
phates showed that, as a general rule, the phosphoric acid, calcium, 
and fluorine concentrate somewhat in the "sand" and II silt" frac
tions, whereas the alumina and silica concentrate to a marked extent 
in the Hclay" and colloid fractions, particularly the latter. 

Phosphate rock does not contain significant quantities of phos
e phoric acid soluble in neutral ammonium citrate solution, and less 

than 30 percent of the total phosphoric acid is soluble in 2 percent 
citric acid solution. The percentages of phosphoric acid dissolved 
by these reagents from a particular sample of phosphate increase with 
increase in the fineness of the particles. 

The principal phosphatic component of phosphate rock from con
tinental deposits is fluorapatite, which is present almost entirely in 
the submicrocrystalline condition. Hydroxy fluorapatite is an im
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portant constituent of rock from insular deposits. The available 
data indicate that domestic phosphate rock may contain small 
quantities of carbonate apatite and hydroxyapatite. 
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